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Abstract
The mechanical characterisation of material components in existing masonry structures
has been the topic of several research studies. Most of them are currently focusing on
mortar, the most difficult material component to be characterised, trying to evaluate its
behaviour. To achieve this aim, a good option is performing minor-destructive testing
(MDT) such as the in-situ penetrometric tests or the extraction of samples to be tested in
the laboratory. This thesis focuses on MDT for the mechanical characterisation of
historical mortars. In the first part, a novel in-situ MDT technique is investigated, based
on the field vane shear test for soils. The instrumentation consists in a four-winged pin
(X-Drill) and a torque wrench. The testing procedure consists in inserting the pin in a
mortar joint and applying a torque to the pin through the dynamometric key. The
dynamometric key records the magnitude of the torque while the pin brings the material
to failure. This research presents the results of an experimental campaign based on the
comparison between standard tests and X-Drill measurements on different types of
mortars. The interpretation of the test, based on the analysis of the local stress evaluated
on the failure surface, provides a possible correlation between the measured torque and
the compressive strength of the material.
After the X-Drill development, the thesis focuses on the extraction of samples to be
tested in laboratory. The in-situ core drilling of existing masonry is a convenient
sampling technique since it does not induce excessive damage to the historical structure
and it allows a direct estimation of the mechanical properties by testing the extracted
specimens in the laboratory. Brazilian tests can be carried out on cores including a
diametral mortar joint with a defined inclination with respect to its original horizontal
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position. A new integrated methodology is developed for the comprehensive mechanical
characterisation of historical mortar based on different types of experimental tests
results. This task is carried out by means of a large set of experiments performed exnovo on lime mortar masonry walls built in the laboratory. The processing of the results
from Brazilian tests on cores with inclined diametral joint is complemented with the
application of the double punch tests on mortar joints that may be also extracted through
core drilling. The proposed experimental methodology is then compared with the results
obtained from standard tests performed on the same materials, such as compression
tests, flexural tests and shear tests on triplets.
Finally, the parameters obtained are used as input parameters for 2D and 3D numerical
analyses based on the Continuum Damage Mechanics constitutive model. This model
allows to represent the material mechanical degradation through a single scalar
parameter, which depends on the fracture energy dissipated during the failure process.
The comparison between the experimental results and the numerical analyses confirm
the good prediction capacity of the proposed techniques.

Keywords: Minor-Destructive Tests, Penetrometric Tests, Historical Masonry
Assessment, Lime Mortar, In-Situ Sampling, Double Punch Test, Mohr-Coulomb
Theory, Shear Strength, Failure Envelope, Nonlinear Analyses, Fracture Mechanics,
Continuum Damage Model.

Sommario
La caratterizzazione meccanica dei materiali che compongono strutture in muratura è
stato l’oggetto di numerosi studi di ricerca. La maggior parte di questi è incentrata sulle
malte, essendo il materiale più difficile da caratterizzare, cercando di stimarne il
comportamento meccanico. Per raggiungere questo obiettivo, una buona opzione pare
essere quella di utilizzare test moderatamente distruttivi (MDT), come prove
penetrometriche o estrazione di campioni da testare in laboratorio.
Questo lavoro è focalizzato sulle tecniche MDT per la caratterizzazione meccanica di
murature storiche. Nella prima parte viene studiata una nuova tecnica MDT in-situ
basata sul Field Vane Test per i terreni. La strumentazione, infatti, consiste in un chiodo
alettato (chiamato X-Drill) e una chiave torsiometrica. La procedura di test consiste
nell’inserire il chiodo in un letto di malta e successivamente nell’applicare un momento
torcente mediante una chiave dinamometrica. Quest’ultima registra il valore massimo di
torsione mentre il chiodo porta a rottura il materiale. Si presentano i risultati di una
campagna sperimentale basata sul confronto di test di compressione standard con le
letture di prove X-Drill eseguite su campioni di malta di proprietà differenti. La
calibrazione è stata basata sull’analisi delle tensioni locali sulla superficie di rottura,
ottenendo una possibile correlazione tra momento massimo misurato e resistenza a
compressione del materiale.
Successivamente, la ricerca si è concentrata sull’estrazione di piccoli campioni da
testare in laboratorio. Il carotaggio di campioni in situ eseguito su murature esistenti
può essere una tecnica conveniente, dal momento che non produce lesioni eccessive
sulla struttura e permette una stima diretta delle proprietà meccaniche. La prova
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Brasiliana può essere eseguita su carote che includano un giunto di malta diametrale,
ponendo quest’ultimo inclinato rispetto alla direzione orizzontale. Viene proposta una
tecnica integrata di caratterizzazione meccanica per le malte storiche che si basa
sull’analisi e confronto di diversi tipi di prove sperimentali. Questa metodologia è stata
sviluppata con l’ausilio di una campagna prove eseguita ex-novo in laboratorio su
elementi in muratura con malta di calce idraulica. L’utilizzo combinato della prova
Brasiliana su carote con giunto di malta inclinato e delle prove a punzonamento su
lastrine di giunto di malta estratte dal muro ha consentito di stimare un dominio di
rottura come inviluppo degli stati tensionali corrispondenti a ciascuna prova. I risultati
sono poi stati confrontati con quelli ottenuti da prove standard di compressione,
flessione e taglio su triplette.
Infine, i parametri ottenuti dall’elaborazione sono stati utilizzati per la realizzazione di
analisi numeriche su modelli agli elementi finiti 2D e 3D con leggi costitutive basate
sulla meccanica del danno continuo. Tali leggi permettono di rappresentare il degrado
del materiale attraverso un unico parametro scalare, il quale dipende dall’energia
dissipata durante la frattura. Il confronto tra risultati sperimentali e numerici ha
confermato la bontà del modello proposto per la caratterizzazione delle malte storiche.

Parole chiave: Prove Limitatamente Distruttive, Prove Penetrometriche, Vulnerabilità
Murature Storiche, Malta di Calce, Campionamento In-Situ, Double Punch Test, Teoria
Mohr-Coulomb, Resistenza Taglio, Inviluppo Rottura, Analisi Non-Lineari, Meccanica
della Frattura, Modello Danno Continuo.

Chapter 1. Introduction
The assessment of historical buildings has become a fundamental topic in the
conservation of the architectural heritage, especially in the last decades where relevant
catastrophic events have threatened many important structures. The evaluation of the
structural health and the identification of possible vulnerabilities in those facilities shall
allow the preservation of the cultural heritage value that they represent.
The conservation of the architectural heritage requires a multidisciplinary approach
involving a variety of professionals and organisations. For this reason, in 2003 the
International

Council

on

Monuments

and

Sites

produced

a

document

of

recommendations (ISCARSAH 2003a; ISCARSAH 2003b) to assist the professional
figures involved in historical masonry assessment and facilitate the communications
between them.
The current approach for the historical building assessment can be defined “KnowledgeBased Assessment” and requires information about the original structural conception, its
construction techniques, the possible damages or modifications occurred in the building
life and finally on the present state. As reported in the aforementioned document
(ISCARSAH 2003a), the diagnoses are based on historical qualitative and quantitative
approaches; the qualitative approach is mainly based on direct observation of the
structural damage and material degradation as well as historical and archaeological
research. On the contrary, the quantitative approach is mainly based on material and
structural tests, monitoring and structural analyses. Concerning the latter one, data and
information should first be processed approximately, to establish a more comprehensive
plan of activities in proportion to the real problems of the structures. In some cases, it is
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convenient to organise the material characterisation in stages, beginning with simple
techniques and eventually integrating them with more sophisticated methodologies.
Non-destructive tests should be preferred to those that may involve any alteration to the
structure. However, those kinds of tests often do not provide the required reliability
concerning the investigated material’s results. In this case, it should be necessary to
assess the benefit to be obtained by opening up the structure in terms of reduced
structural intervention against the loss of culturally significant material (a cost-benefit
analysis). For this reason, minor-destructive tests are increasingly used for the
assessment of existing structures, providing more reliable results than non-destructive
tests while maintaining a limited damage on the investigated part.
Masonry is one of the most common materials in European heritage buildings. The
building technique of masonry structures is mostly the same since centuries ago,
consisting in superposing blocks or raw stones and, eventually, filling the joints by
using mortar. The heterogeneous nature of the material introduce even more uncertainty
on its mechanical behaviour, since the structural element capacity depends on the
complex interaction of the units and mortar joints. Masonry structures are generally
composed of materials characterised by very low tensile strength and that may easily
show cracking or separation between elements. Nevertheless, these signs are not
necessarily an indication of danger as masonry structures are intended to work mainly in
compression.
The preliminary analysis of masonry requires the identification of the characteristics of
the constituent materials: the units (stones or bricks) and the type of mortar (cement,
lime, etc.). It is also necessary to know how the elements are bonded (dry joints, mortar
joints etc.) and the way in which they are geometrically related to each other. Different
kinds of tests may be used to ascertain the composition of the wall.
Focusing on the Italian territory, where the earlier European societies have settled and
developed important technologies for the building construction, masonry structures
have to deal with the seismic hazard. The latest important seismic events occurred in the
Italian territory, such as Umbria-Marche in 1997, L’Aquila 2009 and Emilia-Romagna
2012, caused huge damages on lots of historical masonry buildings. Italian governance
faced with these casualties introducing the approach proposed by ICOMOS in the
current Standard (D.M. 14/01/2008 2008).

Inntroduction
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F
Figure 1.1 Efffect of earthqu
uake on masonnry structures: Basilica of Saint
S
Francis in Assisi, Italy
y in 1997
(a), Prefecturee Palace in L'A
Aquila, Italy inn 2009 (b) and
d Clock Tower in Finale Em
milia, Italy in 2012
2
(c).

Fiigure 1.1a,bb,c show some collappses occurred during the aforem
mentioned ev
vents as
evvidences off the real losses in case of high
h
magnittude earthqquakes. Ass clearly
nooticeable inn these picttures, one oof the principal causees of collappse is the complete
c
diisruption off the mortarr, leading too disconnecction of the units and consequen
nt loss of
thhe wall bearring capacitty. Furtherm
more, maso
onry structu
ures are ofteen characteerised by
loocal mechannisms of faiilure, such aas those inv
volving vau
ults and rooofs (Figure 1.1a and
Fiigure 1.1b) or separatio
on among sttructural parrts (Figure 1.1c).
N
Nowadays, a significantt effort is caarried out to
o understand better thee existing materials’
m
beehaviour byy means of mechanicall tests perfo
ormed in-sittu. A more precise kn
nowledge
abbout the crracking or failure pheenomena in
n the elemeent investiggated could help in
saafeguarding the culturaal heritage aand allows developing
g more reliaable modelss for the
asssessment of buildings..

1.1.

Aiims and Objectives
O
of the Theesis

Thhe main aiim of this thesis is too provide a reliable methodology
m
gy for expeerimental
chharacterisatiion of histo
orical masoonry. The work
w
was developed
d
fo
following tw
wo main
stages:
- developm
ment of a nov
vel MDT foor the in-situ
u mechanical characterrisation of mortar;
m
- comparisoon between
n some noveel non-stand
dard MDT techniques
t
bbased on laboratory
testing off extracted material (ii.e. Braziliaan Test on cored sam
mples with inclined
mortar jooint and Double
D
Punnch Test off mortar jo
oints) and available standard
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approaches (i.e. compression, flexural test of mortar prisms and shear tests of
masonry triplets).
According to the ICOMOS Guidelines (ISCARSAH 2003b), it is preferable to plan the
characterisation of materials of existing masonry structures in stages, processing firstly
the outcomes of simple tests that could provide a first impression on the structural
health. Secondly, the information retrieved from the first stage can help to choose
further and more comprehensive experimental methodologies, such as those including
MDT.
According to the aforementioned Guidelines, the first part of the present research
provides a new technology for quick in-situ evaluation of the mechanical properties of
historical mortar. The proposed technique, called X-Drill penetrometer, reveals to be a
promising methodology of investigation, since the instrumentation is quite cheap and
the test is simple as for the execution and the interpretation of the results.
The second stage of the research investigates non-standard techniques as an alternative
to standard tests that usually cannot be performed on historical masonry. The direct
comparison between standard and non-standard techniques is carried out considering
historical-like materials reproduced in the laboratory according to the traditional
construction practice.
The experimental setup for Brazilian Test on core samples with inclined mortar joint is
enhanced compared to previous works available in the literature. The introduction of
linear variable differential transformers (LVDTs) placed parallel to the joints allows to
measure the relative displacement of the two halves of the specimens and thus to derive
important mechanical parameters. Moreover, the combination of different non-standard
tests provides a new integrated methodology for a better interpretation and a more
robust prediction of the materials’ mechanical parameters.
The outcomes of the interpretation can be used as input parameters for numerical
analyses, based on advanced constitutive models, such as Continuum Damage
Mechanics ones, that can give further information on the nonlinear behaviour of the
resisting element.

Introduction

1.2.

5

Outline of the Thesis

This thesis consists in six Chapters.
Chapter 1 provides the introduction and the objectives of the research.
Chapter 2 presents a brief overview on the current masonry standards in the European
Union both for new masonry constructions and for the historical masonry assessment. A
state-of-the-art of available experimental and numerical techniques currently used for
existing masonry assessment is also included.
Chapter 3 presents the development of a novel MDT instrumentation. The X-Drill is
based on the field vane test used for soils, consisting in a four-winged pin inserted in the
material. A torque is then applied to the pin through a dynamometric key, which records
the maximum value at failure. The calibration of the instrument was carried out in
laboratory using a large set of mortar specimens with different compressive strengths.
The analysis of local stresses on the material led to a linear correlation between the
maximum torque measured and the compressive strength of the mortar. The proposed
interpretation method returned a high prediction capacity on the mortar strength.
Chapter 4 presents a large experimental campaign carried out on specimens extracted
from masonry walls reproduced in the laboratory using historical-like materials. The
experimental campaign included also standard specimens prepared following the current
standards for compression, flexural and shear tests. The extraction was carried out using
a novel dry coring technique instead of water-cooled coring, in order to collect less
disturbed specimens. Once the core samples were extracted, the walls were dismantled
to obtain mortar joint specimens to be tested through DPT. These two tests can be
performed in real experimental campaigns on existing structures, while the standard
tests are hardly applicable since the samples extracted are not prismatic and regular. The
core samples were subject to Brazilian Test with inclined mortar joint (BT), which
induces a composite state of stress on the mortar joint. The test was enhanced by
introducing LVDTs on both circular faces in order to measure the relative displacement
of the bricks shaping the joint. This solution provided information about elastic,
strength and nonlinear properties of mortar. The outcomes of BT and DPT were
combined using a 3D representation of the state of stress (i.e. Mohr’s Circles), allowing
defining a more precise estimation of failure envelope. The resulting compressive,
tensile and shear strengths obtained by the failure envelope were compared with the
standard tests performed, confirming the good agreement of the results.

6
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Chapter 5 validates the experimental results presented in the previous Chapter 4 by
means of 2D and 3D FE analyses based on a Continuum Damage Mechanics
constitutive model. In particular, the samples tested were modelled using micro-models
(i.e. units and mortar were defined separately as a heterogeneous model) with the
parameters obtained by the integrated interpretation.
Chapter 6 presents an extended summary, the main contributions of this work and the
conclusions that can be derived from this study. Suggestions for future work are also
pointed out.

Chapter 2. State-of-the-art of experimental and
numerical analysis of masonry
This Chapter presents a critical review of the state-of-the-art on experimental and
numerical approaches for the analysis of existing masonry.
The available experimental approaches can be classified into Destructive Tests (DT),
Minor Destructive Tests (MDT) and Non-Destructive Tests (NDT), depending on the
procedures adopted during the testing operations.
The available numerical approaches can be classified depending on the type of analysis
performed (i.e. linear/nonlinear and static/dynamic), on the modelling scale (i.e. macro,
micro or multi-scale) and on the constitutive law assumed (i.e. elasticity, plasticity or
damage mechanics).

2.1.

State-of-the-art of the experimental characterisation of masonry

The current European Standard for new masonry construction is the Eurocode 6 (EN
1996-1-1:2005 2005). The first part of the standard reports the minimum requests in
terms of material quality, such as composition, durability and mechanical properties.
Concerning mortar, the material used must agree with the EN 998-2:2010 (EN 9982:2010 2010) which contains all the information about the preparation procedures, the
proportions of sand, binder and water and the durability requirements. The binder used
in the mortar can be either cement (EN 197-1:2011 2011) or hydraulic lime (EN 4591:2010 2010). EN 1015-1:1999 (EN 1015-1:1999 2007) reports the necessary analyses
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to be peerformed onn the granulometry of ssand by meaans of sievees, granting a well grad
ded
dimensiions of the grain sizes. Other infoormation about durabiliity, water ab
absorption and
a
void conntents is repported in thee followingg parts of EN
N 1015.
Regardiing the mecchanical pro
operties, the EN 998-2:2010 (EN 998-2:2010
9
2010) reports
a list off standards for the meechanical ccharacterisattion of morrtars. The oordinary tests
such as three-point bending and
a compreession tests are describ
bed in EN 11015-11:1999
(EN 10015-11:20077 2007), which
w
definnes the curing time, the dimennsions of the
t
specimeens and the loading increment ratioo necessary
y to perform
m a correct teest.

Figuure 2.1 Instrucctions for morrtar: testing seetup (a) and moulding
m
(b) (E
EN 1015-11:22007 2007).

The uniits used in masonry
m
co
onstruction are classified accordin
ng to differeent standard
ds,
dependiing on theirr nature. Th
he most usedd units are clay bricks and natural
al stones. Cllay
units coomposition and their standardised
s
d dimension
ns are described in EN
N 771-1:2011
(EN 771-1:2011 20011), whilee their mechhanical charracterisation
n is reporteed in EN 77
721:2011 (EN 772-1:2011 2011)). The same subdivision
n is made fo
or the naturaal stone uniits,
where ttheir classifi
fication is su
ummarised in EN 771-6:2011 (EN
N 771-6:20011 2011) and
a
their tessting proceddures in EN 772-6:20111 (EN 772-6
6:2011 2011).
Once tthe mechannical propeerties are identified, Eurocode 6 providdes empiriccal
expressiions in ordder to evalu
uate the hoomogenised mechanicaal propertiess of mason
nry
starting from thosse of the components
c
s. Some ex
xamples of empirical relations are
a
reportedd in Equatioon 2.1a,b fo
or the estimaation of thee characterisstic value off the mason
nry
compresssive strenggth

and itts Young’s m
modulus .

State-of-the-art of experimental and numerical analysis of masonry

∙
Where

.

∙

.

;
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1000 ∙

is a constant dependent on the masonry units used,

(2.1a,b)
and

are

respectively compressive strength of units and mortar.
The shear behaviour of masonry can be estimated through specific tests described in EN
1052-3:2002 (EN 1052-3:2002 2002), which provides the procedures to be followed in
order to obtain the initial shear strength. Such parameter allows to define the failure
envelope in terms of

stresses (i.e. Mohr-Coulomb), considering the possible crack

formation as a two-dimensional interface failure.
In the specific case of the evaluation of existing masonry, the experimental procedures
contained in the aforementioned standards appear inappropriate, since the constituent
materials usually do not comply with the minimum requirements of composition or
material strength. Moreover, the dimensions of the specimens required by the standards
are hardly obtainable from an existing structural element. For this reason, it is necessary
to define novel reliable methodologies for the accurate mechanical characterisation of
masonry components in existing structures.
The Italian Cultural Heritage is composed mainly of historical masonry buildings,
largely diversified in materials and construction techniques. Due to the high seismic
hazard of the Italian territory, the national governance had to introduce further
instructions and rules for the prevention and the restoration of the historical building.
These rules were collected firstly in the Italian Standard (D.M. 14/01/2008 2008) in
2008, and then extended to its Instructions (Circolare 02/02/2009 n. 617 2009).
Italian Standards provide a precise schedule to be followed in order to obtain the
requested level of knowledge of the investigated building, based on the European
Recommendations for the safeguard of the Cultural Heritage buildings (ISCARSAH
2003a; ISCARSAH 2003b). Firstly, it is necessary to retrieve the documentation about
the structure realisation, such as original design projects, historical information about
restoration interventions, structural alterations or relevant damages. All these
information can contribute to the identification of the structural system and to the
estimation of the loads acting on the resisting structure. Secondly, it is necessary to plan
a survey to find possible incongruences between the original project and the current
condition of the building. Once the global resisting system is identified, it is finally
necessary to proceed with the material characterisation by performing experimental
tests.
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The Instructions of Italian Standard (Circolare 02/02/2009 n. 617 2009) provide a table
containing reference values of mechanical parameters for different types of masonry.
The proposed reference values refer to masonry realised with weak mortar, thick joints
and no transversal interconnection between eventual multiple layers. If the masonry
investigated presents some kind of reinforcement or is in better condition than in the
reference condition, it is possible to use some correction factors to increase the
mechanical properties. For limited and adequate levels of knowledge (named as LC1
and LC2), the parameters assumed for the vulnerability analysis of the structure must
comply with the range provided by the former table. Possible higher results obtained by
experimental tests can be used only to increase the parameters that in any case have to
fall within the range provided. If the number of tests performed is sufficiently large
(exhaustive tests), it is possible to assume an accurate level of knowledge (i.e. LC3)
allowing using directly the results of the experimental tests. The aforementioned
standard reports the type of tests to be performed in order to consider the requested
knowledge level. For example, if the level of knowledge LC3 is needed, Destructive
Tests (DT) or Minor-Destructive Tests (MDT) are required. Non-Destructive Tests
(NDT) are allowed as complementary tests, reducing the amount of DTs or MDTs. In
fact, the Instructions to the Italian Standard (Circolare 02/02/2009 n. 617 2009) suggest
that MDTs and DTs can be replaced for a total amount of 50% with NDTs by tripling
the number of the tests removed.
Recent studies (Borri et al. 2011; Galli et al. 2014) showed that the Instruction to the
Italian Standard provides conservative values, suggesting that operating in an accurate
level of knowledge could lead to more reliable results and could significantly reduce the
restoration interventions.
In addition to the National Standard, Italian Regions can provide further regulations to
describe more in detail the assessment of historical masonry. As an example, the Tuscan
“Regional Program VSM” (VSM Regione Toscana 2003) provides a complete
characterisation of the masonry typologies that can be encountered on the territory,
organised as an abacus with a standardised classification (see Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2 Example
E
of th
he abacus for tthe masonry teextures by thee Tuscany Reggion (VSM Reegione
Toscana 20
003).

2.1.1. Deestructive Testing
T
(DT)
T)
m
of teesting eitheer mid or larrge-size stru
uctural elem
ments until bringing
DT consists mainly
their mechaanical behav
viour. Thesee methods lead
l
to a
thhem to failuure in order to define th
coomplete chaaracterisatio
on of the m
material, sincce the invesstigated elem
ement is tested until
itss ultimate capacity.
c
Ho
owever, succh techniquees are highly invasive ssince they bring
b
the
innvestigated structural
s
ellements to ffailure and require a co
onsequentiaal substitutio
on of the
daamaged parrt. In comm
mon practicee, this apprroach is feaasible in strructures desstined to
coomplete dem
molition or partial
p
demoolition and subsequent reconstructtion of som
me parts.
A
An useful DT
D is the diiagonal com
mpression test
t
(Brigno
ola et al. 22008; Corraadi et al.
20003), in whiich a mason
nry structuraal member is isolated from
f
the surrrounding structure.
Thhe outer part of the investigated portion is
i demolish
hed to alloow the inseertion of
hyydraulic jaccks, which
h provide a controlled
d compresssion. The test can be
b either
peerformed foor compresssive strengthh (if the co
ompression is given peerpendicularr respect
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to the jjoints) or for
f the evaaluation of composite compression-shear acctions (if the
t
compresssion is given in diagon
nal directionn).

Figure 2.3
2 Diagonal compression
c
teest performed
d in-situ (Corraadi et al. 20033).

Figure 2.3 shows the experimental settup of the in-situ diaagonal com
mpression teest
(Corraddi et al. 2003). It requirres an almoost square-sh
haped part of the paneel subjected to
load, thuus the anglee of applicaation of the load is fixeed at 45°. Other
O
studiess (Page 198
81;
Milosevvic et al. 2012)
2
exten
nded the iinvestigation
n to all th
he possiblee inclination
ns,
reproduucing the teest in the laaboratory. T
The studiess showed th
he biaxial anisotropy of
masonryy due to thee different position
p
of thhe mortar courses (see Figure 2.4)).
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F
Figure 2.4 Biaxxial behaviour of mortar suubjected to diaagonal compreession at differ
erent inclinatio
ons (Page
1981))

A comprehennsive researrch project (NIKER Prroject 2010
0b) was carrried out to define a
geeneral strateegy for the material ccharacterisattion of exissting masonnry. The sp
pecimens
ussed were prrepared in laboratory following the
t common masonry typologiess (Figure
2.5) composeed mainly by
b natural sttones, fired-clay brickss or mudbriicks conneccted each
otther by diffeerent kind of
o binders (eearth, lime, gypsum or cement morrtars).

Figure 2.5 Overview
O
of m
materials used in NIKER (N
NIKER Projectt 2011)

Thhe single materials
m
were
w
charactterised usin
ng the avaiilable standdard tests to
o obtain
innformation concerning
g compresssive and tensile stren
ngth, Younng’s modu
ulus and
coomposition. The tests on the sttructural members
m
weere perform
med using different
d
teechniques for
fo in-plane or out-of--plane loadiing scenarios, perform
ming static tests on
m
massive walll specimens and in-planne cyclic sh
hear tests (seee Figure 2. 6a).
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o stone maso
onry panel: sppecimen after failure (a) and
d hysteretic looops (b) (NIKE
ER
Figure 2..6 Cyclic test on
Proj
oject 2011).

As an example, thhe cyclic tests perform
med on maassive walll specimenss showed the
t
characteeristic softeening behav
viour of maasonry elem
ments. In faact, the envvelope of the
t
hysterettic loops shhown in Fig
gure 2.6b annd the reduccing slopes of the unlooading curv
ves
indicatee the degraadation of the
t mechannical properrties at each cycle duue to materrial
crackingg.
Despite the high reeliability of the results obtained by
y DT, the ex
xperimentall setup is veery
expensive since it requires laarge and coomplex insttrumentation
ns especialllly for on-site
F
2.3). In additionn, by isolatting the eleement to innvestigate, the
t
applicattions (see Figure
stabilityy of the globbal structurre might be compromised, thus a support fraame is usually
needed to avoid compromising
g the verticaal load-bearring system.

2.1.22. Minor-D
Destructive Testing (M
MDT)
Differennt techniquues were developed
d
iin order to
o reduce costs, risks and damaage
occurrennces. MDT
T is based on
o mechaniical tests peerformed on
n a small pportion of the
t
structurral element. It producces limitedd damage that
t
usually
y does nott require any
a
immediate structuural replaceement. Thiis solution
n reduces the costs in terms of
instrum
mentation annd time, butt it introduuces more uncertainties
u
s derived fr
from the loccal
represenntativeness of the testt. In fact, bby reducin
ng the invesstigated areea the resu
ults
appear rrather scatteered, being historical m
masonry a heeterogeneou
us material.
Commoonly used MDTs
M
to be performedd on masonrry structures are the siingle flat jaack
test to ddetermine thhe stress lev
vel on a verttical panel (ASTM
(
C11
196 1991) aand the doub
ble
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flaat jack to estimate
e
thee Young’s modulus and
a the com
mpressive sttrength of masonry
m
(A
ASTM C11997 1991). The
T test proocedure starrts by measu
uring the di
distances bettween at
leeast three coouples of marker-point
m
ts placed eitther over an
nd below thhe investigaated area
inn case of thee single flaat jack, or innside the in
nvestigated area in casee of the double flat
jaack. Then, either
e
a sin
ngle mortarr joint or tw
wo joints have
h
to be cut by meaans of a
ciircular saw, allowing th
he jacks to bbe inserted (Figure 2.7a). Just afteer the cut is made, it
is necessary to measuree the dislo cation of the marker-points due to the rem
moval of
m
material. This techniquee is an appli cation of th
he stress releeasing methhod, which provides
p
innformation on
o the elasttic propertiees of the maaterial by reemoving a ppart of it. In
n case of
sinngle flat jaack test, th
he oil is puumped into the jack and
a gradual
ally until th
he initial
diistance betw
ween the maarker-pointss is recovereed (Figure 2.7b).
2

Figure 2.7 Flatt Jack Test: cu
ut and insertionn of the jack (a),
( Single Flaat Jack Test (bb) and Double Flat Jack
Test (cc)

Concerning the
t double flat jack teest, the oil is
i pumped until
u
the m
material betw
ween the
jaacks is brouught to failu
ure (Figure 2.7c). Thee loading du
uring the teest is carrieed out in
diifferent stagges, increassing the preessure of th
he oil at eacch step andd then hold
ding it to
reedistribute the
t stresses on the matterial. The measuremeent of local deformatio
on in the
innternal part at the jacks is carriedd out by meeans of gaug
ges. These instruments can be
poositioned eiither verticaally or hori zontally resspect to thee mortar joiints. The prrocedure
m
must be repeeated at eacch loading step. The information
i
n obtained aallows defining the
strress-deform
mation curvee, necessaryy to have an
a estimatio
on of the Y
Young’s modulus of
thhe composite material and
a its Poissson’s ratio.
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These teests are widdely used in
n mechanicaal characteriisation of ex
xisting masoonry and th
hey
provide useful infoormation ab
bout the maaterial invesstigated. Binda used thhe double flat
f
jack tesst (see Figuure 2.8a) fo
or the mechhanical chaaracterisation of the reemains of the
t
Cathedrral of Noto (Binda et al. 2003; B
Binda et al.. 1999; Bin
nda & Tirabboschi 1999),
showingg good ressults in thee evaluationn of the deeformability
y of the m
materials. The
T
loading--unloading cycles sho
owed the chharacteristicc decay of the elastic properties at
each cycle and the softening behaviour
b
off the material (Figure 2.8b).
2

Figuree 2.8 Double Flat
F Jack Test: prospect of tthe masonry in
nvestigated (aa) and plot of tthe results forr
lateeral and verticcal strains vs. vvertical stresss (b) (Binda ett al. 2003).

A compplementary method to
o the singlle flat jack
k for the evaluation oof the elastic
propertiies was preesented by Lombillo
L
(L
Lombillo ett al. 2010) as an appliication of the
t
hole-driilling test for isotrop
pic linear-eelastic matterials (AS
STM E837 2008). The
T
proceduure consistts in adap
pting a nnormalized experimen
ntal proceddure for the
t
quantifiication of thhe residual stresses
s
for a heterogen
neous materrial such as m
masonry. The
T
proposeed method allows
a
the deduction,
d
bby means off a suitable mathematic
m
cal process, of
the prinncipal streesses (σmax and σmin) , and theiir direction
n (β), basiing on thrree
deformaations (ε1, ε2 and ε3) reg
gistered in tthree directtions. The experimentaal proceduree is
very com
mplex and consists
c
of several stepps that havee all a strong
g influence in the resullts.
Instead of using thhree strain gauges
g
as pproposed in the relativee standard ((ASTM E837
2008), ffor the analyysis of maso
onry it is prreferable to use a large number off strain gaug
ges
(Figure 2.9a) in order
o
to reduce possibble experim
mental biass. The deduuction of the
t
stresses from the deformation
d
ns registeredd in the straain gauges is
i strongly iinfluenced by
some cconstants thhat correlate the deforrmations caught in th
he strain ggauges. Theese
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coonstants caan be obtaained in a theoreticaal way dep
pending onn few dim
mensional
paarameters, such
s
as You
ung’s moduulus and Poisson’s ratio
o, or experiimentally by means
off a test baseed on the reaalisation off a wall of siimilar qualiity to the ma
material testeed in situ
(F
Figure 2.9b)).

Fiigure 2.9 Holee-drilling tech
hnique: detail oof the gauge positioning
p
(a)) and test execcution in the laboratory
l
for the callibration of thhe analytic metthod (b) (Lom
mbillo et al. 20010).

A
An interestinng alternativ
ve techniquue for mino
or-destructiv
ve testing iis the extraaction of
saamples to be
b subject to
o destructivve testing in
n the laboraatory. The ssampling prrocedure
m
must inflict the lowestt possible damage to the historrical structuure. The teechnique
addopted is veery importan
nt, since thee specimens must be as
a undamageed as possib
ble to be
reepresentative of the in--situ materi al. The extrraction of mortar
m
sampples from th
he joints
off a wall is difficult,
d
sin
nce the matterial is brittle and usu
ually crumbbles as soon
n as it is
reemoved from
m the original locatioon. The sam
mpling of wall
w portion
ons, to evalluate the
prroperties off the comp
posite mateerial, is allmost impo
ossible for existing historical
h
strructures. The common
n samplingg technique is by meaans of core drilling peerformed
hoorizontal annd perpendiicular to thee face of a structural member,
m
likke a wall. Different
D
tyypes of speecimens caan be extraacted from
m the existiing wall, ssuch as sp
pecimens
coontaining onne diametral mortar joiint or multip
ple joints (F
Figure 2.10)).
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Figure 2.10 Cylindricaal specimens extracted
e
by coore-drilling: single
s
and threee joint specim
mens (a) and tw
wo
joint sspecimens (b)

Benedettti and co-w
workers (B
Benedetti et al. 2008) focused on
n single-joinnt specimen
ns,
derivingg the strenggth envelope of historiical mortarss by testing 70 to 110 mm mason
nry
cores exxtracted from
m an existin
ng building . Different Brazilian
B
teests were caarried out with
variablee inclinationns of the diiametral moortar joint respect
r
to th
he horizontaal (Pelà et al.
2012; B
Benedetti & Pelà 20
012). The mortar joiint could be
b subject to differeent
combinaations of shhear-compreession stressses by varyiing the jointt inclinationn, for instan
nce
from 455º to 60º. This
T
method
d takes thee most advaantage from
m this kind of specimeen,
since m
much moree information can bee obtained than in Brazilian
B
teests executted
maintainning the sam
me inclinatiion of the m
mortar jointt, e.g. 45º (B
Braga et al. 1992; Filarrdi
et al. 1996; Beneddetti et al. 2008). Bessides that, the
t samplin
ng techniquue is effectiive
since thhe mortar jooint keeps confined
c
byy two brick
ks, allowing
g the extracction of rath
her
undisturrbed mortarr specimens.
In otherr recent stuudies (Pelà et al. 20122; Maraston
ni et al. 201
16; Pelà et al. 2015) the
t
cylindriical sampless were testeed with the diametral mortar
m
jointt inclined w
with respect to
its origiinal horizonntal position in the waall (Figure 2.11a). Succh special ttesting set-up
induces to the morttar in the jo
oint a stress state of sim
multaneous normal com
mpression and
a
tangentiial shear (F
Figure 2.11b
b). Differennt combinattions of sheear-compre ssion stressses
can be aapplied to thhe mortar jo
oint by varyying the diam
metral joint inclinationn.
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F
Figure 2.11 Brrazilian Test on
o cored sampple with diameetral joint rotaated respect too the horizontaal (a) and
its interprettation (b) (Ben
nedetti et al. 2008).
2

Thhis last impprovement of the expperimental technique
t
led
l to the dderivation of more
innformation from the teests than inn previous studies (Brraga et al. 1992; Filarrdi et al.
19996), wheree the Brazilian tests weere carried out with a fixed inclinnation of the mortar
jooint of 45º. In these sttudies from
m the ninetiees, the auth
hors were m
mostly interrested in
obbtaining a relationship
r
p between th
the shear sttrength of th
he joint and
nd those of medium
(trriplets) and big (walls) assemblagees of cemen
nt mortar masonry.
A
All the aforeementioned studies aboout Braziliaan tests on cores withh inclined diametral
d
jooint showedd that the mo
ode of failuure of the sp
pecimen is strongly
s
deppendent on the type
annd strengthh of mortaar. In casee of low-strength lime mortarr, the failu
ure was
chharacterisedd in most caases by a frracture crosssing the mortar
m
joint aat the core’’s centre
annd involvinng the uppeer and loweer brick-mo
ortar interfaaces at the sample exttremities
(ccombined soometimes with
w detachm
ment of a small
s
brick wedge clo se to the lo
oad), see
Fiigure 2.12aa. This mode
m
of faailure was called “p
parasymmettric” or “ccentrally
syymmetric” (Pelà
(
et al. 2015)
2
and iit was obserrved in expeerimental prrograms carrried out
w
with low-streength mortaars perform
med firstly by
b Braga (Braga et all. 1992) wiith limeceement mortaar characterrised by a ccompressivee strength raange betweeen 1.8 MPaa and 2.5
M
MPa. A recennt study carrried out by Pelà (Pelà et al. 2015) showed thee same outccomes of
thhe aforemenntioned one using lime mortar with
h compressiive strengthh of 1.9 MP
Pa. These
raanges of strrength valuees are actuaally represeentative of the behavioour of typical lowstrrength histoorical mortaars. For higgher strengtth mortars, different tyypes of failu
ure were
obbserved. Otther authorrs (Mazzottti et al. 2014) report failures ressulting from
m either
spplitting of the
t core orr pure sheaar sliding along
a
the brick-morta
b
ar interface (Figure
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2.12b), with a cement-lime mo
ortar with hhigher streng
gth of 7.8 MPa,
M that coould be hard
dly
orical mortaar. Similar results weere
considered represeentative of a low-streength histo
observeed in previoous study (Braga et aal. 1992), showing an
n almost vvertical cracck,
splittingg the bricks parallel to
t the load direction (Figure 2.12c), for a high-streng
gth
cement mortar.

Figur
ure 2.12 Modes of failure ob
bserved in Braazilian tests on
n cores with in
nclined diameetral joint: a)
“parasyymmetric” or “central symm
metric” fractuure (Pelà et al. 2015) for low
w-strength moortars; b) shearr
slidingg along the briick-mortar intterface (Mazzootti et al. 2014
4) and c) splitting failure (M
Mazzotti et al.
2014; Braaga et al. 19922) for higher strength
s
mortaars.

Anotherr interestingg testing tecchnique on m
masonry cy
ylindrical sp
pecimens is that propossed
by the U
UIC 778-3 recommend
r
dations of thhe Internatio
onal Union of Railwayss (UIC 1995).
Compreession tests are perform
med on massonry cylin
nders with 150
1 mm diaameter load
ded
on the lateral surface. The cyliinder is cenntred in the middle
m
of a vertical joiint, so that the
t
pected to acct. The laterral
test is pperformed inn the same direction inn which thee load is exp
surfacess are regulaarised by means
m
of m
mortar caps between th
he sample and the steeel
loading plates as shhown in Fig
gure 2.13.
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Figure 2.13 Setup of th
he compressioon of three join
nt cored specimen (Brencicch & Sabia 2008).

Thhe UIC 7788-3 recomm
mendations suggest thaat a minimu
um of three samples sh
hould be
teested for eacch type of brickwork, but six sho
ould preferably be useed if available. The
m
method was used by Brrencich andd co-workers to evaluatte the comppression strrength of
cllay brick maasonry (Breencich et al . 2004; Breencich & Sterpi 2006; B
Bilello et al. 2007).
Thhe samplingg technique is considerred as minorr destructive, since only
ly a small po
ortion of
thhe structure is affected by the extraaction, while the specimen is suffficiently com
mplex to
reepresent the interaction among uniits, horizonttal and vertiical mortar jjoints.
A research about
a
the mechanical
m
ccharacterisaation of exissting mortar
ar was publiished by
H
Henzel and Karl (Henzzel & Karl 1987) on the Doublee Punch Teest on morrtar joint
sppecimens exxtracted from
m an existinng wall. Th
his work is widely usedd for the ev
valuation
off existing mortar
m
streength, sincee it provid
des reliable informatioon on the material
innvestigated. Due to the particular sshape of the specimens, several sttudies enricched this
teechnique to evaluate th
he influencee of the thiickness of the
t specimeens (Drdáck
ký 2011;
Peelà et al. 20012; Sassonii et al. 20144). These sttudies show
wed a strongg dependenccy on the
slenderness ratio
r
of the specimens
s
oon the maxiimum load (see
( Figure 2.14a).
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t maximum load (Drdáckký 2011) (a) an
nd
Figure 22.14 Influencee of the slenderness of the sppecimens on the
cappping for irregu
ular specimenns of mortar (V
Válek & Veigaa 2005) (b).

Other sstudies inveestigated on
n the influeence of po
ossible irreg
gularities off the loading
surfacess on the results obtaineed from the DPT. The solution pro
ovided by tthese workss is
to ensurre the planaarity of the loading areea by means of caps. Some
S
authoors (Sassoni et
al. 20144) comparedd the outcom
mes of DPT
Ts performeed using diffferent cappping materiaals
with noon-capped specimens. In additioon, Válek (Válek & Veiga 20005) comparred
regulariised cut speecimens witth non-stanndard ones capped with mortar deesigned to be
strongerr than the extracted samples (F
Figure 2.14
4b). Both reported
r
sim
milar resullts,
assessinng that cappping on non-regular speecimens hass a strong in
nfluence onn the results of
the DPT
T, but usingg properly arrrangementss can reduce the scatterring aroundd the results.
Anotherr type of inn-situ tests classified bbetween ND
DT and MD
DT is the ppenetrometrric
techniquue, since the entity of damage
d
cauused at the structure
s
is minimal.
m
Hoowever, theese
tests muust be perfoormed directtly on the m
material to investigate,
i
requiring thhe removal of
eventuaal plaster orr coating surfaces.
s
Thhese tests are
a usually an adjusteed version of
standardd tests for other
o
materrials (mainlyy concrete) useful to estimate
e
thee compressiive
strengthh by perform
ming micro
o-destructivee analysis. The most common
c
peenetrometerr is
the Winndsor Probee, initially designed fo
for hardened
d concrete investigatioon as the US
U
codes aassess (AST
TM C803 20
010). The innstrumentattion consists in a gun lloaded with
ha
standardd explosivee cartridge or
o a springg-based systtem with a defined ennergy amount.
The lattter approacch is more appropriatte for testin
ng low streength mortaars, since the
t
former is more apppropriate fo
or cement bbased ones. After shoo
oting at the investigatiion
surface,, a metal pin
p is forced to penetrrate in the material. The
T penetraation depth is
inverselly proportioonal to the compressive
c
e strength off the concreete (Figure 22.15a).
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G
Gucci’s peneetrometer (PNT-G) is a differentt system fo
or the in siitu investig
gation of
exxisting morrtar (Gucci & Barsottii 1997). Th
he instrumeent is compposed of a portable
drriller conneccted to an electronic
e
appparatus that measure the energy necessary to
t drill a
fixxed depth (F
Figure 2.15b).

Figure 2.155 Penetrometrric techniques : Windsor Pro
obe (a) and Gu
ucci's Penetrom
meter (PNT-G
G) (b)

Other researrchers dev
veloped di fferent typ
pes of peenetrometerss, like Liiberatore
(L
Liberatore et
e al. 2001) or Felicettii (Felicetti & Gattesco 2006), takiing inspiratiion from
thhe dynamic penetromettric test for soils (SPT, Standard Penetration
P
n Test). The number
off blows neeeded by thee probe to penetrate for
f a standard depth iis correlated to the
deensity of thee material and,
a
by usinng a proper empirical formulation
f
n, to its com
mpressive
strrength. In order to haave a consttant impact energy on each blow
w, the percu
ussion is
prrovided by an
a internal spring-base
s
ed impact mechanism
m
(Figure 2.166a) or by meeans of a
standard scleerometer (Fiigure 2.16b)).
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Figgure 2.16 Pennetrometric tecchniques: Libeeratore’s (Liberatore et al. 2001)
2
(a) and Felicetti's
Penetrrometers (Feliicetti & Gattesco 2006) (b)

Sclerom
metric test iss also well--known as N
NDT for co
oncrete, based on the re
rebound effeect
of a maass hitting the
t materiaal surface (E
EN 12504-1:2009 200
09). After m
measuring the
t
reboundd height of the mass, which
w
is direectly correllated to its superficial
s
hhardness, itt is
possiblee to estimatte the compressive streength. Sincee the operating principlle is based on
the reboound effect on the mateerial to inveestigate, usu
ually it is necessary to remove paarts
of plasteer or coatinng,
Using a similar principle, Van Der Klugt (Vaan Der Klu
ugt 1991) developed a
metric penduulum, and the reboundd index is expressed
e
ass the maxim
mum angle of
sclerom
reboundd of the masss (Figure 2.17).
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Figuree 2.17 Pendulu
um sclerometter developed by Van Der Klugt
K
(Van Deer Klugt 1991))

2.1.3. Noon-Destructtive Testingg (NDT)
W
With the introoduction off new technoologies in th
he structuraal health moonitoring off existing
m
masonry struuctures, several NDT ttechniques were
w
develo
oped to obttain inform
mation on
thhe structure without daamaging it. Most of theem are baseed on the prropagation of sonic
annd electrom
magnetic wav
ves in the m
material.
Thhe sonic meethod referss to the trannsmission and
a reflectio
on of mechhanical stresss waves
thhrough a medium
m
at sonic frequuencies (M
McCann & Forde 20001). The fiv
ve most
coommonly ussed sonic methods
m
are:
- Sonic trannsmission method.
m
- Sonic/seissmic tomog
graphy.
- Sonic/seissmic reflecttion methodd.
- Sonic resoonance metthod.
Soonic transm
mission meth
hod involvees the passin
ng of a compressional w
wave at freq
quencies
beetween 500 Hz and 10
0 kHz throuugh the elem
ment under investigatioon. Transmiission of
thhe wave is initiated
i
by the impact of the force hammer, and receptiion is performed by
ann accelerom
meter which can be possitioned dirrectly oppossite the emiitter (Figuree 2.21a).
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In somee cases, it is
i not possiible to placee the receiv
ver directly
y opposite too the emittter.
Thus a semi-directt (Figure 2.2
21b) or indiirect (Figuree 2.21c) con
nfiguration of the prob
bes
can be pperformed. The resultss are adjusteed through empirical ru
ules providded by autho
ors
and recommendatiions (ACI Committee
C
228 2004; Yaman et al. 2001). The resultiing
ong the path
h and it is nnot possible to
wave veelocity is ann average of the local vvelocity alo
establishh the positioon and the extent
e
of anny possible material
m
disscontinuity.

Figure 22.18 Transmisssion modes fo
or sonic wave tests: direct (aa), semi-directt (b), indirect (c) (McCann &
Forrde 2001).

Sonic toomographyy represents an improvvement in the
t sonic trransmissionn test meth
hod
(Saisi ett al. 2000). Tests are peerformed allong paths that are not perpendicullar to the wall
w
surfacess. A dense net
n of ray-p
paths thus ccrosses the wall
w of the structure orr the mason
nry
section, where eacch one referrs to a speccific travel time betweeen the soniic source and
a
receiverr through thhe structuree. These vaalues of trav
vel time caan be used to computee a
three-diimensional reconstructtion of the vvelocity disstribution across the seelected crossssection (see Figurre 2.19) so that local variations in velocity
y can be iidentified and
a
kness or diffferent material layers in the inteernal fabric of
correlatted with zonnes of weak
the struucture. It is usual to asssume a lineear structuraal response in the appllication of the
t
tomograaphic methood.

Figure 2.19 Example of
o tomographyy compared to the wall textu
ure (Colla 20009).
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In the sonic reflection method both the emitter and receiver of the sonic wave are placed
on the same face of the masonry (as for indirect transmission shown in Figure 2.18c),
but the stress wave recorded is the direct stress wave reflected from any discontinuity
interface of the element investigated. The velocity calculated from the rear wall or face
of a structure is a measure of the local velocities along the path.
The problems that can be investigated by reflection methods are:
- Internal dimensions and shape of the masonry element.
- Type and properties of fill.
- Voiding within the fill material.
- Cracks and voids within the internal fabric of the structure.
Seismic waves, which are also generated by an impact source, are commonly referred to
NDT applications and propagate at frequencies in the range from 100 Hz to 1 kHz. The
range of frequencies refers both to seismic and sonic waves, thus in practice the terms
are often interchanged. Despite its advantages, the sonic reflection method is not
recommended since the resolution achievable with the low frequency energy is poor and
it is often difficult to distinguish reflections from surface waves and refracted arrivals
(McCann & Forde 2001).
The most recent development of sonic and ultrasonic methods is known as the “Impact–
Echo” test method (McCann & Forde 2001; Colla 2003), which was originally
developed to measure concrete thickness and integrity from one surface. The method is
performed on a point-by-point basis by using a small-instrumented impulse hammer to
hit the surface of the material investigated at a given location. An accelerometer
mounted adjacent to the impact location records the reflected energy, as reported in
Figure 2.20.
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Figure 2.20 “Impact-Echo
“
o” principles scheme (Colla 2003)

Since reeflected signnals are mo
ore easily iddentified in the frequen
ncy domainn, the receiv
ved
energy rrecorded inn the time do
omain is paassed to a siignal analysser for frequuency domaain
analysiss using a fasst Fourier trransform (F
FFT). A tran
nsfer or freq
quency respponse functiion
(FRF) is then calcuulated for th
he impulse generated and
a resonan
nt frequencyy peaks in the
t
transferr function or
o frequenccy spectrum
m record indicate refleections or eechoes of the
t
wave ennergy. Thesse peaks allo
ow identifyying the possition of the discontinuuity interfaces,
which ccan be eitheer the outerr surface off the materiial or intern
nal defects. A simplifiied
and “priimitive” application off the “Impaact-Echo” method
m
was used for sev
everal years to
detect vvoids presennce behind plaster duee to its eveentual detachment from
m the wall. In
this casee, the wall was
w tapped with a lighhtweight ham
mmer and th
he sound asssociated with
a hidden cavity orr defect pro
oduced a siggnificant ch
hange in frequency. T
The method is
n ear is extrremely senssitive to thee change inn the resonaant
rapid too use since the human
frequenncy.
It is woorth mentioning that ultrasonic
u
m
methods are not feasiblle in masonnry due to its
high atttenuation chharacteristiccs and numeerous bound
daries resultting in scattttering of bo
oth
incidentt and refleccted wavess. The ultraasonic meth
hods, generrated by a piezoelectrric
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traansducer att frequenciees above 2 0 kHz, are more suitaable for deetection of flaws in
m
metal castinggs or for non
n-destructivve testing off concrete.
Soome attemppts were made
m
for iddentifying material
m
pro
operties annd locating specific
deefects of sinngle compo
onents suchh as units (Figure
(
2.21
1a) or morttar sampless (Figure
2.21b) (Gabrrielli & Collla 2014).

Fiigure 2.21 Ultrasonic tests performed
p
on brick unit (a) and mortar sp
pecimen (b) (G
Gabrielli & Co
olla 2014)

Im
mpulse radaar uses the same instruumentation as for Gro
ound Penetrrating Radaar (GPR)
(M
McCann et al. 1988) but usuallyy deploys higher
h
frequ
uency antennna above 1 GHz,
alllowing to inncrease the resolution reducing th
he penetratin
ng capacityy to the deptth of the
On each vvariation of
ellement to investigate.
i
o mechaniccal propertiies of the material
enncountered by the wav
ve, part of iit is reflecteed and capttured from the receiveer probe.
Thhe principlee of radar teechnique is rreported graaphically in
n Figure 2.222a.

F
Figure 2.22 Raadar principless (McCann & Forde 2001) (a) and its app
plication on m
masonry elemeent (Colla
et al. 2011) (b).
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Infraredd thermograaphy is bassed on the conversion
n of the thermal radiaation into the
t
visible spectrum by
b means off specific innfrared sen
nsors. It wass observed that mason
nry
structurres characterised by vo
oids (such ass chimney or
o niches), discontinuitties (enclossed
openinggs) or damaages emit diiffering amoounts of inffra-red radiaation (Collaa et al. 2008),
even wiith presencee of plaster. This phenoomenon is due
d to differrent thermall inertia of the
t
materialls or cavitiees producin
ng a differennt radiation
n. In Figure 2.23 it is nnoticeable the
t
presence of cracks connecting the openinggs at the firrst floor.

Figure 2.23
2
Thermography overvieew of a buildin
ng façade (Co
olla et al. 20088).

dentified, alllowing findding eventu
ual
Moreovver, moisturre concentration can bbe easily id
infiltratiion of wateer that can
n provide fu
further dam
mages on the structure.. Figure 2.23
reports dark areas related to higher
h
moissture conten
nt of the waall due to raainwater fro
om
the rooff. This methhod has pro
oved to be m
most effective as a recconnaissancce tool for the
t
rapid asssessment of large build
dings.
In geneeral, NDT techniquess are moree suitable for
f a qualiitative survvey, allowiing
retrievinng general informatio
on on thee structure health an
nd providinng only feew
parametters for the mechanicall characterissation. For this
t reason the
t current standards and
a
recomm
mendations for
f historicaal structure assessmentt (D.M. 14//01/2008 20008; Circolaare
02/02/2009 n. 617 2009; ISC
CARSAH 20003b) suggeest to use NDTs
N
as coomplementaary
tests to major desstructive on
nes, providiing useful information
i
n to plan an appropriaate
experim
mental camppaign of mecchanical tessts on the bu
uilding objeect of investtigation.
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State-of-the-art of the numerical analysis of masonry

Once the mechanical characterisation of the material is achieved, it is necessary to
analyse the structural system through numerical models. The masonry assessment can
be based on linear and nonlinear analyses both in static and dynamic configurations on
finite element models or using local analyses with kinematic approach.
Linear static analysis is the most simple analysis to be performed. The Italian Standard
(D.M. 14/01/2008 2008) suggests it only for simple structures. Linear dynamic analysis
(i.e. Modal Analysis combined with response spectrum analysis) is widely used in
seismic assessment, since it provides further information on the dynamic behaviour of
the structure such as influence of modal components on the global behaviour (see
Figure 2.24a). The hypothesis of linear materials is however the major limitation to the
reliability of these analysis.
Nonlinear static analyses (Pushover) are well-known in the professional practice, and
consist in step-by-step analyses increasing the horizontal loading until the collapse. The
constitutive model of the elements is nonlinear. The equilibrium can be calculated on
the deformed geometry at each step, thus including also the nonlinear geometric effects.
The results give information about the ultimate capacity of the structure, considering the
nonlinear behaviour in the resisting elements (see Figure 2.24b and Figure 2.24c).
Nonlinear dynamic analysis (Time-History) considers all the nonlinear properties of the
materials subjected to a time-dependent action that usually is defined by accelerograms.
This analysis is the most expensive in terms of computational costs, since it is based on
the integration of motion equations for each degree of freedom. For this reason, TimeHistory analyses are limited to special case-studies (Figure 2.24) and are not so widely
used in practice-oriented works.
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Figure 2.24 Vibrationaal mode for S. Marcello Pisttoiese Bridge in Lizzano (Ittaly) (Pelà et aal. 2009) (a) and
a
nonlinearr model of Sann Marco churcch in L’Aquilaa (Italy) (Endo
o et al. 2015) (b): Pushoverr capacity curv
ves
(c) and Time-Hisstory analysis results (d).

Local annalyses are usually perrformed on structural parts,
p
in wh
hich the crac
acking proceess
producees the sepparation fro
om the str
tructure leaading to the
t
formatiion of loccal
mechannisms. Thesse analyses are based on limit-aanalysis principles, coonsidering the
t
elementt as a rigid body
b
whosee failure is determined
d by a lack of
o equilibriuum. This ty
ype
of analyyses is usedd for safeguarding the eeventual ov
verturning of facades (FFigure 2.25a),
large poortion of waalls under th
hrusting roo fs (Figure 2.25b),
2
etc.

Figure 22.25 Local faillure of masonrry based on lim
imit analysis: overturning of facade (a) annd of portion of
wall undeer thrusting rooof (b) (NIKER
R Project 2010
0a).
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2.2.1. FE
E modelling
g for mason
nry assessm
ment

Figure 2.266 Modelling sttrategies for m
masonry structtures: (a) masonry sample; (b) detailed microm
modellling; (c) simpllified micro-m
modelling; (d) macro-modellling (Lourençço et al. 1995)).

Seeveral moddelling apprroaches aree currently available to deal wiith the anaalysis of
m
masonry struuctures (Rocca et al. 20 10). The diifferent app
proaches usee different theories,
reesulting in different
d
lev
vels of compplexity and cost.
M
Masonry texxture (Figurre 2.26a) caan be repreesented with
h its heteroogeneous nature by
reepresenting all the maaterials as a continuou
us mesh com
mprehensivve of discon
ntinuous
m
mortar-units interfaces. This approaach is comm
monly know
wn as microo-modelling
g (Figure
2.26b) and leeads to a definitely preccise descrip
ption of the material, alllowing con
nsidering
nterfaces
evventual cracck or slips between unnits and joints by meaans of discoontinuous in
(ssee Figure 2.27a,b,c).
2

F
Figure 2.27 Micro-modellin
M
ng of masonryy shear walls (L
Lourenço 199
96): load displlacement diagrams (a);
deformeed mesh at peaak load (b); deeformed mesh
h at collapse (cc).
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The primary aim of micro-modelling technique is to represent closely the masonry
material from the knowledge of the properties of each constituent and the interfaces.
The necessary experimental data has to be obtained from laboratory tests in the
constituents and small masonry samples. Despite the advantages, the detailed micro
modelling requires a large number of parameters and the high number of degrees of
freedom making it hardly suitable for large models. However, this technique is widely
used for the modelling of isolated masonry elements, allowing understanding accurately
the local behaviour at the level of constituents.
This drawback is partially solved by means of simplified micro-models (Gambarotta &
Lagomarsino 1997; Lotfi & Shing 1994), where the description of the solid components
is made by continuous mesh with elastic properties, while the behaviour of the mortar
joints and unit-mortar interfaces is lumped into the discontinuous elements (Figure
2.26c). Masonry is thus considered as a set of elastic blocks bonded by potential
fracture/slip lines at the joints. Further improvements can consider even the potential
crack internally to the units. Nevertheless, the simplified strategy still requires a strong
effort in terms of computational costs, making the analysis of complex structures hard
to manage.
In large and practice-oriented analyses, the knowledge of the interaction between units
and mortar can be neglected in the analysis of the global structural behaviour. In these
cases, a continuum material (i.e. macro-modelling) shall be more suitable (Figure
2.26d). Macro modelling is largely diffuse for the global analysis of structures, but the
mechanical properties of the homogenised material are difficult to be determined. The
anisotropic behaviour of masonry can be considered using specific models. Available
models were provided by Pelà (Pelà 2009; Pelà et al. 2011a; Pelà et al. 2013)and
Lourenço (Lourenço et al. 1995). The first one is based on establishing a one-to-one
mapping relationship between the behaviour of an anisotropic real material and that of
an isotropic fictitious one. This general formulation allows adjusting an arbitrary
isotropic criterion to the particular behaviour of the orthotropic material. The
orthotropic elastic and inelastic behaviours can be modelled in such a way that very
different mechanical responses can be predicted along the material axes (see Figure
2.28). This model showed its predictive capacity both for linear and nonlinear analyses
of homogenised macro-models.
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Figgure 2.28 Stresss and strain m
mapping developed by Pelàà et al. (Pelà ett al. 2011a)

Loourenço (L
Lourenço et al. 1995) developed an anisotro
opic model that comb
bines the
addvantages of
o modern plasticity
p
cooncepts with
h a powerfu
ul representaation of aniisotropic
m
material behhaviour, including diffe
ferent hardeening or so
oftening behhaviour alo
ong each
prrincipal streess directio
on. The prroposed yieeld surface was basedd on Rank
kine-type
crriterion in teension and Hill-type
H
crriterion in co
ompression (Figure 2.229).

Figurre 2.29 Lourennço yield surfa
face (Lourenço
o et al. 1995).
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Concernning macroo modelling
g, it is diffficult to consider
c
th
he influencee of intern
nal
phenom
mena on the macrosco
opic properrties, such as strain localisationns or stressses
redistribbution amoong the miccrostructuree, especially
y when straain localisaations lead to
complexx dissipatioon mechanissms at the structural leevel. On th
he contrary, micro-mod
del
simulatiion containss all the afo
orementioneed informatiion directly explicated.. This meth
hod
provides the best accuracy
a
in
n taking intto account the
t microsttructure infl
fluence on the
t
structurral behaviouur. Howeverr, when appplied to larg
ge-scale anaalyses, the ccomputation
nal
cost andd the geomeetric constru
uction of thee micro-model becomee hard to maanage.
Mid-waay between micro mod
delling and m
macro mod
delling theree are multi--scale modeels,
which rrepresent a very popullar approacch used now
wadays for the detaileed analysis of
single sstructural members
m
(Peetracca et aal. 2016). These
T
metho
ods take intto account, to
differennt extents annd in differrent ways, all the releevant length
h scales of the structural
problem
m. These modelling
m
teechniques aare based on
o Computtational Hoomogenizatiion
Methodd (CHM) (Peetracca et all. 2016; Quuinteros et all. 2012; Zuccchini & Loourenço 200
02;
Zucchinni & Lourrenço 2009). The m
micro-structtural featurres are noot physically
represennted in the structural model
m
but thhey are obttained from
m a represenntative samp
ple
of the m
microstructuure called representativve volume element (R
RVE) whichh is associatted
to each integrationn point of th
he macroscoopic mesh (F
Figure 2.30
0). The RVE
E is then ussed
to obtaain a homoogenized reesponse to the macro
oscopic straain field, rretrieving the
t
homogeenised consttitutive behaaviour from
m the micro--model assu
umptions.

Figure 22.30 Multi-scaale model application: strucctural macro-scale and repreesentative voluume element at
he micro-scalee (Petracca et al.
a 2016).
th
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2.2.2. Coonstitutive models
m
for m
masonry asssessment
Thhe most coommon non
nlinear connstitutive models
m
for masonry arre based on
o either
pllasticity theeory or co
ontinuum ddamage mechanics. Pllasticity theeory consid
ders the
deevelopment of non-rev
versible straiins in the nonlinear
n
ran
nge. The thheory of plasticity is
a constitutivee law purpo
osely designned for mettals (Chen & Han 19888). Howeveer, it can
allso be used for quasi-b
brittle materrials, such as
a concrete or masonryy, loaded in
n triaxial
coompression and shear--compressioon problemss where ineelastic non--recoverablee strains
arre observedd. The inccapability of the theeory to rep
produce thhe elastic stiffness
deegradation of
o quasi-britttle materiaals subjected
d mainly to tension cannnot be acceepted for
cyyclic loadinng. In this case, the conntinuum damage theorry applied too smeared cracking
m
models is moore approprriate. In facct, continuu
um damage theory (Kaachanov 198
86) does
noot comply non-reversib
n
ble deform
mations, but when the maximum
m
lload is reacched the
ellastic properrties of the material
m
deccrease.
A
An example of loading and unloadi
ding phases for both Plaasticity andd Damage models
m
is
reeported in Figure 2.31aa,b.

Figure 2.31
2
Comparisson of loadingg-unloading in
n plastic models (a) and dam
mage models (b).
(

mage theory
y led to thee definition
n of new
Different devvelopment of the conttinuum dam
coonstitutive models.
m
Th
he basic devvelopment considers
c
an
a isotropic damage beehaviour
(S
Simo & Ju 1987),
1
wherre the elasticc propertiess of the matterials are ggoverned by
y a single
sccalar quantiity named

, non-deppendent on the type of
o stresses at the failu
ure. The

daamage scalaar is related
d to a softenning functio
on dependen
nt on the fraacture energ
gy of the
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system. The samee behaviourr is appliedd to comprressive, ten
nsile and sshear state of
ure
stresses, reducing the possiibility to define diffferent behaaviour on each failu
mechannism. Moreoover, the po
ossible dam
mage occurreed for a ten
nsile action influences in
the sam
me magnituude the com
mpressive bbehaviour of
o the mateerial, whichh is a strong
approximation for brittle matterials. In ffact, the fo
ormation off cracks connsequently to
tensile sstate of streess has only
y a small innfluence on
n the compressive behhaviour of the
t
brittle m
materials. For
F this reaason this m
model was enriched
e
(M
Mazars 19866; Pelà et al.
2011a) defining two
t
differeent scalar damage indexes refferred to ttwo differeent
conditioons:

for more brittlee tensile strress states and
a

for compressive
c
e stress states.

The evvolution of each dam
mage variabble is defin
ned by pro
oper softeniing/hardeniing
functionns, dependeent on the fracture energgy under ten
nsile or com
mpressive cconditions.

Fiigure 2.32 Uniilateral effect under cyclic load
l
paths (Peelà 2009).

The reaal behaviouur of quassi-brittle maaterials lik
ke masonry are evideently midw
way
betweenn the two iddeal models given by pplasticity an
nd damage mechanics
m
ttheory, as itt is
clearly vvisible in Fiigure 2.6b.
Sophistiicated consstitutive models
m
(Fariia et al. 1998;
1
Lubliner et al. 1989) weere
developped to takke into acccount bothh the plasttic and daamage behhaviours. The
T
combinaation of deegradation of
o stiffness (provided by the con
ntinuum dam
amage theorry)
with thee capability to represen
nt non-reverrsible strain
ns (provided
d by the plassticity theorry)
allowedd obtaining a more reprresentative model for cyclic
c
behav
viour of britittle materiaals,
as show
wn in Figuure 2.33. Th
he aforemeentioned pllastic-damag
ge models were main
nly
applied to the analyysis of conccrete structuures.
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F
model ((Faria et al. 19
998) to concreete cyclic com
mpressive testss (Sinha et
Fiigure 2.33 Appplication of Faria's
al. 1964
4).

Recent studiees (Roca et al. 2013; Peelà et al. 20
011b; Salousstros et al. 22014a; Saloustros et
all. 2014b) ussed the con
ntinuum dam
mage models for the evaluation
e
oof existing masonry
m
strructures. Thhe numericcal models included on
nly a repreesentative ppart of the structure
s
(S
Saloustros et
e al. 2014a)), like in thhe evaluatio
on of the cu
urrent damagge and defo
ormation
off the Church of the Poblet Moonastery (Figure 2.34aa,b) and off the Cath
hedral of
M
Mallorca (Rooca et al. 2013; Pelà et al. 2014; Roca et al. 20
012) (Figuree 2.34c,d).
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with continuum
m damage mod
dels: Church oof the Poblet
Figurre 2.34 Exampple of nonlineear analyses w
Monasterry (a) with its damage relatiive to the dem
molition of thee southern aisle (b) (Salousttros et al. 2014
4a)
aand Mallorca Cathedral
C
(c) with
w its damagge due to seismic analysis (d)
( (Roca et all. 2013).

Compleex models reequire a large number of parameteers that are often very difficult to be
estimateed. For thiss reason, thiis work is ffocused maiinly on sim
mpler approaaches, such as
the isottropic contiinuum damage model,, for a bettter control of the inpuut data in the
t
analysess performedd to validatee the experim
mental testss.

Chap
pter 3.

An
novel penetro
p
ometerr for in
n-situ

Min
nor Deestructiive Tessting
Thhis Chapterr presents the
t proposaal of a nov
vel penetrom
meter for th
the in-situ MDT
M
of
exxisting and historical
h
mortars.
m
Foollowing a geotechnicaal approachh, a revisited version of
o the field vane test (R
Richards
19988) was developed
d
and
a called X-Drill (Christiansen 2011). It cconsists off a fourw
winged pin made
m
of stain
nless steel, having an external
e
diam
meter of 100 mm.

Figurre 3.1 First veersion of the X-Drill
X
(Christtiansen 2011)

m diameteer pilot holee is drilled in
i order to allow
a
the ppin introducttion into
Fiirstly, a 6 mm
thhe mortar jooint, with a minimum
m crushing of the surrounding ma
material closse to the
innstrument’s wings. Th
he test is performed
d by using an analoggical torqu
ue-meter,
m
measuring thhe maximum
m torque mooment underr fracture.
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Figuree 3.2 First verssion of the X--Drill during the test (Christtiansen 2011)

This reesearch pressents an en
nhanced veersion of th
he X-Drill that was ddeveloped on
purposee for historiical mortarss. The propposed techn
nique was calibrated
c
by means off a
large seet of mortarr specimenss built in thhe laboratory
y. The com
mparison bettween X-Drrill
measureements andd standard tests conduucted on different
d
typ
pes of morrtars provid
des
preliminnary results for the caliibration of tthe MDT technique.

3.1.

Geomeetry of the New Peneetrometer

The novvel version of X-Drill is obtainedd from a steeel bolt class 8.8, whicch was chossen
for its hhigh perform
mances and
d, at the sam
me time, forr its large availability.
a
The bolt was
w
shaped using a meetal lathe to
ool and it iss composed
d by three parts:
p
a cubiic head of 15
mm side, to whichh the dynam
mometric keyy is conneccted; a 40 mm
m long cyllindrical body
having a diameter of
o 6.5 mm; a winged eend with fou
ur wings of 1 mm heighht. The leng
gth
of the w
winged parrt is Lw=15 mm. A coonic tip is provided on
o the backk to ease the
t
penetrattion of the X-Drill into
o the materrial. The no
ovel X-Drilll proposed ffor mortars is
shown iin Figure 3.3.

A novel penetroometer for in-ssitu Minor Deestructive Testting
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Figure 3.3 N
Novel X-Drill proposed
p
for mortars
m

Thhe original version of the
t X-Drill was design
ned to be ham
mmered intto the pilot hole
h at a
vaariable deptth in a rang
ge between 15 to 20 mm,
m measureed by the ooperator at each
e
test
(C
Christiansenn 2011). Th
his proceduure introducced Lw as a further vvariable affeected by
m
measurementt bias. On the
t contraryy, the noveel version of
o the X-Drrill proposed
d in this
reesearch sets a fixed pen
netration deppth of Lw=15 mm.
A
Another improvement proposed
p
in this researcch with resp
pect to the previous version is
thhe reductionn of the diameter, alloowing a deeeper penettration of thhe pin for a better
innvestigation of the inn
ner materiall. This is an
n importantt choice deealing with existing
m
masonry, whhere the external surfacces are subjjected to en
nvironmentaal deterioraation and
coould lead too an erroneeous estimattion of the material prroperties. A
At the samee time, a
reeduced diam
meter for th
he pin reducces the areaa of the inv
vestigated zzone preserrving the
inntegrity of a larger part of thhe mortar joint.
j
Figu
ure 3.4 shoows the geometry
g
im
mprovementts described
d above.

Figuure 3.4 Longittudinal sectionn of the X-Driill in first verssion (a) and noovel one (b)
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The insstrument is coupled with
w a torquue wrench, allowing measuring
m
tthe maximu
um
torque nnecessary too bring the material
m
to ffailure. Thee torque wreench used inn this researrch
is equippped with ann analogic display
d
ablee to measuree moments between 0-330 Nm with
ha
precisioon of ±0.5 Nm.
N Figuree 3.5 showss the blue pointer
p
meaasuring the instantaneo
ous
value off torque, draagging the red
r one forw
ward. After the failure is reached aand the torq
que
starts too decrease,, the red pointer
p
is fi
fixed at thee maximum
m position, allowing the
t
operatorr to read thee maximum
m torque reacched.

Figure 3.5 Analogic torqque wrench ussed in this reseearch

3.2.

Theoreetical Interrpretative Model

The X-D
Drill test waas normally
y interpretedd up till now
w by using empirical ccorrelations of
experim
mental data in
i terms of torque vs. ccompressive strength (Christianseen 2011). Th
his
researchh presents a possible th
heoretical innterpretation
n of the testt based on thhe stress staate
of the m
material at thhe failure moment.
m
The moortar duringg the test is loaded bby shear stresses alon
ng the fraccture surfacce,
identifieed by a cylindrical shap
pe shown inn Figure 3.6
6.
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Figure 3.6 Transversal
T
seection of the X-Drill
X
inserted
d in the mortaar joint

o the pin, inserted innto the morrtar, inducee also comppression to mortar,
Thhe wings of
reesulting in a composite state of streess of shearr and comprression.
Thhe torque applied
a
to th
he X-Drill ssection is th
herefore totaally balanceed by the taangential
strresses τ aloong the failu
ure surface,, considerin
ng a constan
nt stress disttribution. However,
H
inn reality thee contact beetween the investigated
d material and
a the insttrument pro
oduces a
friiction effecct, biasing th
he torque reeading of a certain quaantity M0, ccalled initial torque.
Taaking into account
a
thiss phenomennon the corrrect equilibrrium condittion is expreessed by
Eqquation 3.1:
∙
∙

∙

(3.1)

w
where Mv is the torque measured bby the dynaamometric key, De is tthe diameteer of the
faailure surfacce, Lw is thee wings’ lenngth. The outer
o
equilib
brium statem
ment is rep
presented
inn Figure 3.7a.
Thhe equilibrrium condition can bbe defined making reeference too a quarterr of the
innstrument seection, due to its radiaal symmetry
y. The first hypothesiss considers constant
taangential strresses along
g the failuree surface, as
a calculated in Equatiion 3.1. Th
he torque
Mv is producced by fourr distributioons of norm
mal stress σ1, located at the conttact area
beetween the mortar
m
and the instrum
ment’s wingss (Figure 3.7
7b)
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um on the hypoothetical failu
ure surface of the X-Drill (aa) and referencce
Figure 33.7 Cross-secttion equilibriu
quarter streess distribution
n (b)

In orderr to evaluatte the magn
nitude of thhe constantt normal strress σ1 it iss necessary to
analyse the rotatioonal equilib
brium. The relevant equilibrium
e
condition is defined in
Equatioon 3.2:
∙

∙

(3.2)

meter of thee pilot hole..
where Di is the diam
The raddial confinnement com
mponent σ2 , perpendiccular to τ, is calculaated with the
t
Hilsdorff’s Theory (Hilsdorf 1969)
1
reporrted in Equaation 3.3 co
onsidering a plane streess
conditioon, allowingg the materiial to expannd in longitu
udinal direcction granteed by the pilot
hole.
∙
∙

∙

(3.3)

where ρE is the Youung’s modu
ulus ratio caalculated as the mortar’’s modulus E m divided by
the steel one Es, ρh the thickneess ratio callculated as the
t mortar’ss thickness h m divided by
the steel part dimennsion, and νm and νs aree respectiveely the Poisson’s ratio of mortar and
a
steel.
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Being the steeel Young’ss modulus m
more than two
t
order of magnitudde than the common
c
m
mortar one, the
t radial ex
xpansion off the mortarr in the con
ntact zone iss almost prrevented.
A
Analytically this consid
deration meeans that th
he stiffness ratio in Eqquation 3.3
3 can be
asssumed as ρE → 0. Thus, the noormal stresss in radial direction σ 2 can be estimated
appproximatelly as reporteed in Equatiion 3.4:
≅

∙

(3.4)

Thhe state of stress defin
ned by Equaations 3.1, 3.2, 3.4 mu
ust be repreesented as a Mohr’s
ciircle in the σ-τ
σ plane, ass shown in F
Figure 3.8.

Figgure 3.8 Mohrr's circle for m
mortar’s state of
o stress under plane stress condition.

Fiigure 3.8 shhows the co
onstruction of the Moh
hr’s circle reelative to thhe assumed
d state of
strress of thee mortar. Cx and Rx aare respecttively the circle’s
c
cenntre and itss radius,
caalculated byy Equations 3.5a,b:

;

(3.5a,b)

U
Using simple geometriic relationss between the aforem
mentioned pparameters and the
M
Mohr-Coulom
mb theory, it is possibble to estim
mate the co
ohesion c ass a function of the
friiction anglee φ, as reporrted in Equaation 3.6:
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∙

(3.6)

Considering the Mohr-Coulomb criterion the tensile and compressive strengths can be
obtained by the Equations 3.7a,b:
∙ ∙

∙ ∙

;

(3.7a,b)

where ft and fc are respectively the tensile and compressive strength of the mortar.
Brittle materials are characterised by different tension and compression strengths.
Previous studies (Benedetti & Pelà 2012; Benedetti et al. 2008) assessed that the ratio
between tensile and compressive strengths in historical mortars may be approximately
equal to its Poisson’s ratio, usually in the range of νm=0.20÷0.30. Thus, it is possible to
obtain an approximated relationship between the Poisson’s modulus and the friction
angle of the mortar, as reported in Equations 3.8.

arcsin

/
/

≅ arcsin

(3.8)

Using standard Poisson’s values for the mortar such as νm=0.25, the resulting friction
angle is φ=36.87°, in line with recent studies about the evaluation of Mohr-Coulomb
parameters for this kind of material (Marastoni et al. 2016; Pelà et al. 2012; Pelà et al.
2015; Binda et al. 1994).

3.3.

Experimental Campaign

An experimental campaign was carried out to validate the theoretical interpretation of
the X-Drill proposed in the previous section. Firstly a large set of standard specimens
was designed to ensure a wide range of mortar compressive strength. Secondly, each
specimen was tested using the X-Drill and then crushed in standard compression test, in
order to define a direct correlation between the two measurements.
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3.3.1. Materials
Seven different mixtures of mortar were realized using different proportions of fine
river sand, cement, hydraulic lime and water. The components adopted for the mixture
are summarized below:
- Moderately Natural Hydraulic Lime NHL 3.5;
- Portland Cement 32.5 R;
- Fine river sand 0 ÷ 2 mm.
The proportions between the components were studied according to the Italian Standard
(D.M. 14/01/2008 2008), introducing few modifications in order to obtain a sufficient
wide range of final compressive strengths. The exact mass quantities for each mixture
are reported in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Mortar mixtures adopted in the reference campaign

Mixture
A1
A2
A3
A4
B2
B3
B4

Hydraulic
Lime
[kg]
5.0
2.0
4.0
3.5
3.4
1.5
1.0

Cement

Sand

Water

Total

[kg]
0.0
3.0
1.1
2.5
0.0
2.5
1.5

[kg]
15.0
16.0
16.0
15.0
18.0
14.9
18.0

[kg]
3.0
2.5
3.0
2.7
3.0
2.5
2.5

[kg]
23.0
23.5
24.1
23.7
24.4
21.4
23.0

Mixtures “A” were obtained by using a water/binder weight ratio of approximatively
0.5÷0.6, reproducing a standard historical mortar. Mixtures “B” were prepared in order
to have a lower strength, so the water/binder ratio was set around 1.0, i.e. reducing the
binder quantity.

3.3.2. Preparation of specimens
Three specimens for each mortar mixture were casted, using PVC moulds with nominal
dimensions 150 × 150 × 150 mm3 (Figure 3.9). The samples were stored for 28 days in
a climatic chamber (20°C and 98% RH) according to the Italian Standards (D.M.
14/01/2008 2008).
After the curing period, two pilot holes were drilled in the centre of two opposite faces
of each specimen. The pilot hole was drilled using a drill press equipped with a 7 mm
hardened steel bit, in order to produce an orthogonal perforation as much as possible.
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Figure 33.9 shows the
t specimeens after thee execution of the holees. The 20 sspecimens are
a
classifieed in Table 3.2.

Figure 3.9 Samples
S
after the execution
n of the pilot holes.
h

Table 3.22 Mortar speciimens' dimenssions
Name
A1.1
A1.2
A1.3
A2.1
A2.2
A2.3
A3.1
A3.2
A3.3
A4.1
A4.2
A4.3

a [mm]]
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150

b [mm]]
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150

c [mm]]
149
148
145
150
150
148
148
150
150
149
149
146

Name
B2.1
B2.2
B3.1
B3.2
B3.3
B4.1
B4.2
B4.3

a [mm]]
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150

b [mm]
m]
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150

c [mm
m]
144
145
146
144
115
145
143
148

3.3.33. Test exeecution
Drill test was
w perform
med twice onn each sam
mple, i.e. at two opposiite faces. The
T
The X-D
sample was placedd on a verticcal press unnder a constant load off 2 kN. Oncce the samp
ple
was bloocked, the X-Drill waas hammerred into thee pilot holle until thee wings weere
complettely insertedd, as shown
n in Figure 77.
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Figure 3.10 Sample ready
y for the X-Drrill test

Thhe torque wrench
w
wass then connnected to th
he head of the X-Drilll. The test must be
peerformed ussing caution
n in twistinng the wren
nch, withou
ut giving anny transverssal force
w
which could spoil the fin
nal measureement. Due to the partiicular shapee of the X-D
Drill, the
toorque must be
b applied in the counnter-clockwiise direction
n. Table 3.33 reports th
he results
off the X-Drilll tests obtaiined from thhe two oppo
osite faces of
o each sam
mple.

Taable 3.3 X-Driill tests resultss
Name
A1.1
A1.2
A1.3
A2.1
A2.2
A2.3
A3.1
A3.2
A3.3
A4.1
A4.2
A4.3

Mv,1
[Nm]
5.0
5.0
6.0
16.5
20.5
17.5
6.5
6.0
6.5
14.5
17.5
19.5

M v,2
[N
Nm]
5.5
8.0
4.0
115.5
221.0
220.0
7.0
7.0
7.5
117.0
220.0
117.5

Name
B2.1
B2.2
B3.1
B3.2
B3.3
B4.1
B4.2
B4.3

Mv,1
[Nm]]
3.0
2.0
12.5
15.0
12.0
6.0
8.5
7.5

Mv,2
[Nm]
[
2.0
4.5
14.0
14.0
16.5
5.0
7.0
7.5
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After the X-Drill tests over the two opposite faces, each specimen was replaced under
the vertical press with the damaged faces in contact with the metal plates. The
extraction of the X-Drill sometimes pulled out some material, reducing the effective
loading area of the compression test. This issue was taken into account by measuring
the damaged zone and considering a reduced cross section of the sample in the
evaluation of the compressive strength.
The compressive strength obtained from a cubic specimen was reduced to 83% of its
original value in order to remove the confinement effect produced by the dimensions
ratio, using the Italian Standards for concrete characterisation as reference (D.M.
14/01/2008 2008).
Table 3.4 summarises the effective cross sections of the samples and the results
obtained from the compressive test.
Table 3.4 Mortar compression test results
An
[mm2]
21750
21600
21150
21900
21900
21600
21600
21900
21900
21750
21750
21300

Name
A1.1
A1.2
A1.3
A2.1
A2.2
A2.3
A3.1
A3.2
A3.3
A4.1
A4.2
A4.3

3.4.

Fmax
[kN]
34.3
37.3
33.8
225.6
229.1
221.7
63.3
63.0
63.2
194.2
201.1
183.9

fc
[MPa]
1.31
1.43
1.33
8.55
8.68
8.52
2.43
2.39
2.39
7.41
7.67
7.17

Name
B2.1
B2.2
B3.1
B3.2
B3.3
B4.1
B4.2
B4.3

An
[mm2]
21000
21150
21300
21000
16650
21150
20850
21600

Fmax
[kN]
11.4
11.7
138.3
145.7
116.7
46.3
44.6
47.1

fc
[MPa]
0.45
0.46
5.39
5.76
5.82
1.82
1.78
1.81

Experimental Calibration of the Instrument

Figure 3.11 shows the relationship between the normalised ultimate torque mv and the
experimental compressive strength fc. The normalised torque is obtained by dividing the
torque Mv by the depth Lw of the X-Drill. The values of mv reported in the figure are the
averages between the two normalised torques measured at the opposite faces of each
sample. The linear regression of the experimental dataset provides the following
empirical equation:
∙

,

(3.9)
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with a coefficient of determination of R2=0.958.

10.00
9.00
8.00

fc [MPa]

7.00
6.00
5.00
4.00

R² = 0.9584

3.00
2.00
1.00
0.00
0

250

500

750

1000

1250

1500

mv [Nmm/mm]
Figure 3.11 Experimental data correlation and linear regression line.

The experimental empirical Equation 3.9 is compared in the following with the
interpretation model proposed in Section 3.2. After substituting Equations 3.1-3.6 and
Equation 3.8 into Equation 3.7b, the following analytical equation expresses the
relationship between fc and (mv - m0):
∙
where
modulus

(3.10)
is a correlation factor that is a parameter depending on the mortar’s Poisson’s
and the geometric properties of the X-Drill.

Figure 3.11 indicates a value m0=161 Nmm/mm. However, the lowest normalised
torque measured during the experimental tests was mv=133 Nmm/mm. This result
suggests that the effective value of

is actually smaller than those obtained by the

linear regression of experimental results. For this reason, a value of m0=100 Nmm/mm
was considered in the calculations with the analytical prediction model.
The correlation factor

depends on the assumption of a realistic value for the Poisson’s

modulus. A sensitivity analysis was carried out to evaluate its influence on the
correlation factor. Considering a realistic range of Poisson’s modulus of νm=0.20÷0.30,
the χ coefficient assumes values from χ=0.0072 mm-2 to χ=0.0059 mm-2, showing a
rather low sensitivity. Furthermore, the range of the coefficients of determination in a
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range between νm=0.20÷0.25 is R2=0.908÷0.940, i.e. very close to that of the linear
regression, confirming a good predictive capacity of the model proposed.
Figure 3.12 shows the graphical comparison between the experimental regression line
and the interpretation model. For νm=0.20 (Figure 3.12a) the proposed model gets closer
to the experimental regression line for mortars with higher compressive strength. In case
of mortars with lower compressive strength, the proposed model slightly overestimates
the experimental results. Higher values of the assumed Poisson’s ratio (Figure 3.12b,c)
provide better agreement for mortars with lower compressive strength, maintaining a
conservative prediction for higher ones.
Calibration rule for ν=0.25 b)

Calibration rule for ν=0.30 c)
10.00

9.00

9.00

9.00

8.00

8.00

8.00

7.00

7.00

7.00

6.00

6.00

6.00

5.00
4.00

fc [MPa]

10.00

fc [MPa]

fc [MPa]

Calibration rule for ν=0.20 a)
10.00

5.00
4.00

5.00
4.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.00

0.00
0
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500

750

1000

1250

1500

0.00
0

250

mv [Nmm/mm]
Exp. results

Model

500

750

1000

1250

1500

0

250

Exp. results

500

750

1000

1250

1500

mv [Nmm/mm]

mv [Nmm/mm]
Model

Exp. results

Model

Figure 3.12 Comparison between experimental regression line and the proposed interpretation model
depending on the Poisson’s modulus:

0.20 (a),

0.25 (b) and

0.30 (c).

It is important to remark that using the assumptions on which it is based the theoretical
interpretative model (Section 3.2), the stress level induced in the mortar is very high.
Since the test is designed to be performed on existing masonry, the influence of the
ordinary loading conditions of the structure can be easily neglected in the interpretation
of the X-Drill test results.
As a further confirm of this hypothesis, the first work presented on this instrument
(Christiansen 2011) reported also tests performed on the same material at different
vertical stress levels. The comparison carried out by Christiansen confirmed that the
vertical stress does not influence the X-Drill test results.

Chapter 4. Integrated Laboratory Methodology
for Minor Destructive Testing
As for the experimental characterisation of the material components (mortar and units),
the current codes only consider tests made on standard specimens, like whole units (EN
1996-1-1:2005 2005; EN 772-1:2011 2011) or prismatic specimens of mortar (EN 7721:2011 2011) that are mainly intended for new structures.
Concerning the shear behaviour of masonry, the available standards considers only tests
performed on specific setups, using two or three units superposed and joined by mortar
layers (EN 1052-3:2002 2002). The test is carried out by pre-compressing the specimen
orthogonally respect to the mortar layer and exerting a shear state of stress on the mortar
by loading one unit while the others are blocked (Figure 4.1a). The bed joints are then
subject to a composite state of compression and shear. By varying the magnitude of the
pre-compression is possible to determine the failure envelope of the tested samples. The
reference standard (EN 1052-3:2002 2002) is based on the Mohr-Coulomb theory to
define the failure criterion (Figure 4.1b)., i.e. a two-parameter linear failure envelope.
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Figure 44.1 Shear test on
o triplets (EN
N 1052-3:20022 2002): expeerimental setup
p (a) and interrpretation of th
he
results (Binnda et al. 1994
4) (b).

Several studies weere carried out
o on the sshear test (B
Binda et al. 1994; Monntazerolghaeem
& Jaegeer 2014), using also diffferent setupps (Pluijm 1993).
1
This test seems vvery adequaate
for the characterissation of masonry,
m
butt it is hard
dly applicab
ble to existiing structurres
since it is almost im
mpossible to
o extract suuch sampless without daamaging thee wall. In caase
m different kinds of tests
of existiing masonryy structuress, it is usuallly preferablle to perform
on extraacted specim
mens. A useeful techniqque to obtaiin representtative specim
mens from an
existingg panel is the core drilling
d
(Figgure 4.2). Cylindricall samples w
with variab
ble
diameteers can be exxtracted by using differrent sizes of the core bits.

Fiigure 4.2 Coree drilling durinng an in-situ experimental
e
campaign
c
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This methodology is appropriate for historical constructions, since samples can be
extracted from hidden structural members reducing to the minimum the amount of
induced damage.
Recent studies have shown the possibility of core drilling perpendicular to the face of
the structural member to extract masonry cylindrical samples to be tested in the
laboratory (Pelà et al. 2012; Benedetti & Pelà 2012; Mazzotti et al. 2014; Marastoni et
al. 2016). The cores included two circular segments of brick and a diametral mortar
joint, with a total diameter of the sample from 70 to 110 mm. In case of the Brazilian
tests with 45º inclined joint cores they assumed that the load split into normal and
tangential components on the mortar joint. This led to the hypothesis of an infinitesimal
thickness of the mortar joint, reducing it to a non-dimensional interface between the
bricks.
On the other hand, Benedetti and co-workers (Benedetti et al. 2008) proposed an
alternative interpretation of the stress state inside the diametral mortar joint of the
cylindrical specimen, by considering the whole mortar layer, instead of reducing it to an
interface. In this case, it was possible to introduce into the mechanical interpretation of
the test also the mutual interaction between the two circular segments of brick and the
mortar in the joint. Such interaction induces a three-dimensional state of stress to the
mortar. The graphical interpretation of each test requires the drawing of Mohr’s circles
representing the complete stress state in the mortar at failure. Most recent experimental
studies by the same authors (Pelà et al. 2015; Pelà et al. 2012; Benedetti & Pelà 2012)
showed the possibility of carrying out different Brazilian tests by varying the inclination
of the diametral mortar joint. In this way, different shear-compression states can be
applied to the mortar, corresponding to different Mohr’s circles on the Mohr’s plane.
The Mohr’s circles related to the Brazilian tests were complemented with those
corresponding to compression tests on the mortar, e.g. using the Double Punch Test
(DPT). Finally, all the Mohr’s circles representing mortar at failure under different
stress conditions were used to derive the Mohr’s failure envelope by means of a least
square method.
This section presents an experimental program that was intended to reproduce in the
laboratory the MDT techniques of in-situ sampling and subsequent laboratory testing of
small specimens extracted from historical masonry structural members. At the same
time, several specimens were prepared following the relevant standards for the
mechanical characterisation (EN 772-1:2011 2011; EN 1052-3:2002 2002; EN 1015-
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11:2007 2007) in order to compare the non-standard results with reliable values. Proper
material components were chosen in order to reproduce those typically employed in
historical masonry with low mechanical properties, i.e. handmade clay bricks and lime
mortar. The manufacturing and curing of lime mortar were carefully executed using
traditional building techniques in controlled laboratory conditions. Each material
component was tested in order to obtain a comprehensive characterisation of its
mechanical behaviour. Then, the selected materials were used to build two masonry
walls. After the necessary period of curing and hardening to reach a sufficient strength
of the material, the extraction of cylindrical samples was carried out by core drilling. A
novel dry extraction procedure was adopted, based on an air cooling system, in contrast
to common wet core drilling in which water could spoil the lime mortar joints in the
samples. Brazilian tests were carried out on 90 mm diameter masonry cores by varying
the inclination of the diametral mortar joint with respect to its original horizontal
position. DPTs were also executed on mortar joints extracted from the same walls. A
comprehensive micromechanical interpretation of the different experimental tests is
presented. Finally, an integrated methodology is proposed to obtain a full
characterisation of the mechanical properties of mortar, considering the redundant
results derived from all the different types of experimental tests executed. The
experimental procedures adopted, as well as the theory proposed for the interpretation
of the tests, can be considered during the inspection activities on historical masonry
structures to evaluate the mechanical properties of the existing mortar.

4.1.

Experimental Campaign

The experimental investigation was carried out at the Laboratory of Technology of
Structures and Materials of the Technical University of Catalonia (UPCBarcelonaTech). In the following, each stage of the experimental program is discussed
in detail, paying attention to important issues like the preparation of material samples,
the curing conditions, the procedures of extraction and testing.
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4.1.1. Materials
Ma
H
Handmade fiired-clay solid bricks w
were used in
n this experiimental proggram, with nominal
diimensions of
o 305 × 145
5 × 45 mm3 . The unitss presented some voidss and imperfections,
duue to their hand-mould
h
ed nature.
Cement morrtars were used
u
startinng from thee 20th centu
ury and couuld not be used to
reepresent thee behaviour of historic al masonry
y. Lime-cem
ment mortarrs are often adopted
inn laboratoryy experimen
ntal program
ms in order to reduce th
he curing tiimes compaared to a
puure-lime moortar, but they usually pprovide hig
gher strength
hs that thosee normally found in
hiistorical maasonry strucctures. In thhis work, a hydraulic lime mortaar was employed to
obbtain a closeer representtation of an historical material,
m
despite the lonnger time necessary
foor its hardenning.
Thhe mortar was
w mixed starting
s
from
m the raw components
c
. The river sand had 0 ÷ 2 mm
grrain size. The
T full desscription off the granullometry is reported
r
inn Figure 4.. Natural
hyydraulic lim
me (NHL), classified
c
ass NHL 3.5 by
b EN 459--1 (EN 459 -1:2010 2010), was
uttilized. Thee volume raatio of binnder to agg
gregate was 1:3, a ratther typicall mix in
hiistorical maasonry (D.M
M. 14/01/20008 2008; Ciircolare 02/0
02/2009 n. 6617 2009).

Figure 4.3 Sand
S
grain sizzes: cumulative curve (a) an
nd granulometr
try (b).

Once the moortar was prrepared, twoo single-leaaf walls were built in sstretcher bo
ond with
finnal dimensiions 1.6 × 0.8
0 × 0.145 m3. The ex
xternal thick
kness of thee joints was variable
from 15 to 20
2 mm, duee to the impperfect facees of the haandmade brricks. The wall
w was
buuilt over a steel beam
m to ease itts displacem
ment during
g the follow
wing stagees of the
exxperimentall campaign. The walls were storeed in the lab
boratory forr 60 days, allowing
a
thhe mortar too harden unttil reaching a sufficientt strength to
o represent the behavio
our of an
exxisting low--strength mo
ortar historiical masonry
y wall.
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Standard specimens were prepared during the wall construction in order to obtain a
complete mechanical characterisation of the materials used. Concerning bricks, whole
units were rectified on the larger faces to be tested in compression (EN 772-1:2011
2011), prismatic specimens were cut from the units to perform flexural and compressive
tests (EN 1015-11:2007 2007) and small cylinders were cored from the stretcher face to
evaluate Young’s modulus (EN 12390-13:2013 2013). On the other hand, mortar
specimens were prepared to perform both flexural and compressive strength (EN 101511:2007 2007). Finally, nine triplets were prepared to perform shear tests according to
the relative standard EN 1052-3:2002 (EN 1052-3:2002 2002).

4.1.2. Standard Mechanical Characterisation of Materials
Due to the lack of a specific standard for the evaluation of the tensile strength of bricks,
the EN 1015-11:2007 standard for mortars (EN 1015-11:2007 2007) was used as a
reference. Eight 40 × 40 × 160 mm3 prisms were cut (Figure 4.4a) and tested according
to a three-point bending setup. Cubic specimens of about 35 × 35 × 35 mm3 were cut
from the bricks and tested (Figure 4.4b). The experimental results of flexural these tests
are summarized in Table 4.1.
Since there are no available standards for the laboratory evaluation of the Young’s
modulus of the brick, the EN 12390-13:2013 (EN 12390-13:2013 2013) for concrete
samples was considered as a reference. Cylinders were cored from the header face of
the brick with a diameter of 35 mm and length of 75 mm (Figure 4.4d). The upper and
lower faces were rectified to make them parallel and then the samples were tested using
extensometers to measure the vertical deformation of the central third. After three
cycles from 10% to 30% of the failure load, the Young’s modulus was determined, as
shown in Table 4.1.
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Taable 4.1 Experrimental results for brick sppecimens.

Flexural streength of brick
k
prismaticc specimens
Sample

Comp
pressive stren
ngth of brick
k
cubic speciimens
Sam
mple

Youung’s modulu
us of
cylinddrical brick sa
amples
Sampple

%

T1X2
T1X3
T2X1
T2X2
T2X3
T3X1
T3X2
T3X3

3.81
3.67
3.60
3.52
3.51
3.59
3.88
3.48

T 1Z1
T 1Z2
T 1Z3
T22Z1
T22Z2
T33Z1

19.60
19.50
19.10
18.30
16.60
17.50

Cn2ttc
Cn2’’tc
Cn2”ttc3

7572
11470
1
10335
1

Average
CV

3.63
4%

Aveerage
C
CV

18.40
6%

Averaage
CV
V

9792
20%

F
Figure 4.4 Briick specimenss: prisms for thhree-point ben
nding test (a), cubes for com
mpression testt (b) and
cyliindrical samplle for Young’ss modulus evaaluation (c).

Siimilar tests were perforrmed on moortar specim
mens prepareed in metal moulds at the
t same
tim
me of the construction
c
n of the waalls. Three 40
4 × 40 × 160 mm3 prrisms (Figu
ure 4.5a)
w
were tested after 270 days
d
after ttheir constrruction to determine tthe flexuraal tensile
strrength ftm,f according
a
to
o EN 1015--11:2007 (E
EN 1015-11:2007 20077). The com
mpression
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tests weere conductted on the six fragmeents producced by the flexural tessts, followiing
again thhe EN 10155-11:2007 (E
EN 1015-1 1:2007 2007) (Figure 4.5b).
4
The ssix remainiing
pieces m
measured rooughly 40 × 40 × 80 m
mm3 and weere loaded with
w steel looading plateens
of 40 × 40 mm2. Thhe results arre shown inn Table 4.2.
Table 4.22 Experimentaal results for mortar
m
specimeens.

Flexxure strength
h of mortar sp
pecimens
Saample

,

Comp
pressive strength of mortarr specimens
Sample

NHL_1_F
NHL_2_F
NHL_3_F

0.40
0.35
0.36

NHL_1A_C
NH
HL_1B_C
NHL_2A_C
NH
HL_2B_C
NHL_3A_C
NH
HL_3B_C

2.40
2.50
2.40
2.14
2.69
2.59

Avverage
C
CV

0..37
7%
7

Average
CV

2.45
8%

Figure 4.5 Three-point bending
b
test (aa) and compreession test (b) on mortar priisms.

m3
In orderr to charactterise the shear behavviour of maasonry, ninee 145 × 1600 × 305 mm
triplet sspecimens were
w
built according too the EN 10
052-3:2002 (EN 1052-33:2002 2002
2).
The thiickness of the mortarr layers w
was variablee from 10 to 15 mm
m due to the
t
imperfeections of thhe units’ su
urfaces. Figgure 4.6 sho
ows the experimental setup for the
t
shear teest.
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Figure 4.66 Experimentaal setup for tripplet tests carriied out in this research (a) aand 3D sketch
h (b).

Thhe tests weere carried out follow
wing the afo
orementioneed standardd (EN 1052
2-3:2002
20002) placingg each speccimen on tw
wo cylindriccal supports (see Figuree 4.7a). In this
t way,
thhe sample iss laid verticcally, allowiing the centtral unit to move in the
he vertical direction.
d
Thhe shear forrce was giv
ven by a com
mpression machine
m
eq
quipped withh a 200 kN
N loading
ceell using a vertical
v
disp
placement ccontrol (7 m/s).

The acquisitionn rate was set
s as 10
H
Hz. To correect the impeerfections oof the loadiing surface, a sphericaal hinge waas placed
juust below the loading jaack (see Figgure 4.7b).

Figure 4.7 Base
B supports ((a) and loadin
ng support for triplet specim
men (b).

Thhe external plates worrk as retaini
ning elemen
nts fixed to the base off the vertical press.
Thhese plates are stiffeneed by transvversal ribs in
i order to avoid
a
their deformation during
thhe test (see Figure
F
4.6b). The pre-ccompression
n load is giv
ven by a 1000 kN jack acting
a
on
thhe central plate.
p
This pre-compreession load
ding stage was
w carriedd out progrressively
unnder force control,
c
usiing an hydrraulic system
m. The totaal time empployed to reach the
deesired pre-ccompression
n level was 5 minutes.. The retain
ning plates are connected each
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other w
with threadedd rods in orrder to prevvent any relaative movem
ment of the plates duriing
the pre-compressioon stage.
The measurement of
o the relatiive displaceement of thee bricks wass carried ouut by means of
four LV
VDTs, two on both faces,
f
pasteed on the external brricks. The L
LVDTs weere
pointingg on a rigid bar conneccted to the ccentral unit. The instrum
mentation seetup is show
wn
in Figurre 4.8.

Figure 4.8 Instrumenntation setup for
f triplet testss.

ding all the stages of th
he test, consisting of ann initial elastic
The setuup used alloowed record
branch ((almost lineear), a post--peak degraadation due to the form
mation and ppropagation of
internal cracks in the mortar layer and ann almost con
nstant stagee related to a pure slidiing
phase oon the brokeen mortar-b
brick interfaace. Figure 4.9 reports the experim
mental curv
ves
obtainedd by the aveerage measu
urement of tthe LVDTs.
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40

20

0

20

0
0.0

1.0

2.0
3.0
4.0
Average LVDT [mm]

5.0

40

0
0.0

1.0

2.0
3.0
4.0
Average LVDT [mm]

5.0

0.0

1.0

2.0
3.0
4.0
Average LVDT [mm]

5.0

Figure 4.9 Triplets tests: load vs. average LVDTs displacement for each step of pre-compression.

The tests were carried out at three pre-compression levels of 0.2 MPa, 0.6 MPa and 1.0
MPa, in agreement with the reference standard (EN 1052-3:2002 2002). The reference
standard provides also the methodology for the estimation of the stress distribution over
the mortar joint, considering a constant value of normal and tangential stresses as
reported in Equations 4.1a,b.

;

∙

(4.1a,b)

where FH is the constant force applied as pre-compression for the joint, A is the area of
the mid-section of the mortar joint and Fmax is the maximum force at failure applied
parallel to the joints.
The experimental results derived from the investigated nine specimens are reported in
Table 4.3.
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Table 4.33 Experimentaal results of triiplet shear testts.
Sample
T1-NHL
T10-NHL
T13-NHL

0.99
0.99
0.99

0.998
0.996
1.003

T3-NHL
T7-NHL
T12-NHL

0.59
0.59
0.59

0.775
0.772
0.775

T2-NHL
T5-NHL

0.20
0.20

0.333
0.226

T11-NHL
Average 1.00
CV

0.20
0.99
-

0.333
0.999
3%
%

Average 0.66
CV

0.59
-

0.774
2%
%

Average 0.22
CV

0.20
-

0.331
13%
%

4.1.33. Extractiion of Speciimens
The expperimental program
p
waas carried ouut in order to
t reproducee in the labooratory the ini
situ sam
mpling and subsequen
nt testing off small speecimens exttracted from
m an existiing
masonryy element.
The com
mmon speccimens whicch can be eextracted arre cylindricaal specimenns and mortar
layers ffor DPT. The
T mortar specimenss can be ob
btained by extracting a cylindriccal
specimeen including a mortar joint as shhown in Fiigure 4.10a. After havving detach
hed
carefully the brickss from the mortar
m
(Figuure 4.10b), the
t layers can be cut too be subject to
DPT (H
Henzel & Kaarl 1987) (seee Figure 4..10c).

Figurre 4.10 Cylinddrical specimen
n extracted (aa), removal of the brick partts (b) and cut oof the mortar
specimeens according to (Henzel & Karl 1987) (cc).
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In this research, the procedure of extracting the mortar layers was slightly different from
the aforementioned approach, since the specimens were obtained by dismantling the
wall after the core drilling operations.
The extraction of cylindrical specimens from the two walls was carried out 60 days after
their construction. The walls were maintained in vertical position during the coring
operations (Figure 4.11a). During the movements, a proper confinement was ensured by
two horizontal steel profiles, placed below the base and the over the upper edge and
connected by four rods tensioned by a small force (Figure 4.11b).
Horizontal core drilling was executed perpendicularly to the face of the walls (Figure
4.11b). A novel procedure was followed in order to avoid spoiling the samples during
their extraction. Common core drills, normally adopted for concrete structures, use a
water cooling system. This well-known system showed its limitations in previous
experimental programs, since water could wash lime mortar joints away (Pelà et al.
2015). In addition, the use of water can be inconvenient in case of sampling activities
from the inside of existing historical buildings. For this reason, this research proposes a
novel dry extraction procedure, in which air cooling is adopted instead of water cooling,
in order to preserve the integrity of the mortar joints. Air cooling is ensured by an
aspirator connected to the coring bit. However, during the masonry core drill, the dust
might block the sample inside the bit. In fact, the bit usually overheats during drilling,
allowing the dust to interpose between itself and the sample. As soon as the core drill
stops working and the bit gets colder, its sudden contraction might block the specimen
inside. The aspirator continuously removes the dust inside the bit and cools down the
system, but sometimes its effect is not sufficient. Therefore, in this study, the masonry
was core drilled step by step, making sure that at each small step the dust was removed
completely either by the aspirator or by a spray compressor. By using this procedure, a
total of 22 intact cores were extracted for this experimental program. In addition, other
30 larger diameter cores were extracted from the walls, without any operational
problem, and they were utilized for a different research study.
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d demolition oof the wall to
Figurre 4.11 Masonnry walls before (a), during (b) and after coring (c) and
ns (d).
retrieve moortar specimen

After thhe extractionn of the corre samples, the remain
ns of the tw
wo walls shoown in Figu
ure
4.11c w
were dismaantled to ex
xtract morttar layers. The mortaar layers w
were carefully
detached from the bricks using
g a thin chi sel, in order to obtain small
s
mortaar samples for
f
the douuble punch tests (see Figure 4.1 1d). Every
y mortar sample was cut to obtaain
square-sshaped speccimens, witth a side off about 50 mm
m and varriable thickkness betweeen
10-20 m
mm. The thhickness off each sampple dependeed on the thickness
t
off the origin
nal
mortar jjoint in the wall.
w

4.2.

Experim
mental Teesting of th
he Specimeens Extraccted

This secction presennts the resu
ults from thhe testing procedures
p
used for thhe mechaniccal
characteerisation off the mortarr in the waalls. In ordeer to simulaate the proccedures to be
followed during an
a in-situ experimentaal campaign
n, Brazilian
n Test (BT)) of mason
nry
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coores with innclined diaametral morrtar joint an
nd Double Punch Tesst (DPT) off mortar
laayers were performed.
p

4.2.1. Brrazilian Tessts on Coress with Incliined Diametral Mortarr Joint
Thhe samples that were core
c
drilled from the walls
w
were su
ubject to BT
Ts (Pelà et al.
a 2015;
Peelà et al. 2012; Bened
detti & Pelàà 2012) aftter 210 day
ys from thee extraction
n. In this
exxperimentall program the specim
mens were tested with the diam
metral morttar joint
innclined at 45°,
4
50°, 55
5° and 60° with respect to the orriginal horiizontal direction. A
w
wooden stripp was interp
posed betw
ween the meetallic platees and the sample in order to
diistribute unniformly thee loading ovver the irreegular lateraal surface oof the core.. All the
teests were peerformed wiith a high pprecision compression machine,
m
ussing a displlacement
coontrolled 2000 kN load cell. The seetup of the test
t was stu
udied to avooid the separration of
thhe specimenn after the failure
f
by pplacing two soft horizo
ontal suppoorts avoiding
g in any
caase spuriouss confinemeent effects. The test was
w conducteed under veertical displlacement
coontrol at a 4 m/s rate. The relatiive sliding displacemen
d
nt between the two briicks was
m
measured wiith high preecision LV
VDTs (rangee ±1.5 mm
m, precisionn ±1.5 µm) at both
ciircular facess (Figure 4.12a and Figgure 4.12b)). The acquiisition frequuency was set at 50
H
Hz due to thee high fragillity of the faailure proceess.

Fiigure 4.12 Braazilian test on cores with incclined mortar joint: experim
mental setup (aa) and specim
men during
(
the test (b).
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The diaametral morrtar layer in
ncluded betw
ween two circular
c
segm
ments of brrick is subjeect
to norm
mal compresssion and taangential shhear due to the verticaal loading ap
applied during
the test.. The 14 sam
mples show
wing the bestt geometrical regularity
y after coree-drilling weere
selectedd for BTs. In
I most of the
t specimeens analysed in this ex
xperimental program, the
t
failure w
was characcterised by a fracture crossing th
he mortar jo
oint in the centre of the
t
specimeen and alsso interestin
ng the uppper and lo
ower unit-m
mortar interrfaces at the
t
extremities (Figuree 2.12a). Su
uch kind of failure wass called “parrasymmetriic” or “central
The observ
ved
symmettric” in a previous sttudy by thhe authors (Pelà et al. 2015). T
parasym
mmetric faiilures resullted in rem
markable agreement with
w
those observed in
previouus studies on low-stren
ngth mortarr masonry (Pelà
(
et al. 2015; Pelàà et al. 201
12;
Benedettti & Pelà 2012; Brag
ga et al. 19992; Filardi et al. 1996
6). The cracck sometim
mes
appeareed also in thhe bricks, involving a sm
mall wedgee under the loading
l
areaa. Figure 4.13
reports a summary of the crack
k patterns oobtained in all
a the speciimens.

Figure 4.13 Braziliann tests on corees with inclineed mortar join
nt: types of faiilure in all thee core sampless.

Figure 44.14 shows the experim
mental load vs. joint dissplacement curves obtaained from all
the BTss. The displlacement co
ontrolled tessts provide more relev
vant informaation than the
t
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foorce controllled ones. Consequentl
C
ly, it was possible
p
to obtain
o
the ppost-peak softening
s
brranch describing the no
onlinear behhaviour of the
t material. Howeverr, the executtion of a
diisplacementt controlled
d BT is a complex taask due to the remarkkable brittleeness of
m
mortar materrial. Due to
o the fragiile behaviou
ur of the experimenta
e
al responsee, it was
im
mpossible too record con
ntinuously thhe post-peaak phase in all
a the invesstigated sam
mples.

Figure 4.14 Brazilian
B
testss on cores withh inclined mortar joint: load
d vs. joint dispplacement currves for
α=45° (a), 50° (b), 55°
5 (c), 60° (d).

Thhe stress staate in the mortar
m
joint aat failure off the samplee, accordingg to Refs. (B
Benedetti
& Pelà 2012;; Pelà et al. 2012; Pelàà et al. 2015
5; Marastonii et al. 20166), can be evaluated
byy means of Equations
E
4.2a,b:
4

∙ cos

;

∙ sin

(4.2a,b)
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where

is the normal
n
com
mpression inn the joint,

is the tangential sshear stress in

is thhe maximum experimeental load,

is the areea of the meean section of

the joinnt,

the morrtar joint (i.ee. product between
b
thee diameter and
a length of
o the core ssample) and
d
is the aangle of incclination off the mortarr joint with
h respect to the horizoontal direction
(Figure 4.15).

Figure 4.15 Brazilian
B
testss on cores withh inclined morrtar joint: state of stress at ffailure.

Table 4.4 presents the summaary of the exxperimentall values at failure
f
that w
were obtain
ned
from all the BTs for
f differen
nt inclinatioons of the diametral
d
mortar
m
joint.. The averaage
values oof the failurre loads sho
ow a descennding trend with the in
ncrease of thhe angle , in
accordaance with prrevious stud
dies (Pelà eet al. 2015; Pelà et al. 2012). Forr instance, the
t
averagee failure loaad decreasess from 14.223 kN for =45° to 8.5
54 kN for  =60°. Thiss is
due to tthe increasiing ratio beetween the ttangential shear
s
and normal
n
stressses acting on
the morrtar joint as increasess.
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Table 4.4 Experimental results of Brazilian tests on masonry cores with inclined mortar joint.
Sample

°

1JC04
1JC11
1JC14

45
45
45

10.62
14.19
17.87

0.56
0.76
0.95

0.56
0.76
0.95

1JC19

45

14.26

0.76

0.76

1JC02
1JC06

50
50

12.50
11.53

0.58
0.55

0.69
0.66

1JC07

50

10.68

0.52

0.61

1JC09

55

10.63

0.46

0.66

1JC16

55

8.25

0.36

0.51

1JC05

60

5.12

0.19

0.33

1JC10

60

9.39

0.35

0.61

1JC13
1JC18

60
60

11.32
10.20

0.42
0.39

0.73
0.67

1JC21

60

6.69

0.26

0.45

45

14.23
21%

0.76
21%

0.76
21%

11.57

0.55

0.66

8%

6%

6%

9.44

0.41

0.58

18%

18%

18%

8.54

0.32

0.56

30%

30%

30%

Average
CV
Average
CV
Average
CV
Average
CV

50
55
60

4.2.2. Double Punch Tests on Mortar Joints
The DPT is a promising MDT technique that revealed to be suitable for the mechanical
characterisation of mortar in existing masonry structures (Pelà et al. 2012; Benedetti &
Pelà 2012). It consists in a local compression test performed on roughly 50 × 50 mm2
mortar layers using two special punching devices with a contact surface diameter of 20
mm (Figure 4.16a). Being mortar a heterogeneous material and being the DPT executed
on a small portion of the mortar layer, the experimental results usually present high
scatter. In addition, the upper and lower faces of the mortar joint, once detached from
the bricks during sampling, appear normally irregular. This drawback adds a further
complexity to the DPT. However, DPT can provide useful information about the
strength of mortar and is actually the only possible laboratory test that can be carried out
on mortar samples extracted from existing masonry structures.
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The DP
PTs were conducted
c
following
f
thhe DIN 18
8555-9:1999
9 standard (DIN 1855
559:1999 1999) and relevant
r
refferences (Peelà et al. 20
012; Benedeetti & Pelà 2012; Henzzel
& Karl 1987), usinng a comprression macchine equip
pped with a force conttrolled 10 kN
k
load celll.

Figure 4.16
4 Double pu
unch test of m
mortar joints beefore (a) and after
a
failure (bb).

The com
mpressive sttrength from
m DPT is caalculated by
y Equation 4.3:
4

(4.3)

where Fmax is the maximum
m
experimenta
e
al load and r=10 mm is the radiuss of the testted
surface.. The DPT can
c hardly be
b considerred as a sim
mple uniaxial compressiion stress teest.
In fact, the samplee is highly confined du
due to its sm
mall thickneess, the fricction with the
t
punchess and the prresence of external maaterial surro
ounding thee loaded areea. The streess
state indduced by DPT
D on the specimen
s
seeems to be actually triaxial axisym
mmetric. Th
his
phenom
menon is coonfirmed also by the ffailure mod
de of the sp
pecimen (FFigure 4.16b
b),
where tthe surroundding materiial exhibits radial craccks arising from the ar
area under the
t
punchess. These craacks are du
ue to the coonfinement exerted by
y mortar surrrounding the
t
loading area. A disscussion abo
out the interrpretation of the experiimental dataa from DPT
T is
includedd in the nexxt section. Table 4.5 sshows a sum
mmary of th
he results oobtained fro
om
this expperimental program.
p
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Table 4.5 Experimental results of double punch tests on mortar joints.
Sample
P1_E
P2_E
P3_E
P4_E
P5_E
P2_E_2
P3_E_2
P4_E_2
P5_E_2
Average
CV

4.3.

2.29
2.91
2.29
3.41
3.04
2.60
2.38
3.40
2.10
2.71
18%

Interpretation of the Experimental Results

This section presents the comprehensive discussion and interpretation of the results
from the BTs on masonry cores with inclined diametral mortar joint and the DPTs on
mortar joints. The tests considered in this experimental program are analysed in depth to
estimate the properties of mortar.

4.3.1. Brazilian Tests on Cores with Inclined Diametral Mortar Joint
The mechanical interpretation of the experimental results from BTs is carried out firstly
using continuum mechanics theory. The mortar joint is not considered as an interface
but as a continuum subject to a triaxial state of stress during the execution of the BT.
This kind of interpretative approach was called Continuum Model in (Pelà et al. 2015)
and was firstly proposed in (Pelà et al. 2012; Benedetti & Pelà 2012; Benedetti et al.
2008). Further improvements to the model are presented in this study together with its
validation by comparison with experimental results obtained in the laboratory.
According to the Continuum Model, the state of stress in the mortar joint during the BT
can be represented graphically in the σ-τ Mohr’s plane by means of Mohr’s circles. The
circles representing the mortar’s stress state at failure are tangent to the failure
envelope. (Pelà et al. 2015) considered a Mohr-Coulomb criterion represented by a
straight line. The parameters c and  of the criterion, denoting the material’s cohesion
and friction angle, were determined using a least square method in order to best fit the
experimental data set.
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This research presents an improvement to the aforementioned approach, since it
considers a more realistic nonlinear Mohr’s criterion as failure envelope for the Mohr’s
circles of the BTs at failure (Pelà et al. 2012). In fact, the linear Mohr-Coulomb
criterion is widely used for numerical modelling of a masonry element, since the
prediction on its shear behaviour returns values in good agreement with the
experimental results. On the other hand, dealing with historical masonry, it usually
overestimate the tensile strength and the multiaxial compressive strength. Several
authors suggested modified version of this criterion, introducing some limits in tensile
and compressive strength (Pluijm et al. 2000; Lourenço et al. 1995). The nonlinear
model proposed in (Pelà et al. 2012) allows to introduce a tensile limit without
increasing the necessary parameters.
In addition, this work considers a more precise graphical representation of the stress
state by Mohr’s circles based on the representation of the complex triaxial state of stress
actually experienced by the mortar during the BT and triplets tests. Figure 4.17 shows
the comparison between the Mohr’s circle representation of a generic BT as done in
previous works (Pelà et al. 2015; Pelà et al. 2012; Benedetti & Pelà 2012; Benedetti et
al. 2008) and in the present one. The former is drawn using a light grey line, whereas
the second is drawn in dark grey. The stress state inside the mortar joint at failure is also
presented, referring to Figure 4.15 and Equations 4.2a,b. As shown, the previous
researches considered, as an approximation, zero confinement in the direction parallel to
the joint. This hypothesis is reinterpreted here by including also the confinement effect
σH in the Mohr’s representation. This confinement is exerted by the stiffer circular
segments of brick that limit the expansion of the softer diametral mortar joint during the
execution of the BT. The graphical representation of this effect implies the construction
of a smaller Mohr’s circle than in the case of zero confinement (see Figure 4.17). Notice
that compression stresses are considered positive in Figure 4.17 and also in the
following ones.
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F
Figure 4.17 Coontinuum mod
del. Mohr’s cirrcle representations of the failure
f
stress sstate in the mo
ortar joint
during the Brrazilian test: unconfined
u
(grrey, (Benedetti et al. 2008; Benedetti & PPelà 2012; Pelà et al.
2012; Marastoni
M
et aal. 2016)) vs. confined cond
ditions (black)).

H
Hilsdorf’s thheory about masonry in compreession (Hilsdorf 19699) is consid
dered to
esstimate the magnitude of the connfinement sttress σH. Hiilsdorf’s as sumption of
o elastic
beehaviour off material’s componentts prior to failure lead
ds to a com
mpatibility condition
c
prroviding thee confinemeent ratio KH (Equation 4.4):
4

∙
∙

∙

(4.4)

w
where νm annd νb are th
he Poisson’ s coefficien
nts of morttar and briccks, Em and
d Eb the
Y
Young’s modduli of morttar and briccks, hm and hb the thick
knesses of tthe mortar joint
j
and
thhe bricks.
Thhe confinem
ment effect obtained frrom this theeory requirees the know
wledge of nu
umerous
paarameters of the materiial componeents, such as
a Young’s moduli andd Poisson’s ratios of
m
mortar and units. Those parameterss are often difficult
d
to estimate,
e
thuus it is important to
esstablish how
w they influeence the evaaluation of the confinement ratio.
Considering the elastic propertiess of the materials of historical m
masonry, units
u
are
with respecct to the mortar
m
(i.e. Y
Young’s modulus),
m
chharacterisedd by higherr stiffness w
ussually moree than one order of m
magnitude (Binda
(
et al.
a 1994; FFilardi et all. 1996).
M
Moreover, thhe thickness of the jointts in ordinary brickworrks ranges bbetween 10 mm and
200 mm, while the units standard diimensions are
a usually more
m
than 440 mm. Usiing these
vaalues in thee Equation 4.4, the terrms contain
ning the Po
oisson’s ratitio of units become
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negligible. This means implicitly that the units act as a constraint for the expansion of
the mortar due to their high stiffness. Thus, it is possible to simplify the Equation 4.4 as
follows.
≅

(4.5)

The confinement ratio for BT using Equation 4.4 resulted KH,B=0.415, having assumed
in calculations the following average parameters: Em=400 MPa, Eb=9792 MPa, νm=0.30,
νb=0.17, hm=15 mm and hb=77 mm. Considering the simplified expression reported in
Equation 4.5 the confinement ratio resulted KH,B=0.429, only 3% higher than the
previous evaluation. This result confirms that a good estimation of the confinement
effect can be given by considering only the Poisson’s ratio of the mortar.
The material’s parameters that were not directly assessed by the experimental tests
presented in the previous section were assumed on the base of reference values
available in the literature. For instance, Em and νb are realistic values in good agreement
with those provided in (Baronio et al. 1995; Binda et al. 1994; Vermeltfoort & Pluijm
1991) for lime mortar and bricks. The value of νm was derived using the theory of
elasticity with the assumed value of Em and the experimental value Gm=154 MPa.
Hilsdorf’s theory is based on the micromechanical analysis of a representative cell
composed of one unit and one mortar joint. Since the core sample contains one layer of
mortar and two half cylindrical pieces of unit, the thickness of the brick to be used in
the equations are those in Figure 4.18.
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Figuure 4.18 Magn
nitudes used fo
for the evaluattion of the Hilsdorf's confinnement ratio.

Thhe complete stress state in the m
mortar joint at failure iss eventuallyy defined using
u
the
foollowing Eqquations 4.6
6a,b,c insteead of thosee given in Equations 4.2a,b that did not
coonsider the confinemen
nt effect (P
Pelà et al. 2015;
2
Pelà et al. 20122; Benedettii & Pelà
20012).

∙ cos

;

,

∙

;

∙ sin

(4
4.6a,b,c)

Taable 4.6 preesents the estimated vaalues of the confinement stresses σ H for each
h BT and
thhus complements the experimenntal results presented in Table 44.4 for theeir postprrocessing annd interpretation.
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o the confinem
ment stress
Table 4.66 Estimation of

,

for the mecchanical interp
pretation of thhe Brazilian

tests.
Sample

α [°°]

1JC04
1JC11
1JC14
1JC19

45
45
45
45

0.23
0.32
0.40
0.32

1JC02
1JC06
1JC07

500
500
500

0.24
0.23
0.21

1JC09
1JC16

55
55

0.19
0.15

1JC05
1JC10
1JC13
1JC18

600
600
600
600

0.08
0.14
0.17
0.16

1JC21

600

0.11

a
to the BTs waas proposed
d in (Pelà et al. 2015) and
a
An alterrnative interrpretative approach
called IInterface model. In thiis second m
model, the mortar join
nt is analys ed as a zerrothicknesss diametraal interface that
t
separattes the coree sample in two halvess (Braga et al.
1992). T
The state off stress in th
he interfacee is describeed by only two compoonents, i.e. the
t
normal and tangenntial stressess σ and τ, seee Figure 4.19. Failuree of mortar is understood
o this join
nt interfacee. The streess state att failure off each BT is
as sheaar sliding on
represennted by a point
p
in the σ-τ plane whose coorrdinates aree provided by Equatio
ons
4.2a,b. D
Due to the modelling of
o the morttar joint as an
a interfacee instead off a continuu
um,
this moddel does not account fo
or the triaxiaal stress staate in the mo
ortar joint att failure.

Figure 4.199 Interface mo
odel: mortar’ss stress state att failure from the Brazilian test.
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For instance, the Interface model is the interpretation theory used in (EN 1052-3:2002
2002) for the triplets shear test.
The experimental setup used in this research for BTs allowed to develop a possible
method for the estimation of another mechanical parameter of mortar, i.e. the tangential
elastic modulus Gm. By measuring the relative displacement between the brick circular
segments, which is due to the shear deformation of the mortar joint, it was possible to
estimate Gm. Considering the initial elastic response of mortar, the tangential modulus
can be calculated as the ratio between the tangential stress τ and the shear strain γ. The
estimation of Gm depends on the stress/strain level at which it is calculated. Technical
recommendations available in the literature do not provide any suggestion for the
assessment of Gm. For this reason, it was found interesting to measure the variability of
Gm values for different elastic stress levels. The tangential stress can be defined like in
Equation 4.2b but for a load level lower than that at failure, i.e. still within the elastic
range of mortar. The load level to be considered for the evaluation of Gm can be
expressed as a percentage of the maximum failure load according to β · Fmax, where
0<β<1. The shear strain is the deformation over the thickness of the joint. The tangential
modulus is finally determined by Equation 4.7 as:
∙

∙

∙ sin

∙

(4.7)

where t is the thickness of the mortar layer and δ is the relative displacement measured
between the two circular segments of brick at the load β · Fmax.
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Figuure 4.20 Secan
nt tangential eelastic modulu
us vs. elastic stress
s
level.

Figure 44.20 shows the experim
mental law oof variation
n of the meaan secant Gm for differeent
elastic sstress levelss. The mean
n values off secant Gm were obtained by aveeraging all the
t
results ffrom BTs onn cores with
h different iinclinationss of the morrtar joint. Thhe continuo
ous
line inddicates the mean
m
valuess of the seccant Gm corrresponding
g to differennt values off
parametter, i.e. to different
d
elaastic stress levels befo
ore the maximum expeerimental lo
oad
(β=1, F
F=Fmax). Thhe dotted lines
l
definee the 95% confidencee interval cconsidering
g a
normal distributionn (Gaussian
n). As show
wn, the exp
perimental scatter
s
arouund the meean
secant ttangential modulus
m
is rather
r
largee for low vaalues of . This is duee to the inittial
settlemeent of morttar in the core
c
samplees at the beginning off the loadinng test. Affter
0.3
3 the scatterring reducess remarkablly (CV is arround 25%)) and mainttains a narro
ow
variation until the failure load. Thereforre, this stud
dy shows th
hat the tanggential elastic
moduluus Gm shall be
b estimated
d at least at the 30% off the maxim
mum experim
mental load in
order too obtain reeliable resullts. The poost-processin
ng of expeerimental da
data from th
his
researchh provided a tangentiall elastic moodulus of mortar
m
Gm=154 MPa. T
This method
d is
based oon a previouus work fou
und in literaature (Pluijjm 1993), where
w
the shhear modullus
was direectly obtainned from a revisited veersion of th
he shear testts reported in (EN 105
523:2002 22002).
It is impportant to underline
u
th
hat the defoormation meeasured by the LVDTss is compossed
by both elastic defo
formation an
nd shear slipp that occurrs in the brick-mortar innterface. Th
his
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m
method proviide an estim
mation of thhe elastic sh
hear modulu
us useful forr FEM appllications,
w
where localizzed discontiinuity are nnot allowed and thus th
he total dispplacement is
i due to
thhe elastic deeformation only.
o
Thhe evaluatioon of the reesponses off the BT speecimens after the maxiimum load presents
soome difficuulties. Oncee the speccimen reach
hes the maximum
m
vaalue in thee forcediisplacementt curve, the crack grow
ws in the mo
ortar joint reeducing shaarply the cap
pacity of
thhe sample. When
W
the crrack splits tthe specimeen into two parts, the w
weight of th
he upper
paart might exceed
e
the residual fr
friction on the mortarr-unit interfface produccing the
coollapse of thhe specimen
n. Even usiing a ratherr high acquisition rate of 50 Hz, after the
crrack’s appeearance the load vs. ddisplacemen
nt curve caannot be reecorder duee to this
innstantaneouss snap.
Inn order to have an esstimation oof the lost data, a qu
uadratic funnction was used to
innterpolate thhe data lostt during thee acquisition. Using a quadratic iinterpolation it was
poossible to liink the lastt acquired ddata with th
hose occurrring after thhe snap in order to
obbtain a full definition of
o the mateerial’s soften
ning respon
nse. The intterpolating parabola
p
is defined soo that the co
ontinuity off the softening function
n and its deerivative is ensured
w
when the snaap occurs. After
A
reachinng the verteex of the interpolating pparabola, a constant
vaalue of resiidual force is maintainned in ordeer to connect with thee last branch of the
reecorded datta (see red line in Fiigure 4.21aa). In somee cases the crack prop
pagation
prroduced a rather
r
short snap (see rred line in Figure 4.21b) and thuus the parab
bola was
m
modified forcing it to go
g through tthe extremee points of the data looss (see blue line in
Fiigure 4.21b)).

F
Figure 4.21 Paarabolic interp
polation of thee post-peak brranch fixing th
he slope of thee last data acq
quired (a)
a forcing thee parabola to ggo through the extreme points of the dataa loss (b)
and
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The meethod was employed in order tto obtain a full evalu
uation of tthe softeniing
behavioours of all thhe specimen
ns, as reportted in Figurre 4.22.

Figure 4.22 Experimenntal results with softening bbranch interpo
olated for inclinations of thee joint of 45° (a),
(
50° (b), 555° (c) and 60° (d).

S
Testss
4.3.22. Triplet Shear
The sam
me considerations reporrted above iin Section 4.3.1
4
about the
t BT interrpretation can
c
be usedd for the triiplet shear tests.
t
Dealiing with thee Continuum
m model, thhe interactiion
betweenn brick and mortar actss at the samee way of the BT. For th
his reason, tthe Hilsdorf’s
theory ccan be applied varying
g the param
meters used
d in Equatio
on 4.4. Thee confinemeent
ratio reesulted KH,T=0.413, having
h
assuumed in calculations the follow
wing averaage
parametters: Em=4000 MPa, Eb=9792
=
MPaa, νm=0.30, νb=0.17, hm=12 mm annd hb=45 mm.
The maaterial’s parrameters were
w
chosenn complianttly with thee BT analyysis shown in
Section 4.3.1.
mplete stresss state in the
t mortar jjoint at faillure is repo
orted in Tabble 4.7 and is
The com
defined using the following Equations 4.9a,b,c in
nstead of th
hose given in Equatio
ons
4.1a,b pprovided by the EN 105
52-3:2002 ((EN 1052-3:2002 2002).
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∙
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Table 4.7 Estimation of the confinement stress
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(4.9a,b,c)

∙

,

for the mechanical interpretation of the triplet shear

tests.
Sample
T1-NHL
T10-NHL
T13-NHL

0.99
0.99
0.99

0.41
0.41
0.41

T3-NHL
T7-NHL
T12-NHL

0.59
0.59
0.59

0.25
0.25
0.25

T2-NHL
T5-NHL

0.20
0.20

T11-NHL

0.20

0.08
0.08
0.08

4.3.3. Double Punch Test
A precise interpretation of the DPT results requires the estimation of the transversal
confinement exerted by the loading punches on the flat sample of mortar. This is
necessary in order to obtain a more precise graphical presentation by Mohr’s circles of
the stress states in DPTs. The Hilsdorf’s theory (Hilsdorf 1969) is not suitable for DPT,
since the hypothesis of constant horizontal stresses along the joint depth is not valid due
to the fact that the dimensions of the metal punches are comparable to the thickness of
the mortar specimen.
The analysis of the transversal confinement in the mortar sample was carried out by
means of a numerical simulation of the DPT using a Finite Element Model (FEM). The
2D axisymmetric FEM was elastic and its only purpose was to evaluate the amount of
horizontal confinement to which the mortar joint sample is subject during the DPT. The
mesh was composed of 12000 nodes and 36601 eight-node plane elements (Figure
4.23a). Due to the axial symmetry of the problem, the mesh discretized only one-fourth
of the real DPT, including both the 20 mm diameter punches and the mortar sample.
Due to the irregular shapes of the specimens during the DPTs, only the inscribed
cylinder to the sample was discretized as an approximation. Its outer dimension was 60
mm and its thickness was 15 mm. The mortar’s Young’s modulus was Em=400 MPa and
the Poisson’s ratio was νm=0.30. The Young’s modulus of metallic punches was
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Es=2000000 MPa and
a
the Po
oisson’s ratiio was νs=0.25.
=
The values for mortar weere
estimateed on the baasis of the experimenta
e
al results, while
w
typicall values werre adopted for
f
the steeel. Figure 4.23b
4
show
ws the evoluution of thee ratio betw
ween the hhorizontal and
a
vertical stresses (σσH/σmax) obtaained by thhe FEM anaalysis. The graphs
g
show
w the laws of
ween the pu
unches alon
ng differentt sections. As
A
variation of the coonfinement ratio betw
shown, the horizonntal stress in
n the centrall section off the mortar sample cann be estimatted
as 5% oof the vertical pressure.

Figuree 4.23 2D axissymmetric FE
EM model of D
DPT (a) to evaaluate the confinement ratioo between the
pun
unches (b).

After thhe FEM annalysis, it was
w possibble to draw
w with preccision the M
Mohr’s circcle
represennting the sttress state at failure oof the morttar sample in the DPT
T. Instead of
considering a uniaaxial comprression streess state, grraphically represented
r
by a Mohr’s
oposes to co
onsider alsoo the effect of
circle taangent to thhe vertical τ axis, this rresearch pro
the conffinement annd thus the Mohr’s
M
circcle is shifted
d away from
m the τ axis ((Figure 4.24
4).
The streess state reepresentative of the faailure of a mortar
m
join
nt sample du
during DPT is
finally eestimated byy means of the followinng equation
ns:

;

0.05 ∙

;

0

(4.10a,b,c)
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Figu
ure 4.24 DPT cconfined stresss state and Mohr’s
M
circle.

Taable 4.8 preesents the estimation
e
oof the horizo
ontal confin
nement stresss σH for eaach DPT
off this experiimental prog
gram, underr the hypoth
hesis assum
med in Equattions 4.10a,b,c.
Taable 4.8 Estim
mation of the confinement sttress

,

in
n double punch tests on morrtar joints.

Sample
P1_E
P2_E
P3_E
P4_E
P5_E
P2_E_2
P3_E_2
P4_E_2
P5_E_2

0.12
0.15
0.11
0.17
0.15
0.13
0.12
0.17
0.11

4.3.4. Staandard Tessts
A
As reported in
i previous Section 4.11.2, the stan
ndard tests performed
p
oon mortar an
nd units’
sppecimens were
w
interprreted follow
wing the reference
r
sttandards orr, if not av
vailable,
addapted standdards origin
nally deployyed for otherr materials.
Concerning the
t compressive and teensile tests, the state of
o stress inn the samplee can be
asssumed as uniaxial.
u
In
n terms of graphical representatio
r
on, this sim
mple state of
o stress
leeads to a cirrcle on the Mohr’s plaane that is tangent
t
to the
t τ axis, aas shown in
n Figure
4.25.
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Figurre 4.25 Tensilee and compresssive strength associated Mohr's
M
circles.

m
and units can be
The ulttimate stresss obtained by compreession test both for mortar
assumedd as the com
mpressive strength accoording to th
he relative standard
s
(EN
N 772-1:2011
2011). On the conntrary, flexu
ural tensilee strength can
c be hard
dly assumedd as the pu
ure
tensile sstrength of the materiaal. Several standards (fib
( 2013; EN
E 1992-1--1:2005 200
05;
D.M. 14/01/2008 2008) prov
vide differeent rules fo
or the conv
version from
m flexural to
tensile sstrength. Duue to the em
mpirical natture of thesse formulas, the resultss obtained for
f
the charracterisationn of units are very diifferent, spaacing betweeen an averrage value of
ftb,MC10=
=1.61 MPa provided
p
by
y the Modeel Code 201
10 (fib 2013
3) and ftb,DMM08=3.03 MPa
M
obtainedd using thee correction
n factor of tthe Italian Standard (D
D.M. 14/011/2008 2008).
The com
mparison off the resultss obtained bby the emp
pirical formu
ulas is repoorted in Tab
ble
4.9.
Table 4.99 Comparison of the converrsions from fleexural to tensiile strength according to Moodel Code 201
10
(MC10), Eurocode 2 (E
EC2) and Italiian Standard ((DM08).
Referen
nce Standard
,
,
,
,

Averrage Value
3.63
1.61
2.33
3.03

The Euurocode 2 formula returns
r
a value (ftb,EEC2=2.33 MPa)
M
betweeen the tw
wo
aforemeentioned onnes. For thiis reason, iit was chossen as a po
ossible refeerence for the
t
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conversion from flexural to tensile strength. The conversion formula takes into account
the possible non-standard dimensions of the specimens as reported in Equation 4.11.

,

,

.

/

(4.11)

Where ftb,f is the flexural strength calculated according to the three-point bending test
(EN 772-6:2011 2011) and h is the height of the specimen.
Concerning the compression tests, the actual standard for units refers only to the whole
unit compression (EN 772-1:2011 2011). This test was hardly executable on the bricks
used in the reference experimental campaign due to their aspect ratio. In fact, the
thickness of the units compared to their transversal dimensions was largely lower than
the minimum requested from the standard.
For this reason the compressive strength was determined using the standard for mortar
as reference (EN 1015-11:2007 2007). The compressive strength for the units was
assumed as fcb=18.40 MPa.

4.4.

Integrated Methodology of Micro-Mechanical Interpretation

An integrated method is proposed to post-process the experimental results from BTs
and DPTs and to evaluate the properties of mortar. The Continuum model presented in
Section 4.3.1 represents graphically the mortar’s state of stress at failure by Mohr’s
circles in the σ-τ Mohr’s plane (Figure 4.17). The failure criterion can be represented by
the envelope of all the Mohr’s circles. On the other hand, the Interface model (see
Section 4.3.1) considers only a plane state of stress on the theoretical failure surface,
identified as the mid-section of the mortar joint. The state of stress of one specimen is
then represented as a point on the Mohr’s plane (Figure 4.19).
The experimental results are usually scattered due to unavoidable heterogeneities in the
mortar joints. For this reason, the failure envelope must be assessed by adopting a
statistical approach leading to the determination of the best fit over the group of results
in both models.
The data elaboration was carried out by means of a software developed in this research
using Matlab (MathWorks 2013). The program was designed to process entirely the raw
data coming from a laboratory test report, leaving to the user the possibility to select
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different option for the interpretation method from the user-friendly interface.
Moreover, it was studied to provide the necessary parameters for a numerical FE
software developed by the Technical University of Catalonia and called COMET
(CIMNE 2002). This software allows to compute nonlinear analysis with sophisticated
constitutive models such as continuum damage model.

4.4.1. Theoretical Development for Continuum Model
A recent study (Pelà et al. 2015) proposed the adoption of a Mohr-Coulomb straightline using the least squares method to minimize the sum of square distances between the
line and ultimate Mohr’s circles of all tested specimens. In a previous work of the same
author (Pelà et al. 2012) also used a least squares analysis on the distances between the
Mohr’s circles and the failure surface, but it assumed a Mohr’s parabolic failure
envelope. This criterion can be defined by two positive constants, σ0 and τ0 in Equation
4.12, which indicate the intersections between the σ-τ axes and the parabola:

1

(4.12)

The use of a Mohr’s curved criterion like the parabolic one seems the most accurate to
approximate the experimental set of data, as will be shown in the following. A
numerical program was developed to automatize the least squares method and calculate
the failure envelope. The input is the set of raw data obtained from the BTs and DPTs
tests, such as dimensions of samples and failure loads. Starting from these input data the
program associates a specific stress state to each sample, according to the hypotheses
formulated in Section 4.3.1, Section 4.3.2 and Section 4.3.3 and it calculates the
relevant Mohr’s circles. Then, the software evaluates the minimum distances between
the centres of the Mohr’s circles and the parabolic failure criterion. This distance must
be carefully evaluated, by considering the minimum one among all the possible lines
that pass through the centres of the Mohr’s circles and are perpendicular to the parabola.
In particular, when the centre of a Mohr’s circle lays between the vertex (-σ0,0) and a
certain threshold (σcrit,0) described in Equation 4.13 the minimum distance is the
horizontal one, i.e. the point of tangency of the Mohr’s circle is the vertex of the
parabola (Figure 4.26).
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(4.13)

∙

Fiigure 4.26 Callculation of minimum
m
distannces between the centres off the Mohr’s ccircles and thee parabolic
failure criteerion.

Thhe distance Di between
n the centree of the i-th Mohr’s cirrcle Oi and tthe parabolla can be
caalculated deepending on
o its positiion with reespect to th
he thresholld σcrit. Nottice that
coompression stresses are considereed positive both in Fig
gure 4.26 annd in the fo
ollowing
Eqquation 4.14 and Equaation 4.15. The distan
nce can be calculated
c
uusing the fo
ollowing
eqquations:
(4.14)
∙

∙

∙

(4.15)

Thhe numericcal algorithm then callculates thee σ0 value as the moddulus of th
he mean
prrincipal tennsile stress of the BTss with 60º inclination
n diametral mortar joiint. This
chhoice is mootivated by a good aggreement beetween the values of the mean principal
p
teensile stresss of the BTs with 60º inclination and the ten
nsile strenggth provided
d by the
fleexural testss done on mortar sam
mples, as will
w be rem
marked in thhe followin
ng. Such
aggreement inndicates a plausible
p
esstimation of
o the tensile “cut-off”
f” for the parabolic
p
faailure criteriion. The fleexural tests are not inccluded in th
he proposal because it is based
onnly on resuults obtaineed from noonstandard tests. Finallly, a least square analysis is
caarried out on
o the remaaining circlles to minim
mize the su
um of the ssquared residuals vi
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obtainedd as the diff
fference betw
ween the i-tth distance Di and the i-th Mohr’ss circle radiius
Ri, as shhown in Eqquation 4.16 and Equaation 4.17, allowing to
o estimate tthe remainiing
parabolaa’s parametter τ0 (Figurre 4.27).
(4.1
16)
∑

→

(4.1
17)

Figure 44.27 Least squuares analysis used in the coontinuum inteerpretative model to evaluatte the paraboliic
failurre envelope.

z
of the failure criteerion is slig
ghtly nonlinear, the com
mpressive one
o
While thhe tensile zone
shows aan almost liinear trend. For this reeason, it is interesting
i
to
t compare the parabo
olic
domain proposed in
i this reseearch with tthe Mohr-C
Coulomb straight one suggested by
(Pelà ett al. 2015). In addition
n, the linear domain pro
oposed by (Pelà
(
et al. 2015) is heere
enrichedd by a tension cut-off inspired byy the parabolic domain
n proposed in this worrk.
The floowchart relative to th
he Continuuum model implementeed in the Interpretatiion
Program
m is reportedd in Figure 4.28
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Figure 4.28
4 Flowchaart for the Con
ntinuum model interpretation
on.

h the paraboolic and the linear failure domainns. The parrameters
Fiigure 4.29 shows both
obbtained for the Mohr’ss parabolic ccriterion an
nd the Mohrr-Coulomb linear dom
main with
cuut-off are shhown in Taable 4.10, w
with referen
nce to the experimenta
e
al results frrom BTs
annd DPTs.
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Table 4.110 Parameters of the failure domains obtaained from DP
PTs and BTs.
Parabolic domain
d

Liinear domain with cut-off
0.34
4
0.62
2

0.62
33.11
0.34

°
,

Figure 4.29 Estimateed parabolic Mohr’s
M
and linnear Mohr-Co
oulomb domain
ns obtained frrom DPTs and
d
BTs.

As for tthe evaluation of the Mohr-Coulom
M
mb linear domain,
d
the cohesion c was assum
med
equal too the τ0 parabola’s parameter wheereas the friction anglee φ was esttimated as the
t
best-fit to the comppressive parrt of the parrabolic domain.
The Conntinuum moodel was theen applied oon the tripleet shear tests using the state of streess
defined by Equatioons 4.9a,b,c. The Moohr’s circless reproducin
ng the statee of stress in
triplets indicate a similar valu
ues of the pprincipal teensile stress for all pree-compressiion
levels, ssuggesting to calculatee the σ0 valuue as the av
verage prin
ncipal tensille stress of all
the tests. It is impportant to underline
u
thhat (accordiing to EN 1052-3:20002 (EN 105
52-
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3:2002 2002)) the failure of the specimen involves simultaneously the two mortar
layers. In the former campaign, for the lowest value of normal pre-compression (0.2
MPa) the specimens exhibited a small slip along the loading plates, sufficient to induce
the premature cracking of one mortar joint before the other one. This problem brought
to a lower value of the ultimate shear for 0.2 MPa pre-compression. Figure 4.30 reports
the curve with the average displacement measured by the LVDTs in abscissa versus the
load recorded by the load cell. Two peaks can be clearly noticed, relative to the failure
of each mortar joint. This caused a premature loss of cohesion in one joint while the
other was still not loaded. As a result, the shear capacity of the element appeared lower
than the expected value.

TRIPLET T2-NHL

TRIPLET T5-NHL

TRIPLET T11-NHL

35000

Maximum Load [N]

30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0
0.0

1.0

2.0
3.0
Average Displacement [mm]

4.0

5.0

Figure 4.30 Force-Displacement curve of the triplet tests performed with 0.2 MPa of pre-compression.

Considering the results of the 0.2 MPa pre-compression triplets, the evaluation of the
failure envelope of mortar leads to the underestimation of the mechanical parameters
(Figure 4.31a). On the other hand, if the results of 0.2 MPa pre-compression triplets are
discarded, the envelope is in remarkable agreement with the one obtained with the BTs
(Figure 4.31b). The parameters obtained by the two interpretations are reported in Table
4.11 and Table 4.12.
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Table 4.111 Parameters of the failure domains obtaained from DP
PTs and tripletts.
Parabolic domain
d

Liinear domain with cut-off
0.28
8
0.59
9

0.59
35.43
0.28

°
,

Table 4.112 Parameters of the failure domains obtaained from DP
PTs and tripletts (0.2 MPa sttep excluded)..
Parabolic domain
d

Liinear domain with cut-off
0.34
4
0.63
3

°
,

0.63
33.18
0.34

Figure 4.31 Estimateed parabolic Mohr’s
M
and linnear Mohr-Co
oulomb domain
ns obtained frrom DPTs and
d
trriplets (a) and discarding thee 0.2 MPa pree-compressed tests (b).

The prooposed proccedure show
wed its cappability to allow the combination
c
n of differeent
testing methods (B
BT, tripletss and DPT)) to evaluaate the failu
ure enveloppe of morttar.
Execution and com
mparison of different teesting techn
niques is hig
ghly advisabble during the
t
mechannical characcterisation of
o existing materials (Pelà
(
et al. 2015; Pelàà et al. 201
12;
Benedettti & Pelà 2012). Thee proposed approach was
w then co
ompared w
with the set of
experim
mental resultts from the standard teests (flexuree and comprression testss on prismaatic
specimeens and tripplet shear teests). The ccomparison of the testts results haas shown th
hat
BTs andd triplets indduce similaar state of sttresses on th
he mortar teested, allow
wing to use BT
B
(perform
med on exiisting maso
onry) insteaad of triplett shear testt. Moreoverr, the Mohr’s
circles correspondiing to the flexural tessts are tang
gent to the vertical axxis of the σ-τ
σ
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Mohr’s plane, since the only stress considered is the tensile one. Concerning the
compressive standard tests according to the referenced standard (EN 1015-11:2007
2007), the result obtained from the test can be assumed as the compressive strength, i.e.
the uniaxial ultimate state of stress. As for the triplet tests, these kind of standard tests
actually could not be carried out in practical studies on existing and historical structures,
being possible only the extraction of core samples for BT and mortar joint layers for
DPT. However, it is interesting to note that the proposed interpretative approach is
rather flexible and it allows us to include the outcomes from different testing
techniques. The results of flexural tensile strength found in Section 4.1.2 are about 10%
higher than the tensile strength estimation derived from the integrated model.
Furthermore, the compressive strength prediction appears conservative of about 6% on
the value obtained from the standard test. This means that a remarkable agreement is
found between the mechanical parameters obtained from standard laboratory tests and
those derived from the proposed MDT techniques. This fact confirms that combining
BTs and DPTs is a reliable method to evaluate the mechanical properties of existing
mortar in historical construction.
The continuum interpretative model allows us also to estimate the compression strength
of mortar using Equation 4.18, derived from Mohr-Coulomb theory:
∙ ∙

On the other hand, the tensile strength is defined by the cut-off value

(4.18)

. The mortar’s

compressive and tensile strengths are fcm=2.30 MPa and ftm,CUT=0.34 MPa for the
proposed methodology including BTs and DPTs only. Notice that the estimated
compressive strength is only slightly lower than that directly obtained from standard
compression strength on prisms (fcm=2.45 MPa).

4.4.2. Theoretical Development for Interface Model
The second method proposed in (Pelà et al. 2015) to interpret the results from BTs on
masonry cores with inclined diametral mortar joint and the triplets tests is the Interface
model, already mentioned in Section 4.3.1 and Section 4.3.2. This method analyses the
mortar joint as a plane interface, not explicitly accounting for the triaxial stress
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interactiion betweenn bricks and
d mortar jo int. For thiss reason, ass discussed in (Pelà et al.
2015), tthis model seems
s
moree appropriatte to describ
be the respo
onse of the mortar join
nts
showingg pure slidding along the
t brick-m
mortar interrface (Figurre 2.12b) innstead of the
t
parasym
mmetric faillure (Figuree 2.12a). Cooncerning the
t triplet tests the obsserved craccks
after thhe failure were
w
mainlly located on the mo
ortar-brick interface (F
(Figure 4.32
2),
suggestiing the Inteerface model to be moree appropriatte for this kind
k of test.

F
Figure
4.32 Typical failure of a triplet sp
pecimen after the
t test.

nsider onlyy the resultts from thee BTs or th
the triplets to
The intterface moddel can con
evaluatee the failurre envelope parameter s. In fact, other kindss of tests, llike the DP
PT,
cannot be includedd in this ap
pproach. Hoowever, thee resulting model is siimpler and is
presenteed herein foor the sake of
o comparis on with thee Continuum
m model.
Each tesst result is represented
r
hr’s plane in
nstead of a circle (Figu
ure
by a point on the Moh
4.19). T
The failure envelope
e
is determinedd by a lineaar regression of the faiilure points to
obtain a Mohr-Couulomb criterrion charactterised by two
t
parametters, the fricction angle Φ
and thee cohesion C. The In
nterface m odel relativ
ve flowchaart of the Interpretatiion
Program
m developedd is reported
d in Figure 44.33.
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Figuree 4.33 Flowchhart for the Interface model interpretationn.

Fiigure 4.34 shows thee failure ennvelope ob
btained from
m the expperimental program
coonsidered inn this reseaarch. The innterface mo
odel providees a frictionn angle Φ =32.32°,
=
w
while the cohhesion is C=
=0.32 MPa.
Thhe interfacee model doees not allow
w to estimatee the comprression and tensile streengths of
m
mortar. Equaation 4.18 cannot be used to caalculate fcm because inn this appro
oach the
paarameters Φ and C hav
ve a differennt theoreticaal meaning.
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d with the inteerface model aapplied to BTs.
Figure 44.34 Estimatedd linear Mohrr-Coulomb doomain obtained

The sam
me procedurres were rep
peated for tthe triplets, taking into account thee fact that the
t
0.2 MPa pre-comppression trip
plets returneed unreliable values. The
T comparrison betweeen
a excludiing the low
west pre-com
mpression step is in aggreement with
the whoole dataset and
the connsiderations made in Section
S
4.44.1. The paarameters obtained
o
coonsidering the
t
whole ddataset are slightly low
wer than thoose obtaineed using thee BT (see FFigure 4.35a).
Moreovver, discardiing the unccertain resullts discusseed above th
he envelopee’s parameteers
becomee very close to the BT results
r
(Figuure 4.35b), with a friction angle Φ =32.61° and
a
a cohesiion C=0.36 MPa.
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Fiigure 4.35 Esttimated linearr Mohr-Coulom
mb domain ob
btained with th
he interface m
model applied to triplets
(a) and
a discardingg the 0.2 MPa pre-compresssed tests (b).

Inn line with the
t previouss commentss, the BTs can
c be consiidered as a possible altternative
w
whenever thee tests on trriplets are nnot possible to be execu
uted, like inn existing historical
h
strructures.

4.4.3. Exxperimentall Data Proccessing Soft
ftware
e
al data proccessing soft
ftware (Figuure 4.36) sh
hows the
Thhe first screeen of the experimenta
pllots of the Continuum
C
model grapphs (such as
a Figure 4.29 and Figgure 4.31a,b
b), and 4
suub-panels coontaining th
he input dataa and the ou
utcomes of the
t process..
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Figurre 4.36 Initial screen of the experimental data processing software.

The Inpput Data pannel containss all the geoometric and elastic mecchanical parrameters, su
uch
as elastiic modulus,, Poisson’s ratio and thhickness off the compon
nents for B
BTs and triplet
tests (brrick and moortar). Undeer these tabbs there are two check--boxes: the first activattes
or deacttivates the confinemen
c
nt options foor BTs and triplets
t
(giv
ven by Equaation 4.6b and
a
Equatioon 4.9b) annd for DPT
Ts (given bby Equatio
on 4.10b); the secondd includes or
excludees the Interfface model from the iinterpretatio
on. If the in
nterface moodel option is
checkedd, a new wiindow emerrges with thhe relevant graph plotted (such aas Figure 4.34
and Figuure 4.35a,b)).
Once thhe parameterrs and the options
o
are sselected, by
y clicking th
he Load Tesst Set button
n it
is possibble to load the
t input fille containinng the raw data
d provideed by the tessts. This inp
put
file requuires a preccise format to be elaboorated. Figu
ure 4.37 sho
ows an exam
mple of inp
put
datasheeet.
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Figure 4.37 Inp
put file datashheet for the exp
perimental data processing software.

Thhe program
m can compu
ute differennt kinds of tests, mark
ked with thee tags show
wn in the
firrst column of
o Figure 4..37. In partiicular, thesee tests are po
ossible:
- Brazilian Tests on Cores
C
with In
Inclined Dia
ametral Mortar Joint (ttag: BRASIIL_XX):
the possibble inclinatiions are from
m 30° to 60
0° every 5°.
- Triplet Shhear Tests (ttag: TRIPL
LET): every load step off pre-comprression is alllowed.
- Double Punching
P
Tests (tag:: PUNCH)): required
d for the Continuum
m model
interpretaation.
- Three Point Flexuree Tests (tag:: FLEX): sttandard flex
xure test proovided by EN
E 7721:2011 (E
EN 772-1:20
011 2011).
- Compresssion Tests (tag:
(
CMP__CUBE): standard com
mpression teest provided
d by EN
772-1:20111 (EN 772-1:2011 20 11).
ology presennted only works
w
with multiple kinnds of testss, and in
Thhe integrateed methodo
paarticular it is
i necessary
y to carry oout at least DPTs, and in additionn BTs and/o
or triplet
teests. The neecessary information ccontained in
i the otherr columns are summaarized in
Taable 4.13 annd shown in
n Figure 4.338.
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Table 4.113 Instructionss for Input filee formatting.
ST
TES

D [mm]
D1

D2 [mm]

LOAD
D [N]

D3
D [mm]

H_LOAD [N
N]

BRASIL
L_XX

Length

Diameter

Failuree load

Join
nt thickness

-

TRIPL
LET

S
Small
side

Long sidee

Failuree load

Total height

PreCompressio
on
Load

PUNC
NCH

T
Thickness

Punch
diameter

Failuree load

Average
A
external side

-

FLE
EX

Flexxural length

Height

Failuree load

Base
B side

-

CMP_C
CUBE

Base side 1

Base side 2

Failuree load

Height
H

-

Figure 4.388 Input data fo
or BT, triplet, DPT, flexure and compresssion standard ttests.

a the testss on the basiis of the tag
g, associatinng the relatiive
The algorithm thenn separates all
state of stress accorrding to thee relative insstructions reeported in th
his chapter..
The othher three pannels reportss the outcom
mes of the analysis.
a
Th
he first one tagged as “P.
“
Values”” reports thee results of the parabollic Mohr-Co
oulomb failure criterionn, such as the
t
σ0 and τ0 parameteers and the resulting coompressive and tensilee strength ffor the morttar
investiggated. The second paanel ("Cut--Off Valuess”) gives the parameeters for the
t
linearizeed version of
o the parab
bolic criteriion, such ass the friction
n angle φ, thhe cohesion
nc
and the resulting compressive
c
e and tensille strengthss. The latterr panel repports the thrree
nite elementt software COMET
C
(CIIMNE 20022) that will be
parametters required by the fin
used in Chapter 5 to
t perform the
t numericcal analysess. In particu
ular, STREN
N is the tensile
strengthh expressedd in Pa req
quired by thhe Mohr-Co
oulomb criterion, RAC
CTS the ratio
betweenn compressive and theeoretical tennsile streng
gth of the Mohr-Coulo
M
omb criterio
on,
Cut-Offf is the valuee of the tenssion cut-offf.

Chapter 5. Numerical Validation of Laboratory
Experimental Tests
This chapter presents the numerical validation of the laboratory experimental tests
described in Chapter 4. The analyses are aimed at supporting the hypotheses at the basis
of the interpretative methodology proposed in Section 4.4.
First, linear analyses were performed to validate the hypotheses on the analytical
evaluation of the state of stress in the cylindrical specimens subject to BT. Second, the
parameters obtained in Section 4.4 were used in FE nonlinear analysis to test the
reliability of the methodology by means of a software developed at the International
Center for Numerical Method in Engineering (CIMNE) of the Technical University of
Catalonia of Barcelona (Spain). Several models were performed to simulate the
behaviour of mortar during the Brazilian test of masonry cores with rotated diametral
mortar joint. Since the analytical interpretative methodology presented in Chapter 4
considers a triaxial state of stress in mortar, a plane stress analysis would not represent
correctly the mechanical response of the material. Plane strain 2D and full 3D models
can consider a more correct three-dimensional state of stress in mortar. The 3D analysis
requires higher computational time than the 2D plane strain model. The latter considers
the adoption of approximate but yet acceptable hypotheses that reduce the number of
degrees of freedom and thus the computation time. However, some hypotheses of the
plain-strain 2D model could lead to an erroneous estimation of the expected behaviour.
The 3D and 2D plain strain analyses were carefully compared for the numerical
simulation of both BTs and shear tests on triplets.
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Linear Analyses of Brazilian Tests

As reported in Section 4.2, the typical failure mode of the specimens with low strength
mortar subjected to BT is the “parasymmetric” mode (Figure 2.12a and Figure 4.13).
The stress state of the mortar during the BT adopted in the analytical interpretation of
the test presented in Section 4.3.1 was evaluated by considering values of normal and
tangential stresses averaged over the mid-section of the mortar joint (see Equations
4.6a,b,c). This hypothesis was widely accepted in other researches (Braga et al. 1992;
Binda et al. 1994; Benedetti et al. 2008; Pelà et al. 2012; Mazzotti et al. 2014;
Marastoni et al. 2016) and in this work it was also improved by adding the confinement
effect due to the interaction of bricks and mortar derived from the Hilsdorf’s theory
(Hilsdorf 1969).
Despite the hypothesis of constant stress distribution over the mid-section of the joint,
the experimental fracture starts spreading from opposite brick-mortar interfaces. In the
most of cases, the fracture assumes a parasymmetric shape, propagating through the
joint in the centre of the sample (as seen in Figure 4.13), as also seen in several previous
studies (Marastoni et al. 2016; Pelà et al. 2015; Braga et al. 1992). Thus, the state of
stress on the actual fracture plane can be compared with the one over the mid-section in
order to validate the aforementioned hypothesis for the analytical interpretation of the
test.
The comparison of the stress distributions between boundary and mid-section was
carried out using two elastic 2D FEM analyses (Figure 5.1a) representing the BT with
inclined mortar joint at 45° and 60°. The models were composed of 48576 triangular
elements, for a total amount of 24489 nodes. The outer diameter of the modelled
specimen is 100 mm including a mortar joint of 15 mm thickness. Since each model
was calculated under plane strain condition, the analysis considers a unitary width of the
specimen. The load was applied on an area of 6.5 mm2/m to simulate the wooden
supports used in the tests.
Table 5.1 summarises the values obtained in the experimental campaign concerning the
elastic properties required by the Hilsdorf’s theory.
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Taable 5.1 Mechhanical parameeters used in th
the linear anallyses
Mortar Para
ameters
400
0.30
15

Units Param
meters
M
MPa
m
mm

9792
0.17
85

MPa
M
mm
m

Figure 5.1 Ellastic FE mod
del mesh with section lines used
u
for the sttress plots: intterface section
n (black
line), mid-seection (grey liine) and experrimental fractu
ure (red dottedd line).

Taaking advaantage of the
t
parasym
mmetric geeometry off the crackk, the stresses are
reepresented only
o
on half part of thhe mortar jo
oint for both
h the interfa
face section
n and the
m
mid-section. In order to
o simplify tthe stress calculations,, the plots aare reported
d on the
innterface secttion (black line in Figuure 5.1). Th
he red dotted
d line in Figgure 5.1 depicts the
poosition of thhe crack obsserved expeerimentally.. The stresses are calcuulated follow
wing the
loocal coordinnates system
m reported in blue in
n Figure 5.1, with x-aaxis paralleel to the
m
mortar joint, z-axis orth
hogonal andd y-axis norrmal to the model’s pllane. This reference
r
syystem for thhe plot of strresses is cenntred on thee external bo
ound of the specimen.
Siince the annalyses were carried oout in elastiic condition
ns, the streess distributtions are
linnearly depeendent on the
t magnituude of the total force applied. FFor this reaason, the
coomparison was
w achieveed by repreesenting adiimensional normal andd tangential stresses
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and ̂ respectiveely. The ex
xpressions oof the aforeementioned normalisedd stresses are
a
reportedd in Equatioons 5.1a,b,c,d.

,

/

Where

and

; ̂

,

/

;

,

/

;

,

/

(5.1a,b,c,d)

aree the normaal and tangeential stressses relative to the locall planes x-y
y-z

obtainedd in the FE analyses,

is the ttotal load applied on th
he specimenn and

is the
t

area of tthe mid-secction of the mortar
m
jointt.

Figurre 5.2 Normallised stress disstributions com
mparison betw
ween mid-secttion, interfacee section and
analy
ytical solutionns for 45° (a) and
a 60° (b).
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Figure 5.2 reports the plots of the aforementioned analyses performed on specimens
with diametral mortar joint inclined of 45° (Figure 5.2a) and 60° (Figure 5.2b) with
respect to the horizontal. In both graphs, the abscissa reports the adimensional position
/ , where

is the position from the external bound of the specimen and

is the

diameter of the sample. The ordinate axis reports the adimensional stresses

and ̂

according to Equations 5.1. According to the interpretation of the BT proposed in
Section 4.3.1, the analytical state of stress is also reported as adimensional values as
follow.

,

cos

; ̂

,

sin

;

,

∙ cos

,

(5.2a,b,c)

The interface stress distribution (Figure 5.2) reports small differences with the ones
measured in the mid-section. For

/

0.05 the stresses are affected by a strong

boundary effect due to the high discontinuity in the interface section. For this reason,
the results for this small portion of the sample can be disregarded in the comparison.
Considering the results for /

0.05 the stress distributions of the two sections are in

remarkable agreement each other.
Table 5.2 reports the average value of each stress measured on the boundary section and
on the mid-section.
Table 5.2 Comparison between interface section and mid-section average adimensional stress plots.
,

,

,

,

Num-45° INT
Num-45° MID

0.776
0.737

-5%

0.787
0.767

-2%

0.271
0.273

1%

0.314
0.303

-4%

Num-60° INT
Num-60° MID

0.538
0.473

-12%

0.935
0.927

-1%

0.252
0.237

-6%

0.237
0.213

-10%

The comparison of the average values of the stresses obtained by the FE analyses and
those obtained with the analytical formulation reported in Equations 5.2a,b,c (red lines
in Figure 5.2) shows good agreement (Table 5.3). The differences are sufficiently small
to consider the constant stress distribution over the mid-section of the mortar joint as an
acceptable approximation. Moreover, the Hilsdorf’s theory provides a good estimation
of the confinement effect on the mortar, thus validating the assumption made in the
interpretation theory developed in Chapter 4.
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Table 5.3 Comparison between average mid-section and analytical adimensional stress plots.
̂
Num-45° MID
Analytical-45°

0.737
0.707

-4%

0.767
0.707

-8%

0.273
0.294

7%

0.303
0.294

-3%

Num-60° MID
Analytic-60°

0.473
0.500

6%

0.927
0.866

-7%

0.237
0.208

-12%

0.213
0.208

-3%

5.2.

Isotropic Damage Model for Nonlinear Analyses

This section presents the constitutive model adopted in the nonlinear FEM analyses. An
isotropic continuum damage model with only one scalar internal variable is adopted to
monitor the local damage in the material (Simo & Ju 1987; Cervera 2003). This choice
provides a simple constitutive model which, nevertheless, is able to reproduce the
overall

nonlinear

behaviour

including

stiffness

degradation

and

strain-

hardening/softening response under tensile and shear stresses. The combination with a
Mohr-Coulomb criterion with tension cut-off leads to the proper description of the
frictional failure of the material.

5.2.1. Constitutive Model and Failure Criterion
The constitutive model considered is based on the concept of effective stress tensor,
introduced in connection with the hypothesis of strain equivalence (Lemaitre &
Chaboche 1978). The effective stress tensor

can be computed in terms of the total

strain tensor , as:
∶
Where

(5.3)
represents the (fourth-order) isotropic linear-elastic constitutive tensor and ∶

is the tensor product. The damage is modelled using a single scalar parameter, the socalled damage index , which varies between 0 when the material is elastic and 1 when
it is completely damaged. The constitutive equation relating effective and total stress
tensors can be written as:
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∶

(5.4)

For the particular purpose of this research, the use of a single damage variable with an
isotropic constitutive law is justified by the nature of the tests represented which only
involve tensile and shear stress states (Saloustros et al. 2015).
In compliance with the formulation postulated by Simo and Ju (Simo & Ju 1987), a
scalar positive quantity, termed as equivalent stress

, is defined in order to identify

‘loading’, ‘unloading’ or ‘reloading’ situations for a general 3D stress state. The
equivalent stress can assume several forms, depending on the damage threshold
criterion assumed. The present work considers the Mohr–Coulomb criterion with
tension cut-off, which can be expressed in the following form:

max

|
∙ max |
|

∙

Where

|
|
|

;

∙

,

are the effective principal stresses,

(5.5)

is the compression/tension

ratio (according to the Mohr-Coulomb failure surface) expressed as
is an adimensional coefficient. The term

,

/

and

is the cut-off tensile strength.

Tensile stresses are intended as positive.
The damage criterion is defined in the effective stress space as:
,

0

Where

(5.6)

is an internal stress-like variable representing the current damage threshold,

which drives the monotonical expansion of the damage surface. The initial value of the
damage threshold is

. The expansion of the damage surface for loading,

unloading and reloading conditions follows the Kuhn-Tucker relations and the damage
consistency condition, which are
0;

,
,

0;
0

∙

,

0

(5.7)

∙

,

0

(5.8)
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The Kuhn-Tucker relations lead to the explicit definition of the current values of the
internal variable (Cervera 2003):
max

, max

(5.9)

Note that Equation 5.9 allows to compute the current values for

in terms of the current

value of , which depends explicitly on the current total strains.
The internal damage variable

is explicitly defined in terms of the current

value of the damage thresholds, so that it is a monotonically increasing function such
that 0

1. In the present work, the damage variables are computed according to

the exponential softening law proposed by Cervera et al. (Cervera et al. 2010):

1

exp 2

(5.10)

0 is the discrete softening parameter. In order to ensure mesh-size

Where

objective results, the specific dissipated energy

is adjusted for each damaged finite

element so that the equation (Bažant & Oh 1983; Oliver 1989).
∙

(5.11)
is the characteristic width of the crack in the discrete problem and

Where

is the

material’s tensile fracture energy. For the isotropic damage model with exponential
softening, the specific energy dissipated is

1

The discrete softening parameter

(5.12)

can be obtained by using Equations 5.11 and 5.12,

as follows.

(5.13)
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Where the material
m
chaaracteristic llength
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1/

, with

/ 2

,

deepends onlyy on the matterial properrties (Cerveera et al. 2010).

5.2.2. Ch
haracteristic Length foor the Discrrete Modelss
Thhe fracture mechanics represent a crack likee a discontin
nuity in thee deformation field.
Thhe energy iss dissipated
d over the crracked surfaace

and iss called fraccture energy
y

(see

Fiigure 5.3a)). On the other han
and, in continuum mechanics
m
this discon
ntinuous
phhenomenon cannot be represented
r
d. For this reeason, the crack is smeeared over a volume
w
with characteeristic lengtth lch (see F igure 5.3b). Therefore,, the total en
energy
ovver the voluume

∙

diissipated

must satisfy the following condition:
c

∙

(5.14)

Figure 5.3 Comparison
C
beetween displaccement and deeformation fieelds in Fracturre Mechanics (a) and
Continuuum Damage Mechanics (b
b).

W
When movinng to the discrete
d
FEM
M problem
m, the charaacteristic leength lch is used to
reegularise thee softening behaviour aaccording to
o Equation 5.14. This ccharacteristiic length
deepends on thhe size of th
he finite eleement (Bažaant & Oh 19
983; Oliver 1989), due to strain
loocalization in
i a single ro
ow of finitee elements after
a
the form
mation of thhe discrete crack.
Thhus, the chharacteristicc length lch expresses the discrette crack baandwidth in
n the FE
m
model. The magnitude of the chaaracteristic length lch depends
d
onn the type of finite
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elementt. The definnitions of thee characteriistic length for differen
nt types of fi
finite elemen
nts
are sum
mmarized in Figure 5..

Fiigure 5.4 Charracteristic lenngths for differrent types of elements.
e

5.3.

3D Non
nlinear An
nalyses of B
Brazilian Tests and Triplets

The BT
T was simulaated using th
hree-dimennsional FE models.
m
Thee nonlinear aanalyses weere
carried out using the constitu
utive law ppresented in
n Section 5.2.1.
5
Four models weere
built, onne for each angle of in
nclination off the mortarr joint with respect to tthe horizon
ntal
direction. The moddels were discretised ussing structurred meshes of hexaheddral elementts.
g nonlinear analyses on 3D modeels.
This appproach wass used also for triplets,, performing
Each m
model conssidered a different vvalue of pre-compres
p
ssion accorrding to the
t
correspoonding expeerimental teests. For thee sake of co
omparison, the
t triplet sshear test with
zero norrmal confinnement was also carriedd out.
The relaative displaacement of the mortar jjoint was carried
c
out by
b means oof two contrrol
points ffor each speecimen, nam
med as P1 aand P2. In order
o
to hav
ve more reaalistic resullts,
the poinnts were choosen on the external faace of the sp
pecimens. The
T relative displacemeent
was meeasured in parallel
p
direection withh respect to the mortarr joints bothh for BT and
a
triplet m
models.
Taking advantage of the sym
mmetry of thhe BT speccimens, onlly half of th
the depth was
w
t
section (seee Figure 5.5).
represennted, constrraining the nodes of thhe central transversal
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Thhe dimensions of the models aree reported in Table 5.4. The aveerage valuees of the
chharacteristicc length lch of
o the discreete crack baandwidth are also reporrted.

Figgure 5.5 3D model
m
of Braziilian Tests witth control poin
nts and symm
metry plane.

Taable 5.4 Charaacteristics of 3D
3 numerical models of Braazilian Tests.
Model
1JC45M_3D
1JC50M_3D
1JC55M_3D
1JC60M_3D

Type of Elements
hex
xahedral
hex
xahedral
hex
xahedral
hex
xahedral

N. Pointss
15381
15381
14958
16650

N. Elem
ments
13248
13248
12880
14352

,

00.0021
00.0022
00.0021
00.0020

,

0.0019
0.0019
0.0019
0.0015

mens, only a quarter oof the sam
mple was
Due to the symmetry of the tripplet specim
m
modelled cuttting it oveer the two ssymmetry planes
p
(i.e. xy and yz)) and providing the
prroper constrrain conditio
ons (see Figgure 5.6). The
T characteeristics of thhe triplet mo
odels are
suummarised in
i Table 5.5
5.
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Figuree 5.6 3D modeel of triplets w
with control po
oints and symm
metry planes.

Table 5.55 Characteristiics of 3D num
merical modelss of triplets.
Moodel
TX-NHL
L-1.0_3D
TX-NHL
L-0.6_3D
TX-NHL
L-0.2_3D
TX-NHL
L-0.0_3D

Type of Elem
ments
hexahedrral
hexahedrral
hexahedrral
hexahedrral

N
N. Points
29088
29088
29088
29088

N. Elements
24800
24800
24800
24800

,

0.0030
0.0030
0.0030
0.0030

,

0.0033
3
0.0033
3
0.0033
3
0.0033
3

The num
merical anallyses were carried
c
out under vertical displaceement contrrol, measuriing
the sheaar deformattion of the joint for B
BT and meaasuring the relative dissplacement of
two refe
ference poinnts on the units
u
for thee triplets. For
F BT mod
dels, the veertical loadiing
was appplied to the model of the core sam
mple using elastic high
h-stiffened eelements. The
T
base suppports and the loading
g plates in tthe triplets were not modelled,
m
buut their effeect
was takken into accoount by con
nstraining thhe corresponding nodes in the moodel. The steeel
plates uused for the pre-comprression of thhe specimen
ns were also included in the mod
del,
using ellastic high-sstiffened eleements.
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The mechanical parameters used for the analyses were obtained from the material
characterisation discussed in Section 4.4.1 and are reported in Table 5.6. The
parameters not directly obtained from the experimental campaign were assumed on the
basis of reference values found in literature. As for the fracture energy, some authors
(Lourenço 1996; Pluijm 1993) showed that realistic values of the fracture energy for
shear behaviour of mortar can be chosen in the range of 10 to 250 J/m2. Moreover, the
same authors provided values between 60 and 130 J/m2 for solid clay units characterised
by tensile strength ranging from 1.50 MPa to 3.50 MPa. For this reason, the fracture
energy for mortar and units was set to Gf,m=100 J/m2 and Gf,b=100 J/m2 respectively.
Table 5.6 Mechanical properties used in the nonlinear analyses.

,

,

Mortar properties
MPa
MPa
J/m
MPa
°
MPa

400
0.30
100
0.62
33.11
0.34

Where E is the Young’s modulus,

,

Brick properties
MPa
MPa
J/m
MPa
MPa

9792
0.17
100
2.33
18.40

the Poisson’s modulus, Gf the fracture energy, c is

the cohesion, φ is the internal friction angle, ftm,CUT the cut-off tensile strength for
mortar, ftb and fcb are the Mohr-Coulomb tensile and compressive strength for units. The
and

subscripts are used for mortar and bricks respectively.

The models were carried out on a workstation equipped with an Intel Xeon E5-1620
clocked at 3.6 GHz and 16 GB of RAM. Each analysis took about 9 hours, depending
on the type of the elements and on the dimension of the mesh.

5.4.

2D Plain Strain Nonlinear Analyses of Brazilian Tests and Triplets

Figure 5.7 reports the models developed using 2D elements under plane strain
conditions in order to represent the longitudinal confinement stress on the mortar. The
dimensions of the 2D models are reported in Table 5.7. The same mechanical
parameters shown in Table 5.6 were used for the two-dimensional models.
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Figure 5.7 2D
D models of B
Brazilian Testss with control points.

Table 5.77 Characteristiics of 2D num
merical modelss of Brazilian Tests.
Moodel
1JC45M_2D
1JC500M_2D
1JC55M_2D
1JC600M_2D

Type of Elem
ments
quadrilateeral
quadrilateeral
quadrilateeral
quadrilateeral

N
N. Points
6355
6355
7083
6153

N.
N Elements
6256
6256
6976
6056

,

0.0010
0.0010
0.0010
0.0010

,

0.0010
0
0.0010
0
0.0010
0
0.0010
0

w
discreetized takinng advantag
ge of the symmetry
s
tto reduce the
t
Tripletss’ models were
dimensiion of the meshes. The
T meshess used are reported in
i Figure 55.8 and their
dimensiions are preesented in Table 5.8.
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Fiigure 5.8 2D m
models of tripllets with contrrol points.

Taable 5.8 Charaacteristics of 2D
2 numerical models of trip
plets.
Model
T
TX-NHL-1.0_22D
T
TX-NHL-0.6_22D
T
TX-NHL-0.2_22D
T
TX-NHL-0.0_22D

Typee of Elements
qu
uadrilateral
qu
uadrilateral
qu
uadrilateral
qu
uadrilateral

N. Poin
nts
6868
6868
6868
6868

N. Eleements
6700
6700
6700
6700

,

00.0020
00.0020
00.0020
00.0020

,

0.0020
0.0020
0.0020
0.0020

Thhe plane strrain analysis on the saame worksttation descrribed in preevious section took
abbout 5 minuutes.
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5.5.

Discussion and Comparison of the Numerical Results

This section presents the results of the numerical analyses for both BTs and triplets. The
outcomes of these models are necessary to validate the accuracy of the integrated
methodology applied to the Continuum model discussed in Section 4.4.2 for the
analytical interpretation of the experimental laboratory tests.

5.5.1. Brazilian Test on Cores with Inclined Diametral Mortar Joint
The analyses ran on BT with both 2D and 3D models showed good agreement with the
experimental failure observed.
The parasymmetric configuration of the BT is responsible of the initiation of damage in
two opposite positions located on the mortar-brick interfaces, as discussed in the
previous section. The increasing deformation given in the numerical simulation enlarges
at each step the area subjected to damage, localized in a single layer of elements.
The nature of the problem suggests that the cracks arise from two opposite points over
the brick-mortar interfaces, propagating parasymmetrically in the surrounding areas
with a certain angle of inclination. Thus, two cracks grow parallel one respect to the
other. Depending on the magnitude of the stresses involved, these cracks can connect
each other in the centre of the mortar layer (Figure 5.9) or split the damage flow
maintaining two parallel paths (Figure 5.11b).
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Figure 5.9 Damagee contour of 1JJC45M_2D model
m
(step 4)..

A
As noticeablle in Figuree 5.9, for llow angles of inclination of thee mortar joints, the
daamage startts in the un
nits close tto the morttar-units interfaces. Thhe position
n can be
iddentified appproximately
y by conneccting the loaading suppo
ort with thee mortar lay
yer in the
orrthogonal diirection, as reported in Figure 5.10
0.
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Figgure 5.10 Dam
mage initiationn position for 1JC45M_2D (step 52).

On the other handd, for high angles of inclination of the mo
ortar joint ((e.g. 60º), the
t
t mortar very close to the speecimen’s ceentre (see FFigure 5.11a).
damagee starts in the
Howeveer, after few
w steps thee cracks croosses the mortar
m
joint connectingg the opposite
interfaces and reeaching th
he same ppoints obttained prev
viously byy connecting
perpenddicularly thee loading su
upport with the mortar layer
l
(see Figure
F
5.11bb).

Figure 55.11 Damage initiation posiition for 1JC660M_2D (step 34) (a) and crrack propagattion in the units
(steep 41) (b).
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Thhe two oppposite positions of dam
mage in thee interface are due to a concentrration of
teensile stresses in the un
nits. The muutual interaaction betweeen mortar aand units leeads to a
cooncentrationn of tensilee stresses inn these poin
nts. This ph
henomenonn is justified
d by the
H
Hilsdorf’s theory (Hilsd
dorf 1969) rreported in previous Chapter
C
4. Inn fact, those tensile
strresses are reelated to thee normal coompressive stresses actiing on the m
mortar jointt.
Foor low anggle of incliination of the mortarr joint (e.g. 45º), the magnitudee of the
coompression is rather hiigh, and thuus the tensiile stress in the units. FFor this reaason, the
firrst elements that exhib
bited damagge were loccated on th
he bricks. O
On the contrrary, the
faailure of the units for hiigh angle off inclination
ns appeared after the m
mortar.
Thhe experim
mental resullts confirm
med this meechanism, where for several sp
pecimens
suubjected to BT with mortar
m
joint inclined att 45° the crrack involvved also an external
unnit’s wedge as shown in
n Figure 5.112.

Figure 5.12 Experimental failure for B
BT with mortarr joint inclined
d at 45°: unit'ss wedge separration.

A
As reported in
i Figure 5.12 and Figuure 5.13, in the experim
mental tests the crack showed a
paarticular shaape, curved
d internally to the speccimen. This phenomennon is due to
o a non-
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constannt state of stress
s
over the third ddimension th
hat cannot be consider
ered using 2D
2
analysess.

Figuure 5.13 Experrimental failurre for BT withh mortar joint inclined at 55
5°: internal craack pattern.

In a FE
E model, thee cracks can be identiffied by con
nsidering th
he tensile prrincipal straain
contourr or the totall displacem
ment contourr. In the thrree-dimensio
onal modelss the physiccal
represenntation of the
t third dim
mension alllowed to ev
valuate the internal str
tress variatiion
along tthe longituddinal axis of the corre sample. For the most
m
of thee models the
t
differennces are baarely visiblee comparinng the exteernal faces (Figure 5. 14a) and the
t
central ccross-sectioons (Figure 5.14b), wheere the cross-fracture changes its iinclination.

Figuure 5.14 Displaacement on 1JJC45M_3D m
model: externaal face (a) and central cross--section (b).
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On the contrrary, 60° in
nclined moddels exhibited differentt locations of the cracck in the
15a) and in tthe central cross-sectio
c
on (Figure 55.15b).
exxternal face (Figure 5.1

Figure 5.155 Displacemen
nts on 1JC60M
M_3D model: external face (a) and centraal cross-sectio
on (b).

Fiigure 5.16a shows the damage coontour overr the mid-seection of thhe mortar jo
oint. The
tw
wo crack paatterns join in longituddinal directtion produccing a charaacteristic Y shaped
daamage fieldd. During th
he analysis, one of the two damag
ge paths pre
revails on th
he other,
inncreasing thhe strain loccally in a sinngle row off elements (see Figuree 5.16b). Ev
valuating
thhe contour of
o total disp
placements on the specimen, the fracture is clearly visiible as a
cllear jump loocated in a row of eleements (Figu
ure 5.16c). The crack shape is co
onsistent
w
with the expeerimental on
ne observedd in Figure 5.13.
5

Figure 5.16 1JC60M_3D
1
model
m
mid-secction of the mortar
m
joint cutt: damage disttribution (a) principal
tensile strainn

(b) and tottal displacemeents (c).
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Concernning the 2D
D analyses, the resultss obtained are
a in good
d agreementt with the 3D
3
models.. Accordingg with the models’ booundary co
onditions, th
he crack paatterns of the
t
central cross sectioons for the 3D modelss agree with those obttained usingg plane straain
models (Figure 5.17).
The onlly differencce between 2D and 3D
D models caan be noticeed in the BT
T with morttar
joint incclined at 600°. In fact, the
t crack inn the 2D mo
odel occurreed in a diffeerent locatio
on,
if comppared withh the 3D model.
m
As discussed above, thee parasymm
metry of the
t
specimeens could theoreticallly allow thhe formatio
on of two distinct daamage path
hs.
Howeveer, one cracck arises beffore the othher in the nu
umerical an
nalysis and tthus only one
o
of the tw
wo possiblee cracks can be displayeed by the model.
m

Figure 5..17 Numericall analyses resu
ults for 3D annd 2D models for BT: damage and princippal tensile straain
contours.

The num
merical anaalyses return
ned conservvative values for the faiilure load inn the range of
-6÷-16%
% of the expperimental one.
o It is im
mportant to underline
u
th
hat the highher differencces
observeed were relaative to thee tests perfformed at in
nclinations of the morrtar joint th
hat
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exxhibited higgh scattered
d values (i..e. 45° and
d 60°). For 50° and 555° of morrtar joint
innclination thhe differencces settles in a more appropriatee range, coonfirming the good
aggreement off the interp
pretation m
methodology
y. The comp
parison bettween expeerimental
annd numericaal results is reported in Table 5.9.
Taable 5.9 Experrimental and numerical
n
ultim
mate load for BT with incliined diametrall mortar joint..
°

,

,

% error

,

% error

45

14.23
3

12.60

-12%

11.922

-16%
-

50

11.57
7

10.78

-7%

10.388

-10%
-

55

9.44

8.84

-6%

8.73

-7%

60

8.54

7.56

-12%

7.500

-12%
-

Fiigure 5.18 shows
s
the comparison
c
n of the load vs. relativ
ve displaceement of thee mortar
jooint obtainedd by the FE models andd the corressponding ex
xperimental envelopes.

Figure 5.18 Load vs. jo
oint relative ddisplacement comparison
c
beetween numerrical analyses and
T with α=45° (a), α=50° (b), α=55° (c) andd α=60° (d).
expeerimental enveelopes for BT

us reported
d in Sectioon 4.3.1 sh
hows its
Thhe estimatiion of the shear elasstic modulu
reeliability in the elastic part of thee loading cu
urves, wherre numericaal and expeerimental
reesults are almost
a
supeerposed. Hoowever, thee constitutiv
ve model cchosen con
nsiders a
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linear eelastic behavviour for th
he material until failurre, leading to
t an underrestimation of
the dispplacement at
a the peak load. Conssidering a nonlinear
n
behaviour off the materrial
also in tthe elastic branch
b
by means
m
of a hhardening behaviour
b
co
ould grant a more correect
estimatiion of the deeformation of the jointt at the peak
k load.

5.5.22. Triplet Shear
S
Testss
ble to obserrve similar aspect of the
t
Concernning the faiilure mode on triplets,, it is possib
BT failuures. The crracks arise from
f
the ext
xtreme parts of the mortar layer (i.ee. close to the
t
loading plates andd base supports) and crross the joiints propagating alongg the oppossite
interface (Figure 5.19).
5
Thesee intersectioons appeared very clo
ose to the lloading areas,
where thhe local forrce concentrration led too a compositte state of stress.

Figure 5.119 Experimenttal failure for triplets shear tests: internal crack formatition.
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The results of the numerical simulations are in good agreement with the experimental
failures, as observed in the BT models. Contrary to the BT models, the damage is
entirely located into the mortar joint for all the pre-compression levels, without
affecting the units.
Figure 5.20 shows the damage contour progression during the analysis for the TX-NHL1.0-2D model. The damage starts close to the loading area in the mortar-brick interface
(step 38). After few steps (step 48), also the lower part of the mortar joint starts
cracking with the same inclination of the first one. Step 53 represents the moment of the
maximum bearing capacity of the specimen, after which both cracks spread on the
mortar-unit interfaces (step 54). In the following steps, the two damage contours grow
in opposite direction, involving at each step a larger amount of elements located on the
two interfaces. The specimen exhibited a load capacity drop between steps 122 and 123.
The elements of one interface are all involved by damage at step 123.
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Figuure 5.20 Dam
mage contour fo
for TX-NHL-1
1.0-2D at diffeerent steps.

ng larger eleements in orrder to redu
uce
The threee-dimensioonal modelss were discrretized usin
the com
mputational costs. In th
he specific case of thee triplet speecimen withhout any prrecompresssion, this led
l to a diff
fferent crackk shape. Th
he two damaage patternss evolving on
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thhe mortar-unnit interfacees joined inn the centree of the mo
ortar joint, pproducing a further
crrossing cracck in the mo
odel. Howeever, the craack patternss of the 3D
D models ressulted in
reemarkable agreement
a
with
w those oobtained in plane strain
n analyses. Figure 5.2
21 shows
thhe comparisson between
n 2D and 3D
D numericaal results for damage aand principaal tensile
strrain contouurs.

F
Figure 5.21 Numerical
N
anallyses results ffor 3D and 2D
D models of triiplets: damagee and principaal tensile
strain

con
ntours.
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The num
merical anaalyses returrned differeent values of
o ultimate loads depeending on the
t
pre-com
mpression leevels. For 1.0 MPa, thee numericall models un
nderestimatee the ultimaate
loads byy around 155%. On thee contrary, ffor 0.6 MPa the ultimaate forces oobtained fro
om
the moddels are com
mpletely in agreement
a
w
with the exp
perimental results.
r
Thee experimen
ntal
results ffor 0.2 MP
Pa displayed
d non-simul
ultaneous crracking of the
t two moortar layers as
(Figure 4.30), retuurning lower values off maximum loads than
n the expectted ones. The
T
correspoonding num
merical models reportted higher values of the
t ultimate
te shear loaad,
confirm
ming the probblems alreaady discusseed in Section 4 about th
he experimeental setup for
f
0.2 MPa of pre-com
mpression. The maxim
mum loads of
o experimeental and nuumerical tests
are repoorted in Tabble 5.10.
Table 5.110 Experimenttal and numerical ultimate lloads for tripleets tests.
,

,

% error

,

% error

00.00

-

29.778

-

29.67

-

00.20

27.09

41.224

+52%

40.96

+51%
%

00.60

65.36

60.5 6

-7%

60.95

-7%

11.00

87.49

76.1 9

-13%

76.40

-13%

Figure 55.22 showss the compaarison of thhe load vs. relative displacement of the morttar
joint obbtained by thhe FE modeels and the ccorrespondin
ng experimental enveloopes.

Figuree 5.22 Numeriical results com
mpared to exp
perimental tests for triplets.

y
with ggood approx
ximation th
he estimatioon of the peeak
While tthe numericcal models yield
load, thhe softeninng branch cannot bee representted correcttly. The trriplet test is
characteerised by a coupled frictional-ccohesive beehaviour un
ntil failure,, where on
nly
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internal micro-cracks appear and thus the materials can be considered as continuous
entities. In the numerical models, the onset of cracking was described correctly for all
the pre-compression levels, confirming that the Continuum Model proposed in Section
4.4.1 provides reliable results in terms of ultimate strength capacity of the materials.
Once the cracking phenomenon initiates with the appearance of macro-cracks, the
residual mechanism is characterised experimentally by a pure frictional interface
behaviour. The residual frictional angle is normally different than the initial friction
angle used in the continuum damage model (Lourenço 1996). Due to the simple format
of the nonlinear constitutive model adopted in the present research, the residual strength
exhibited by the experiments cannot be reproduced by the numerical analyses. More
sophisticated models should be necessary for a more precise description of the nonlinear
behaviour of the triplet samples, that is governed by the residual frictional angle of the
material.
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Chapter 6. Conclusions
6.1.

Summary

The preservation of existing masonry constructions, and in particular those pertaining to
the built cultural heritage, is still a challenging task. The experimental characterisation
of these buildings requires considerable knowledge about their structural health, but it is
always necessary to minimize the damage during the inspection activities.
This research represents an original contribution to the investigation procedures aimed
at the assessment of the existing masonry buildings. Both standard and non-standard
minor destructive techniques have been analysed, providing further improvements
concerning the execution of the tests and the post processing of the experimental results.
Chapter 1 has provided an introduction and the objectives of the research.
Chapter 2 has presented a brief overview of the current masonry standards in the
European Union both for new masonry and for the assessment of historical masonry.
Most of the available standards for masonry characterisation are addressed to new
constructions. They usually refer to masonry structures composed of fired-clay units
and cement/lime mortars produced according to strict guidelines concerning their
composition and their manufacturing. The industrial production process of realisation
leads to materials with standardised features and very small differences between
elements’ behaviours.
Structural members composed by different kinds of units and binders are very common
in historical masonry, and they can be even deteriorated by environmental factors.
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Hence, the mechanical characterisation of these materials should not be carried out
referring to the standards for new constructions. The few standards related to the
assessment of existing masonry provide different techniques for the mechanical
investigation. The available testing techniques are classified depending on the amount
of damage caused by the inspection, i.e. Destructive Testing (DT), Minor-Destructive
Testing (MDT) and Non-Destructive Testing (NDT). The state-of-the-art on the
available experimental approaches has focused on the emerging MDT techniques, such
as the in-situ penetrometric test and the extraction of core samples to be tested in the
laboratory. These methodologies has showed to be suitable for historical buildings,
since they can provide reliable results while producing limited damages on the
investigated part of the structure.
A state-of-the-art of available numerical analyses for the assessment of existing
masonry has been also presented. Micro modelling is probably the most sophisticated
tool to analyse the real behaviour of the material, particularly concerning its local
response at the level of constituents. It leads to very accurate results, but it requires an
intensive computational effort. For the particular purpose of this research, we have
focused on micro-scale models for the investigation of the laboratory tests developed
during this study. The constitutive law adopted in these models is based on Continuum
Damage Mechanics, which provides a powerful and general framework for the
derivation of consistent material models suitable for engineering applications.
Chapter 3 presents the development of a novel MDT instrumentation. The X-Drill
system is based on the field vane test used for soils. It consists in a four-winged pin to
be inserted in the material to investigate. A torque is then applied to the pin through a
torque wrench, recording the maximum value at failure. A previous research on the XDrill proposed a simple empirical calibration based on a simple linear regression
between standard compressive strength of the mortar and the maximum torque
measured. In this research, the original format of the system has been enriched making
important improvements on its geometrical properties in order to reduce the
uncertainties of the results. An analytical theory has been also developed based on the
local stress in the contact area between the pin’s wings and the mortar, leading to a
linear correlation depending on the geometrical properties of the instrument and on the
mechanical parameters of the material investigated. Finally, the instrument has been
calibrated in the laboratory using a large set of mortar specimens with different
compressive strengths. The correlation between maximum torque and compressive
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strength using a linear regression has shown a high coefficient of determination,
confirming the reliability of a linear correlation rule. Moreover, the resulting parameters
of the linear regression compared to those found using the analytical model returned
rather comparable values for realistic ranges of the mechanical properties of the mortar.
Chapter 4 has presented a large experimental campaign carried out on core samples
extracted from historical-like masonry walls. The experimental campaign has included
also the analysis of standard specimens prepared according to the relevant standard for
compression, flexural and shear tests. The extraction has been carried out using a novel
dry coring technique. This novel technique has revealed to be more suitable than the
water-cooled coring, since in historical structures the water used for the cooling of the
bit can spoil the mortar joints usually constituted by poor material. The samples were
core drilled from the walls to be subject to the Brazilian Test (BT) with inclined mortar
joint. This kind of test induces a composite state of stress of compression-shear on the
mortar joint. The cored walls were dismantled to extract mortar joint specimens for
Double Punch Test (DPT). While the standard tests are not feasible in the case of the
assessment of existing buildings, both the BT and DPT show to be suitable for real
experimental campaigns on existing structures. The BT setup has been enhanced by
introducing LVDTs on both circular faces, measuring the relative displacement of the
two semi-cylindrical brick parts. This solution has provided further information about
elastic and nonlinear properties of the mortar. The outcomes of the BT and the DPT
have been combined using a three-dimensional state of stress representation (i.e. Mohr’s
Circles), resulting in a more precise estimation of the failure envelope. The resulting
compressive, tensile and shear strengths obtained by the failure envelope have been
compared with those from the standard tests, confirming the good agreement of the
results.
Chapter 5 has presented the numerical validation of the results obtained in the previous
Chapter 4. 2D and 3D FE analyses have been carried out, using a constitutive model
based on Continuum Damage Mechanics. The constitutive law of isotropic continuum
damage can represent the softening behaviour of the material through a single scalar
parameter. The degradation of the material’s capacity occurs for either compression,
tension or shear actions. Since the tests modelled have involved mainly tension and
shear failure in the mortar, the isotropic continuum damage model has been used. In
particular, the samples tested have been modelled using micro-models, i.e. the units and
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the mortar have been defined separately using the parameters obtained by the previous
experimental activity.

6.2.

Main Contributions

6.2.1. Penetrometer for in-situ MDT
Concerning the novel penetrometer developed, the technical improvements are aimed at
reducing the uncertainties in the measurements. The original version of the X-Drill
(Christiansen 2011) has been improved in this research by means of further details on
the shape of the pin, making the technique more appropriate for the analysis of existing
historical mortars. The principal modifications introduced are:
- reduction of the diameter of the pin’s cross section from 10 mm to 9 mm, allowing
to insert it into thinner mortar joints;
- definition of the wings length Lw=15 mm, for a better standardisation of the
penetration depth;
- reduction of the body’s diameter from 10 mm to 6.5 mm, allowing the X-Drill to
penetrate deeper into the mortar joint.
A theoretical model has been proposed to interpret the results of the novel penetrometric
test. It is based on plane-stress assumption at the contact section between the
instrument’s wings and the mortar. The torque applied by the instrument induces the
formation of tangential stresses along the failure surface (identified as the circumscribed
circle at the pin’s cross section), as well as normal stresses over the wing’s contact
section. Due to the material surrounding the loaded area, it is possible to assume a
constrained condition of the mortar in the radial direction, producing a confinement
effect on the investigated mortar. The resulting state of stress can be represented by a
Mohr’s circle on the σ-τ plane, allowing the evaluation of the corresponding MohrCoulomb failure surface.
The interpretation model has been validated by a wide experimental dataset. The
analytical predictions have been compared with the experimental results obtained in the
laboratory. Penetrometric and compressive tests were executed on cubic specimens built
using different types of mortars. Each mortar was characterised by a different mixture
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of components in order to obtain a rather wide range of compressive strengths. The
results obtained can be summarised as follows:
- The proposed theoretical model is based on the local failure of the mortar located in
the contact zone with the instrument’s wings. The correlation rule between the
measured torque and the compressive strength of the mortar is reduced to a linear
law, where the slope depends on the geometric parameters of the instrument, the
assumed Poisson’s ratio of the mortar and the friction angle;
- the dependency of the correlation factor on the Poisson’s modulus in a realistic
range of values shows rather low sensitivity, reducing the bias introduced by the
uncertain evaluation of the Poisson’ modulus.
- concerning to the experimental results, a linear regression gives high value of the
coefficient of determination (R2=0.958), confirming the linear law as a reliable
model to express the relationship between the compressive strength and the torque
measured by the X-Drill test;
- The proposed interpretation model and the relative experimental results are in good
agreement for realistic values of the Poisson’s ratio. For νm=0.30 the model shows
high accuracy for mortars having fc<2.0 MPa, and returns conservative values for
higher resistance mortars. Reducing the Poisson’s modulus, the model gets closer to
the experimental strengths for higher resistance mortars and overestimates the
strengths of lower resistance mortars.
- The proposed in-situ MDT technique has shown its suitability as a complementary
test to laboratory destructive ones, in order to reduce invasive inspection activities
on masonry historical buildings.

6.2.2. Laboratory Tests for MDT
The second part of this work has focused on the laboratory tests performed on extracted
specimens. The proposed methodology of interpretation combines the outcomes of
different tests (i.e. BT, DPT and triplets) into an integrated procedure for the definition
of the failure criterion of the mortar. The following conclusions can be drawn on the
basis of the results obtained from the aforementioned tests:
- The dry extraction performed in the experimental program has shown to be more
suitable for historical masonry than the water-cooled drilling, since weak mortars are
often present and the water may spoil the specimen. None of the specimens was
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damaged during the dry core drilling of the walls. The novel dry extraction
procedure seems a reliable option for sampling, even from the interior of existing
buildings.
- The novel experimental setup developed for the BTs with inclined mortar joint has
afforded an estimation of the mortar’s shear elastic modulus, besides the strength
parameters. This estimation has been made possible by the use of displacement
control via the LVDTs placed on both faces of the specimens. An estimation of
Gm=154 MPa has been obtained by considering the secant value at 30% of the
maximum load.
- The vertical displacement control used for the Brazilian Tests combined with a high
sampling rate of the acquisition control unit (50 Hz) has allowed recording part of
the softening branch during the tests. However, the high fragility of the failure
mechanism has caused a loss of data during the descending branch of the loading
curves. An interpolation of the lost data has been carried out by means of a quadratic
function, allowing having a full description of the softening behaviour of the mortar
joint under shear actions.
- The Brazilian tests were performed at different inclinations of the diametral joint
(45°, 50°, 55° and 60°), inducing different combinations of shear and compression to
the mortar. The specimens exhibited a characteristic “parasymmetric” failure in
most of the cases, with a fracture crossing the mortar joint and involving the two
opposite brick-mortar interfaces. The results have shown that for α ≥ 45° the crack
starts in the mortar layer, sometimes involving small parts of the brick near the
loading area, confirming previous results by the authors (Pelà et al. 2015).
- The triplets tests were performed at different pre-compression levels of 0.2 MPa, 0.6
MPa and 1.0 MPa, according to the reference standard (EN 1052-3:2002 2002). The
specimens’ failure was mainly located at the interface between mortar and unit,
except for the external parts of the joints close to the loading area and to the
supports, where the cracks cross the joint to the opposite interface. The results have
shown that for 0.2 MPa of pre-compression the samples exhibited a nonsimultaneous cracking of the two joints, returning non-reliable values of ultimate
load. For this reason, these tests have been discarded from the analyses.
- The compressive strength obtained from the DPTs (2.71 MPa) resulted 10% higher
than that obtained from standard compression tests on mortar prisms (2.45 MPa),
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due to the confinement induced by the external material surrounding the loaded area
and exerted by the punches over the flat specimen.
The interpretative theories proposed in (Pelà et al. 2015; Marastoni et al. 2016), i.e.
continuum model and interface model, have been used to process the results from the
experimental program and to provide realistic estimations of mortar’s mechanical
parameters. The main outcomes from the two models, as well as the main novelties
introduced by the present study, are summarized below:
- The continuum model has been improved with a more refined micromechanical
interpretation of the triaxial stress states in the samples at failure. This has allowed a
more precise representation of the Mohr’s circles of the experimental test on the σ-τ
plane. As for the BT and triplets, the Hilsdorf’s theory has been considered to
estimate the horizontal confining stress in the mortar, providing a value around the
40% of the transversal compression. As for the DPT, the horizontal confining stress
has been estimated using the FEM, providing a conventional value around the 5% of
the vertical compression. The introduction of the confinement components has
improved remarkably the definition of the Mohr’s circles for BTs, triplets and DPTs.
Another novel improvement to the continuum model has been the adoption of a
Mohr’s parabolic failure criterion. It has been adjusted using a least square method
applied to the Mohr’s circles obtained from the experimental tests. The parameters
of the Mohr’s parabolic failure envelope for BTs and DPTs resulted σ0=0.34 MPa
and τ0=0.62 MPa in the present experimental campaign. The nonlinear envelope has
been also simplified using a linear Mohr-Coulomb criterion with tension cut-off,
whose constitutive parameters are c=0.62 MPa, φ=33.11° and ftm,CUT=0.34 MPa. The
compressive strength has been derived using the Mohr-Coulomb theory as fcm=2.30
MPa.
- The integrated methodology applied to the triplets tests and DPTs has shown
remarkable agreement with that calculated with BTs and DPTs. The resulting
parabolic failure envelope is characterised by σ0=0.34 MPa and τ0=0.63 MPa ,
almost superposed to those obtained from BTs and DPTs. The linearization of the
parabolic envelope has led to consistent results, being the constitutive parameters
obtained c=0.63 MPa, φ=33.18° and ftm,CUT=0.34 MPa.
- The interface model considers the mortar joint as a two-dimensional interface, with
the thickness of the joint collapsed in its central section. The state of stress is
represented as a point instead of a circle on the σ-τ plane, excluding the possibility of
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integrating the DPTs results in the calculation of the failure envelope. Using the
points from the sole BTs, a linear Mohr-Coulomb failure envelope has been
calculated using a linear regression with C=0.32 MPa and Φ=32.32°.
- As for the triplets results, the interface model has reported similar results compared
to those obtained by the BTs. The linear regression of the points representing the
state of stress of the triplets at the failure moment has returned as parameters C=0.36
MPa and Φ=32.61°.
- The proposed MDT techniques and their interpretation theories have shown their
suitability for the experimental activities of mechanical characterisation of historical
masonry of the built cultural heritage. The proposed sampling technique can ensure
limited invasivity to the existing structure. The novel integrated methodology for the
processing of DPTs and BTs has shown good reliability and robustness.

6.2.3. Numerical modelling of laboratory tests
The validation of the integrated methodology has been carried out using linear and
nonlinear analyses on 2D and 3D FE models. The constitutive law used for the
nonlinear analyses is an isotropic damage model, based on the Continuum Model
parameters obtained from the combination of BTs and DPTs.
The principal results derived from the numerical analyses of BTs are summarised
below:
- The linear elastic analyses carried out on BT models have confirmed the good
approximation of the state of stress on the mortar joint calculated with the analytical
formulas adopted in previous works (Braga et al. 1992; Benedetti et al. 2008; Pelà et
al. 2012). The estimation of the confinement stresses in the mortar joints by means
of the Hilsdorf’s theory (Hilsdorf 1969) have been also confirmed as a good
estimation method, returning consistent results compared with the elastic FE models.
- The nonlinear analyses carried out on BT models have provided results in good
agreement with the experimental ones, both in case of 2D and 3D models. The
cracks’ patterns and their evolutions at each step of the analyses fully agreed with
the experimental fractures. The three-dimensional models have shown their
capability to represent internal variations of the crack patterns, displaying realistic
fracture’s shapes in agreement with the experimental evidence. The 2D models have
provided a good estimation of the cracking phenomena relatively to the central
cross-section of the specimens.
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- The load vs. displacement curves obtained by the 2D and 3D nonlinear analyses
have resulted in agreement with the experimental ones. All the BT models have lost
more than 95% of their bearing capacity in the first 1.50 mm of relative
displacement of the joints like in the experimental case, with a comparable
descending trend.
- The numerical failure loads of the BT with inclined mortar joint have returned
slightly conservative values if compared with the experimental results, confirming
the integrated methodology of interpretation of the laboratory tests as a reliable
strategy for the evaluation of the mortar behaviour.
The outcomes from the numerical simulations of triplet tests are summarised below:
- The 2D and 3D nonlinear analyses have provided cracks’ patterns in agreement with
the experimental fractures. The larger finite elements used in the 3D mesh in order
to limit the computation effort has led to different results in some specimens.
- The numerical failure loads of the triplet tests have returned slightly conservative
values if compared with the experimental results, confirming the integrated
methodology of interpretation of the laboratory tests as a reliable strategy for the
evaluation of the mortar behaviour.

6.3.

Suggestions for future work

The penetrometric method proposed in this doctoral thesis gives room for possible
developments of the experimental technique, as for the execution of the test and for the
proposal of more sophisticated interpretation theories. The following aspects seem
worthy of future work:
- The calibration of the proposed penetrometric method could be improved by
considering a wider range of strengths for the tested mortars.
- Besides the comparison of the penetrometer readings with the compressive strengths
derived from cube specimens, it could be interesting to investigate further
comparisons between the penetrometric estimations and other types of laboratory
tests, like DPT on mortar joints extracted from the same walls tested with the Xdrill.
- New optimized shapes of the pin could be proposed in order to obtain more reliable
results and reduce the experimental scattering. Also, torque wrench with digital
display could be adopted to improve the precision of the reading.
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- The analytical interpretation rule proposed in this work depends on the geometric
properties of the penetrometer and on the elastic parameters of the mortar. Further
experimental investigations should be necessary to get more precise correlation
rules.
- Other possible models for the interpretation of the X-drill method could be
proposed, using other theoretical frameworks like fracture mechanics, plasticity or
limit analysis.
- Further experimental campaigns could be carried out in order to investigate the
possible causes of the appearance of an initial bias

on the reading of the torque

during the test execution. Appropriate measures should be carried out in order to
limit the effects of this phenomenon and to improve the precision of its evaluation.
The experimental campaign carried out on core samples and joint specimens extracted
from the walls has provided promising results that could be further complemented with
the following studies:
- More combinations of material components could be explored in the laboratory, in
order to enlarge the experimental database for a better calibration of the MDT
technique.
- Besides the comparison between BT on core samples and shear tests on triplets, it
would be interesting a comparison with other experimental tests aimed at evaluating
the shear behaviour of mortar, like shear tests on couplets or diagonal compression
tests on wallets.
- It would be interesting to carry out a comparison between the results from BT of
core samples and those from the in-situ shear-jack test.
- The evaluation of the tensile strength of mortar from flexure tests should be
investigated better, since the available standards (fib 2013; EN 1992-1-1:2005 2005;
D.M. 14/01/2008 2008) provide different empirical formulas yielding very different
results.
As for the numerical simulation of the MDT experimental technique, the following
suggestions for future work can be presented:
- Carrying out numerical analyses with improved constitutive laws, like those
including the effect of both initial and residual friction behaviour of the material.
This improvement would provide numerical results more realistic and more in
agreement with those obtained from experimental tests on triplets.
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- Comparing the numerical results obtained in this work with those derived from other
micro-modelling strategies. For example, simplified micro-modelling could be used,
i.e. replacing the whole mortar joint with an interface element. Another alternative
could be the use of detailed micro-modelling, i.e. introducing the discretization of
both the mortar joint by continuum elements and the brick-mortar discontinuity by
interface elements.
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